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A1\ ECONOMIC LIS 00 1U C0MPTIflV'
OF Tff OrTH:..:..0;T LROZN PEA INDUSTRY

CiIPTER I

INTaDtJCfl:

Production and consumption of frozen peas have increased at

a rapid rate in recent years. L3oth demand and supply influcaces

have been responsible for this growth. Technological advances in

the processing and freezing of peas and the improvement of refriger-

ated transportation, storage and distribution facilities have

contributed to the growth and expansion of the industry. eveiop-

meats at the farm level as well as in storing and preserving frozen

product in the home also have been important. Of those factors

affecting consumption, opuiation <rowth in the United States at

the rate of about three million persons per year and increasing per

capita incomes have been of most significance.

With the exception of frozen potato products more peas are

consumed than any other frozen vegetable. Frozen peas accounted

for approximately 24 percent of all frozen vegetables consumed in

1959. This product over the past decade has taken over a part of

the market for fresh and canned peas. In 1949, seven percent of

the peas was consumed fresh, 75 percent was canned and 18 percent

was frzeri. y 1959, two percent was fresh, 63 percent canned and

35 percent frozen (7$, p. l). pressed in terms of per capita

consumption for this saxie ten-year period, frozen peas have almost

doubled, canned peas remained about the same, and fresh peas have



declined to about onethird of the 1949 level of 
consurnption.i" 

Production of peas for freezing has increased by 130 percent. 

since 1949 (79). This has taken place in all areas of the country 

producing peas for freezing. The West, however, has experienced 

the largest increase now produces about 70 percent of the total 

United States sup1y (57), Pacific Northwest states account for 

almost all of the ests production. Figure 1 shows the trend since 

1946 in frozen pea roduetjon for three broad areas of the United 

States, 

The Northwest pea Industry is urique with respect to both 

production and markets. Produotlon is a large scale operation 

often onsisting of several hundred acres of peas per farm. The 

product is rketed nationally and much of it is shipped to the 

mo populated areas of the aat. s a consequence, transportation 

costs are considerably higher per unit of product than for the 

other competing regions. Prerai1ing wage rate 2 and transportation 

costs for incoming supplies and equipment also are higher. In 

spite of these cost disadvantages, the Northwest pea industry has 

expanded rapidly and has provided a lar;e t'ortion of the national 

supply of frozen peas. 

/ See Appendix Table 15 for per capita consunption of frozen 
vegetables in the United States from 1937 to 1959 and Appendix 

Table 14 for relative consumttion of fresh, canned nd frozen 
peas for the same period. 



Figure 1. United States frozen pea pack by region, 1946-60. 1/
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1/ Data obtained from the National Association of Frozen Food Packers.
The regions established to show production in various parts of the
country are as follows:

East and South: Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Mississippi, Missouri, New .Yersey,
New York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Texas and Virginia.

Midwest: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska,
North Dakota, Ohio and Wisconsin.

West: California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Utah,
Washington and Wyoming.
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It is important to understand some of the reasons why increases

in production take place at a more rapid rate in some areas than

in others. Management in the industry is guided by important

economic considerations which over the long run dictate where

production can best take place. Future locational development of

the pea. industry depends on the comparatIve advantage of different

regIons in the production and processing of frozen peas and is of

importance to producers and processors in making future plans and

investments.

This study attempts to quantify and analyze those economic

considerations that affect the Northwest pea industry8a ability

to compete with other regions producing and processing frozen

peas. Jfforts are made at the Sante time to improve upon the

methodology of iriterregional competition analyses.

Specific objectives of this study are divided into two cat-

egories - those objectives pertaining directly to interregional

competition within the frozen pea industry and those objectives

concerning methodological considerations.

1. Objectives with direct application to the frozen pea

industry.

a. To determine supply, demand, and price relation-

ships for frozen peas as related to major producing

and, consuming regions.

b. To determine the competitive position of the major

pea freezing areas of the United States.



c. To project an efficient pattern of growth Lor this

industry,

2. Objectives concerning methodolor.

a. To develop refineriients and proveieits in spatial

equilibrtum iodcls used in analyses of inter-

regional competition which permit the incorporation

of regional demand and supply functions.

b, To eliminate some of the limitations of past

empirical research utilizing spatial equilibrium

models through the utilization of more complete,

aocurate and. reliable data,

c. To demonstrate the effect of restrictive assp

tions concerning dsman and supply elasticities

upon interregional competition analysis.



CH,uTkR II

REV1 OF LITE ATUIF AND LTrICAL FkLA;woRK

Economic theory relating to the physical location of production

has been developed over the past two centuries. Adam 3rnith in 1776

developed the principle of specialization, which states that each

area tends to produce only a few commodities, sells its surplus of

these and with the proceeds bys the other goods and services it

needs. In his discussion (67, p. 14-15O) of the products that

should be produced in particular areas he had this to say:

A corn field of moderate fertility produces a
much greater quantity of food for man than the
pasture of equal extent. Though its cultivation
requires much more labour, yet the surplus which
remains after replacing the seed and maintaining
all that labour, is likewise much greater. .

It is thus that . . the rent and profit of un-
improved pasture comes to be regulated in some
measure by the rent and profit . . . of corn.
Corn is an annual crop. }3utchers' meat, a crop
which requires four or five years to grow. As an
acre of land, therefore, will produce a much smaller
quantity of the one species of food than the other,
the inferiority of the quantity must be compensated
by the superiority of the price. If it was more
than compensated, more corn would be turned into
pasture; and if it was not compensated, part of
what was in pasture would be brought back into
corn. This equality, however, between the rent and
profit o± grass and those of corn . . . must be
understood to take place only through the greater
part of the improved lands of a great country.
In some particular local situations it is quite
otherwise, and the rent and profit of grass are
much superior to what can be made by corn.
Particular circumstances have sometimes rendered
some countries so Dopulous, that the whole territory,
like the lands in the neighbourhood of a great town
has not been sufficient to produce both the grass
and corn necessary for the subsistance of their
inhabitants. Their lands, therefore, have been



principally employed in the production of grass,
the more bulky commodity, and which cannot be so
easily brought from a great distance; the corn .

has been chiefly imported from foreign countries."

Ricardo in 1817 developed this into his forirulat ion of th.e

principle of comparative costs, It is clear from his wrIting

quoted below (61, p. 115) that he recogiized the difference

between absolute and comparative advantage.

I?Though she (?ortxga1) coula make the cloth with the
labor of 90 men, she would import it from a country
where it required the labor of 100 men to produce
it, because it would be advantageous to her rather
to employ her capital. in the production of wine,
for which she would obtain more cloth from England,
than she could produce by directing a portion of her
capital fron the cultivation of vines to thmanu-
facture or c1oth.

This is te baccground of the principle of comparative advantage

which states: .ach area tends to produce those products for which

its ratio of advantage is greatest as compared with other areas, or

its ratio of disadvantage is the least,

These early English economists abstracted from transportation

costs and consequently did not deal with their effect upon inter-

regional trade. It was Thuenen in 1826) and later Alfred ieber in

1909, who concerned themselves With the influence of transportation

costs and developed the location principle.

In the first vo1ute of his "Isolated State" Thuenen assumed a

land of homogeneous fertility With one city in the center, so that

different locations would be distinguished only by diffrrences in

the cost of transporting the crop to market (3, p. 112-116).

this means, he pointed out that the different branches of agricul-



ture Will situate themselves in concentric rings around the city in

order of decreasing intensiveness of cultivation, interrupted only

in eases where the crop is bulky or perishable.

Thuenen's approach to the problem of the best location of farms

served as a model eighty years later, for Alfred Weber' s inquiry

(83) into the problem of the best location for industries. This,

it was found, is determined by the weights of materials and

products to be transported and by the location of materials end

skilled labor.

The work of Thuenen and Weber is still being used as the basis

of recent theoretical treatments of location economics by Loach (53)

and Isard (39). These more recent works have placed emphasis

upon determination of borders of raw material supply areas and

product distribution areas and upon the effect that irregularities

of the transport network and discontinuities in transport costs

have upon location of production.

Heady, another contributor to this field, points out that the

degree and nature of specialization found in different geographic

areas are dependent on two sets of relationships (28, p. 660-642).

egional production possibility relationships (i.e., regional

transformation curves) establish the physical opportunities which

are open to the particular region and this depends upon the

production function for each individual commodity and for each firm.

These production possibilities available to particular regions

depend upon climate, soil and biologtcal factors. The second



ipotant relationship 1 that of price ratios for commodities and

factors Pruction ond resource use atterns are affected by

price ratios and differ as (1) the ratio of the price of product

relative to that of the factors varies between regions, (2) the

ratio of product prices varies between re4ona end, (3) the ratio

of factor prices varies between regions.

Heady also indicates that the d'ctrne of comparative ad-

vantage as developed by Ricardo and others since his time has some

very real limitations (2, p. 660-661): (1) The principle as

traditionally defined supposes that resources cannot be tr&sisferred.

trezue emphasis on the principle of copa.rative advantage in the

classical sense tends to obscure the possihiiitv of resource

mobility and hence the gain in product forthcoming as factors are

rearranged between regions. (2) The principle also supposes that

the marginal rate of substit.utioxi between products within a region

is constant. This second limitation leads to the erroneous

conclusion that each region 3hould produce a single product. This

is unrealistic in that most areas have increasing rates of product

substitution and it also overlooks corapiem9ntary and. supplementary

relationships betwe enterprises jn agriculture.

Theoretical Development of Spatial quilibrium Models

All of the writers mentioned thus far have rade significant

contributions to the theory of location economics. Their contribu-

tions generally have been of a qualitative rather than quantitative



natuxe and conseqently do not lend themselves to empirical re-

search. 1ore recent developments in the area of spatial problems

have contributad toward a more adequate methodological framework

Which is operational and amenable to empirical research. Such

writers as Koopmans, Samuelson, Baumol arid Enke have stzgested new

techniques for handling a general theory of a location and space

economy (49) (62) (2) (18). Specifically they have suggested new

approaches to the problem of geographical price equilibrium and

flows and have approached them in terms of linear programrrdng

developed from the more general macro input-output model of

Leontief (52).

The so-called Htransportation model9 of linear programming is

the most simple form of the spatial equilibrium models. It has

been applied successfully to problems involving the shipment of

specified quantities of a eomaodity from. each of a number of

sources and the receipt of specified quantities at each of a number

of destinations, with total receipts being equal to total shipments.

The receipts at each rket are predetermined and do not depend

upon price. The amount available at each source is also predeter-

mined and also does not depend upon price. The objective is to

satisfy the st of destination requirements at the least possible

total transportation cost. Thus the transportation problem has been

used to define minimum cost shipment patterns when a) fixed

quantities are available at particular locations, b) fixed quanti-

ties are required at particular destinattons, c) the cost of



transportation is independent of the level of activity and d) the

sum of the amount available at all sources is equal to the amount

required at all destinations, A model of this t.ye somewhat

parallels the short-run market situation in agriculture of a single

production period whore a specific crop has been harvested, storage

cannot be expanded and consumer purchases are invariant over a wide

range in prices (17, p. 5-7). Under the assumption of competitive

markets, shipments will be made as long as transportation costs are

covered. However, this model as ezplained aboVe is restricted in

its practical use.

The transportation model can be expressed algebraically as

follows:

Objective: To minimize

f(c) = i j

subject to these restraints

F Ajj k

ii

i j
where

quantity or fixed stock of an homogeneous product avail-

able at ith supply point.

quantity of an homogeneous product required at jth

destination.
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unit cost of transporting product from ith supply point

to jth destination.

quantity of product transported from ith suppiy point

to the jtb destination.

If there are m deficit (consumption) regions and n surplus

(production) regions the equations would take the following forin

'i A+ 13 +Airn ZA

X2A21fA22fA23f- ---------

X3 A31+A,23A,33_ ---------- +A3m ZA37

S

fl Anl+An2+An3+ ---------- +A

Consumption

!i A11+A21+A31+- ---------
n

r3 A13+A23+A33+ ---------- +A3 n3

S

S

where the symbols stiU have the sane meaning as given above. This

information can be placed in matrix fora as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Distribution matrix in transportation model of linear
programning.

1 A11 Al2 A13 ,........ A

2 A A A23 ......... A

3 A31 A32 A33 . .... a . A

. 4 5 o...sae,4 4

4 4 1i444*ø a

4 a a .4....4I. S

a a ,.,,.... a 4

. a a a.saS,as. a a

a a *....,$, a 4

. S a .a...aS* *

a a iø.*..s. *

a I S .a.*...* a a

ii An2 A3 ,........ A

Total
Regional Ani E2 L
Conaumpton n n n n ri m

Costs are entered into the model by applying appropriate data

to each Ajj of matrix Table 1. In other words constant per unit

transportation costs are entered front region i to region j as

These are shon in Table 2. The problem can be solved with the

information given in these two matrices. The solution to the

problea will be discussed later.



Table 2. Transfer cost matrix in transportation model of linear
prograning

I T11 T12

2 T21 T22 ......,.

3 T31 T32 T33 T3m
I S * ,** I

. S I 4.4*1*1*5 *

I I I S*III4S** I

S I S $eI*S*S* S

I I *S***SI U

I S S #*II**SI
S I S*S**$SS I

I I I *SS*4SSI I

I I SI*44 S

n Ti T T3 ,........ T

Certain rxtodifications have given this analytical method a wider

range of applicability. For example, instead of minimizing only

transportation costs the model can be expanded to include other

costs - costs of production, processing and selling which iist be

considered in pricing the product at its origin. If it is assumed

that these prices are constant, the transportation model cn still

be used by sinply adding the costs o producing, processing and

selling each unit at the ith origin to Tjj (the cost of transporting

a unit of the product from the ith origin to the jth destination.)

This, however, would be useless as long as given total production

is equal to given total conswnption, The objective of including

these other costs would be to determine a minimum cost production



pattern instead of a n2inhrrn.1In cost shient pattern.

Another modification, therefore, is necessary to complete the

wider range of applieabilitr. The equality ( Y.) must ho-
j jJ

come an inequality ( £L>' Y4) in order to determine an efficient
i

pattern of production. In such cases where the given supplies are

assumed to exceed demands, a dumnr requirezient or destination,

m + 1, can be created to transfer inequalities into equalities.

The fictitious region in. + 1 will absorb all of the excess production

capacity of the supplying regions. The cost of supplying the dununy

destination would be set equal to H, where M is a large number,

because it represents shipments of very low order and shipments that

would not be made in practice.

The practical interpretation of this problem with the added

modification now is somewhat changed. Before it was assumed that

the point estimate of fixed production in each supplying region was

on a perfectly inelastic supply function. With the change described

above potential production in each region is considered ;ith the

point estimate of costs (constant supply price) on a perfectly

elastic supply function. The interpretation of the consuming

regions is the same except that the dummy region absorbs all excess

production, with the lowest cost production going to the other

consuming regions.

The modifted transportation model still is limited, however,

in its range of usefulness as a. spatial equilibrium model because

of the assumptions of perfect elasticity of supply and inelasticity



of demand. These limitations are not inherent in the t1rensportation

model. Given adequate data, reflnenents In the muodel can be

developed to overcome such restrictive assumptions.

A more general equilibrium model has been developed in order

to consider the effect of price upon uroduction and consumption in

the various regions. This model is coraoon1y referred to as the

"spatial equilibrium model." It differs from the simpler t.rans-

portation model in that quantity offered and quantity taken are

entered as continuous functions dependent upon eori-iiodity price.

This pernits the results to be of "longer run" value,

The theoretical framework for the spatial equilibrium mode.).

has largely been developed by Enke and Sanuelson. nke (la, P. 41)

states the spatial equilibrium roh1em for a single comflodity as

follows:

"There are three (or more) regions trading a
geneous good. Each region constitutes a single
and distinct market. The regions of each possible
pair of regions arc separated but not isolated by
a transportation cost per physical unit ahich is
indeoencient of volume. There are no legal restric-
tions to limit the actions of profit seeking traders
in each region. or each region the functions which
relate local production and local use to local price
are known, and consequently the magnitude of the
difference which will be expored or imported at
each local price is also known Given these trade
functions and transportation costs, we wish to
ascertains (1) the net price in each region,
(2) the quantity of exports or imports for each
region, (3) which regions export, import or do
neither, (4) the aggregate trade in the commodity,
(5) the volume and direction of trade between each
possible pair of regions.
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Enke showed that this problem could be solved by & relatively simple

electric circuit." (la) Satuelson treated the same problem on a

strictly mathematical basis and demonstrated how it could be con-

verted into a rnaxirid.zin.g problem (62). He also related the Enke

problem tø the so-called lCooprnans-Hitcheock minimum-transport-cost

problem.

Samuelson (62, p. 26) develops the two-region case graphically

by using the conventional textbook back-to-back diagram determining

the equilibrium flow of exports from market 1 to market 2. This is

shown in Figure 2. Before trade, the equilibrium price would be

at A1 in Region I and at *2 in Region 2 where the regional supply

and demand curves just meet. Because the equilibrium price without

trade in Region 1 is lower than that in Region 2 goods will

obviously flow from Region 1 to Region 2 if the difference in price

exceeds the transportation cost from Region 1 to Region 2 (T12).

Trade will take place until the price in Region 2 exceeds the price

in Region I by exactly T. For this reason the axes of Region 1

have been off-set relative to those of Region 2 by the distance T12.

Thus any horionta1 line on the back-to-back diagram represents

prices in the two markets which differ by exactly the amount of the

transportation costs,

With the direction of trade established, the excess supply

curves are plotted to show the amount of product that vill be

shipped from Region 1 to Region 2, These functions, ES1 and ES2,

are determined by subtracting the quantity taken from the quantity
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Figure 2. Determination of equilibrium prices and product flows in the two-region

competitive case using a back-to-back diagram with positive transportation

costs.
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offered at every price. In other words these curves show the

amounts by which the quantities offered for 1e in the region

exceed the quantities taken at various prices. The combined

market equilibrium price is sho at B, where the axcess upply or

exports of Region 1 exactly eQual the negative excess supply or

imports of 1egion 2, that is, E12 - E21 = C3 in Figure 2. Of

course, if the difference between A1 and A2, (the equilibrium priees

without trade), had bean less than T12, the markets would have

remained isolated and separate equilibrium prices at A1 and A2

would prevail. From this two region case Sa'nuelson went on to

develop the ri region case in terms of linear progrartmiing theory.

Epirical Studies Utilizing Equilibrium Models

Recent eipirical efforts to develop spatial models in agricul-

ture have been patterned after the works of Koopmans, Sarnuelson,

Beckmann, k3auinol, and Enke. As early as 1953, Fox developed a

spatial equilibrium nodel of the livestock-feed economy (25).. Re

used the Saniuelson-Bawnol type approach with the United States

divided into 10 regions. The model included a demand function for

feed in each of the ten regions and a structure of transportation

costs between all possible pairs of regions. Feed production and

livestock numbers were taken as predetermined variables. Given

the demand function for feed in each region and the structure of

transportation costs between regions, he demonstrated how to find

for any given set of regional values of feed production, livestock



number8 and livestock prices, the equilibrium values of feed prices

and feed consumption in each region and the net quantities of feed

shipped over each interregional path. This study was perhaps some-

what oversimplified in that data were aggregated for all of the

different kinds of feed as well as different classes of livestock.

In a later study Fox and Taeuber improved upon this earlier model

by including demand and supply functions for livestock. Supply of

feed was still taken as predetermined. Through a system of math-

ematical equations they estimated in this second model (1) prices,

production, and consumption of livestock products in each region

and the pattern of interregional shipment of livestock products

and (2) prices and consumption of feed in each region and the

pattern of interregional shipments of feed.

y use of a similar model, Judge conducted a study of the

competitive position of the Connecticut poultry industry (42).

He formulated his problem as follows (42, p. 6):

"The United States is divided into N geographically
contiguous regions that trade the commodity eggs. Each

possible pair of regions are separated by a transport
cost per physical unit which is independent of the volume
transported. There are no restrictions on the choice of
the profit-seeking firms in each region. Each region is

assumed to possess a. given market demand curve for the
coniodity eggs and each region is assumed to possess a
unique mix of the supply of eggs, population, and dis-
posable income which are to be considered as predeter-
mined variables. Given these regional market demand
rlationehips and transportation costs along with the
predeteriined variables, the problem becomes one of
ascertaining (1) a set of equilibrium prices of eggs
and the quantities consumed in each region (2) the
quantity of eggs exported or imported from each region
(3) the aggregate net trade of eggs and (4) the volume



and direction of trade between each possible pair of
regions that il1 maximize net returns (minimize
transportation co3ts) to each source and permit an
optisnirn distribution of eggs at a minimum transporta-
tion cost

In a later study with Wallace, Judge made a similar analysis

of the livestock economy (45). The assumptions and conditions

were much the same for this analysis as those used in the egg

study.

AU of the studies mentioned above have been limited somewhat

in their usefulness because of their rather restrictive assumptions,

especially with regard to supply. By starting with a given amount

of production in each area the researchers have assumed away the

problem of production and supply estimation. Only trons,;ortatioa

costs have been minimized. Thus the models have little predictive

value in terms of estimating optimum patterns of production. They

are useful in determining short-run minimum cost patterns of

shipment.

Another empirical approach to spatial problems has been made

by Dennis (14)(16) in a study of interregional competition in the

frozen strawberry industry. Unlike Judg&s work he used the

modified transportation model where he assumed perfectly elastic

supply functions instead of predetermined supplies and he considered

total costs (i.e., regional cost of production, processing, selling

and transporting the product to market). This is one of the first

studies in which all of these costs have been included, and regional

cost data were obtained from primary sources rather than relying



wholly upon secondary data. iegiona1 consumption was taken as

given or predetermined for Dennis's study. Under these cond1tjos

he solved for the optimum production pattern to supply the given

regional demands.

}ieady and gbert attacked another spatial problem by use of

general linear progr ing procedures (31). They attempted to show

that production control programs as they apply to food and feed

grains should be based oi regional production possibilities. This

model was quite elaborate in that it contained 104 producing

regions. This required handling coefficient matrices ol' 106 x 310

in order. The production end supply problem receives major emphasis

in this analysis, However, it is lfuiited in that demand for grain

is predetermined and is not a function of price, They also do not

consider the effect of processing and transportation cost in their

analysis although they point out that transportation costs could

be included as production costs in the standard programming model.

Other agricultural ap1ications of the linear programming

techniques to interregional competition include a study of the

dairy industry by Snodgrass and French (69), a study of the broiler

industry by Henry and Bishop (35), and a study by Koch of the

tomato processing industry (47)(48). All of those studies have been

made with rather restrictive assumptions ooncerning supply and demand,
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Analytical Framework for This tuay

3ome of the empirical studies mentioned above have assumed

both regional supplies (production) and regional demands (consump-

tion) as given or predetermined. Others have begun with predeter-

mined production but have utilized an estimated denand function in

estimating consumption. The objective of both of these categories

of problems has been to solve for the pattern of shipments which

would result in minimizing transportation costs,

A third category of studies has assumed given amounts of

regial consumption and has utilized some type of supply function.

The objective was to solve for the miniTmim cost pattern of production

which would supply the predetermined amounts of consumption.

There are no studies known to the writer which have incorporated

both quantity offered and quantity taken as a function of price for

all commodities included in the interregional analysis. The recent

theoretical development of the spatial models by Samuelson and

others has demonstrated the importance of the role of delILand and

supply in this type of equilibrium analysis. To further demonstrate

this, it can be shown graphically that interregional trade will

take place as a result of a) differences in demand between regions,

b) differences in supply, or c) a combination of a) and b),

Figure 3 again shows the "back-to-back" diagram, illustrating the

simplified case involving two regtons, each with individual supply

and demand schedules. The two regions in Figure 3 have identical

supply curves S1 and 2' but their demand curves and D2 are
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Figure 3. Back-to-back diagram illustrating the two-region case with identical
supply curves and different demand curves.



different. 8ecause of these differences in dtmand, the equilibrium

prices would be different if the two regions were isolated. If

they were not isolated and ignoring transfer costs for the moment,

trade would result because of these differences in demand,

In Figure 4 the situation is reversed. The two regions have

identical demand curves, but their supply curves differ. Here again

the equilibrium prices would be different if the regions ere

isolated and if not, trade would take place as a result of differ-

ences in supply. 01' course, if both supply and demand schedules

differed (and this will likely be the case) trade would result as

long as the transfer costs were less than the difference in the

resulting equilibrium prices of the two regions in isolation.

It is upon this basis that a serious effort is made in this

study to bring both supply and demand more explicit.ly into the

analysis and to eliminate some of the more restrictive assumptions

made in past empirical research concerning jnterreg.ional co.npetition.

An attempt is made to incorporate into the model both quantity

offered and quantity taken as functions of price. It is logical

to suppose that the amount of a good that a region will supply is

in fact a function of rice, More of the commodity will be offered

at higher prices. Given the state of the arts and current factor

and product prices this may be accomplished by one or more of

several different meafls: (1) by bringing in new land of a poorer

quality (2) by applying capital and labor more intensively to a

given area of land, and (3) by taking land out of alternative crops
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Figure 4. Back-to-back diagram illustrating the two-region case with identical
demand curves and different supply curves.
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and applying it to the commodity under consideration. All of these

things would be done as the supply price were increased if the time

period under consideration were of sufficient length. On the

demand side it is logical also to suppose that in reality consumers

would in fact be willing to take more of a cotmodity only at lower

prices, given tastes and preferences, disposable incomes, and

prices and amounts of all other substitute commodities.

Models to be Used

Two different models are used in the present analysis of the

frozen pea industry. i3oth models utilize an. expanded and modified

version of the transportation problem. The first is a cost

minimizing model and the second, a maximization model; regional

demand and supply functions are used in both.

Model I The first model utilizes the dend function "out-

aide" the linear programming framework. Regional consumption is

computed through the use of approximated regional demand schedules

for various assumed conditions and price levels, These computed

regional consumption estimates at given levels of price are then

entered into the transportation problem.

The supply function is treated somewhat differently. Approxi-

mated regional supply functions are segiented into ftstep&t as

shown in Figure 5.

It shows that Region 1 Will supply different quantities at

different price8, rather than supplying one fixed quantity
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Figure 5, A segniented regional supply eurye as it approximates a
continuous function.

regardless of price or an. infinite amount at a constant supply price

as has been assumed in previous studies. Step 1 of Region 1 will

supply ou quantity at Os price, Step 2 'will supply an additional uv

quantity at higher price, oh, Step 3 additional quantity vw at oc

price, and so forth.'

/ This does not imply that. these tIatepsI or '1segrnents of the
supply schedule are to be geographical in nature. See page 25
for reasons why the supply curves slope upward and to the right
within a region.



Instead of entering each production region into the transpor-

tation problem matrices only once as shown in Table 1, page 13, each

step is entered and a new expanded matrix is formed as shown in

Table 3 where again there are i-i producing regions and ni consuming

regions but each producing region is broken into a, b, c, d, and e

'tstep&' or tt$egmentsfl

The conventional computing procedures can still be used in

solving this minimization problem, The solution to the problem

will yield the optissm cost pattern of production nd shipment for

any given price level desired.

As the problem is worked each successively low cost "step"

will enter the solution until all consumption requirements for the

consuming regions have been met, Then the remaining high cost

segments will "supply" a dummy consuming region that has been

included in the problem for the purpose of equating total produc-

tion and consumption. Total minimum cost can still be computed if
appropriate adjustments are made for producer surplus or economic

rent,

The number o± segments or stops into which the supply function

is divided is arbitrary. The greater the number of segments

included in the analysis, the more refined will be the results and

the more nearly the "stepped" function will approximate a continu-

ous function; also, of course, the bigger will be the problem. In

practice the number of segments or steps will be determined by

adequacy of the data and by the size of computing facilities.
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Table 3. Distribution matrix in the modified transportation model of
linear programming.

Total
roducing Sub

_____Consuming_Regions
Dummy Regional

Region Region 1 2 3 ,..,. at (m4.i) Production
a ia,l Ala,2 Aia,3 Ala Ala,(m4.l) Aia,m

b Alb,l Alb,2 Alb,3 Aib, (m#i)
at

1 c L011 Ai,2 A1013 ..... Ai01 A10,(.1) E

d Aid,2 Aid,3 .s Ald,m Aid, (mU)

e A
le,l

Aie,2 Aie3 Aie,m Aj,(j.) Aie,m

a A,1 A,2 A2a,3 ø A2a,(m#l)

b A2b,l A2b,2 A2b3 A2b,m A2b,(l) EA2b,m

2 c A2c,l A2c,2 A2c,3 A20, A2c,(m41) EA2c,rn

d A2d,l A2d,2 A2d,3 A2d,m A2d,(m+1)

e A2e,i A2e,2 A2e,3 A2e,(l)

0

0

S

S

S

0

.

5

S

S

5

S

S

I

S

S

S

.

.

.

5

.

S

I

0

0

S

S

S

a Ana,i Ana2 Ana,3 Ana,m Ana,(m41) Ana,m

b Aflb,i Anb,2 Anb,3 ... Anb,m Anb,(m4.1) EAnb,m

fl C A011 A02 'flC3 An,51 Anc,(xn4.l)

d Afld,i And,2 And,3 .'' And,m And,(nt4J.)

e Ane,i Ane,2 Ane,3 Ane,m Ane,(m41) Ane,m

Total
Region.al

Consumption A A3 ...., A A(1)
flat



This transportation model is quite operational and solutions

for individual problems are reauily obtained. Thus Model I is well

adapted for use in determining and demonstrating the impact of

structural changes that might be expected to occur in the £uture.1/

Various sets of conditions have been assumed and an optimum pattern

of production and shipment developed for each. The situations to

be considered wider this model are presented in Chapter VILt.

Model II This model is somewhat more general in nature arid

is intended to carry the problem one step further than Model I.

The first model was used to determine optimum patterns of produc-

tion and trade for given levels of consumption. Demand prices were

brought into the first model only to the extent that price was

used in estimating (through the demand function) the levels of con-

sumption to be used. The problem then became one of rninimiirig

cost for supplying the given amounts of consumption. 1odel I does

not determine the equilibrium prices which would equate total

production with total consumptione

Model II is introduced at this point as a possible means of

estimating the level of price or consumption to be expected to

prevail under conditions of equilibrium given regional supply

and demand functions developed in this study, The problem of

/ Structural changes as used here would include changes in ex-
ogenous factors causing shifts n regional supply and demand
relationships for frozen peas, such as population, tastes and
preferences) incomes, technology, institutions, prices of factors
and products other than frozen peas,



locating this point is shown for the two-region case in Figure 6

and corresponds to Sainuelson's (62, p. 287-290) and later icing and

Henry's (46, p. 1008-1010) concept of maximization of "net social

pay-off." Equilibrium would occur at point A where the quantity

that Consuming Region 2 is willing to take at OB price is exactly

equal to the quantity that Producing Region 1 is offering at the

same price. "Social pay-off" is the shaded area in the figure.

King and Henry (6, p. 1009) have this to say with regard to the

concept of "social pay-off":

"Note that movement of one unit of the cosunodity from
any step of a supply-for-export function to any step
of a demand-for-imports function results in a social
transfer gain equal to the price the importing region
will pay at the corresponding demand step, less the
sum of the transportation costs per unit and the
price that the exporting region is willing to accept
at the corresponding supply step. Total social pay-
off is the summation of units transferred times
social transfer gain per unit."

Model II madinjzes this summation. In doing so it locates the

point of equilibrium toward which the industry would be expected

to be moving provided conditions of perfect competition prevailed.

It is pretty well agreed that conditions of perfect competition

do not exist in reality for many industries and therefore the

location of this point may have little relevance to the frozen pea

industry, This is especially true for an industry having an

inelastic demand for its product and whose revenue position could

be improved by cutting back production. The model s interesting

from a methodological standpoint, however, and although it will

not be fully explored here it does provide a basis for further



Figure 6. Determination of equilibrium and total social pay-off in the two-region case.
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work towards the inclusion of market imperfections into this type

of analysis.

In Model 11 both the demand and supp].y functions are steppod

whereas in Model I only the supply function was handled in this

manner. This results in an even larger matrix than the one shown

in Table 3. Again there are n producing regions each being broken

in a, b, c, - k "steps" or "segments" and there are in consuming

regions but each one of them is also broken into a number of "steps."

The supply price (including transportation cost) from each

segment of each producing region was subtracted from the demand

price in each segment of each consuming region. Resulting social

transfer gains thus computed were entered in the appropriate cells

of the expanded matrix. Any social transfer gains computed to be

zero or negative were entered so as not to be filled. Total demand

and 8upply were again equalized through the use of a dummy consuming

region. The solution is reached by maximizing the "total social

pay-of V' using the transportation problem procedures.

Data and Assunptions

It has generally been the practice in empirical studies of

spatial equilibrium problems to divide the country into a number of

regions, both producing and consuming a given product. The selec-

tion of regions has been rather arbitrary, but to some extent has

been dictated by the availability of data. These regions have been

defined for use in the model in terms of surplus or deficit regions.
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Production of surplus regions has been defined as only the portion

of regional production, over and above internal consumption,

exported to other regions. Consumption of the deficit areas is

only the portion of total regional consumption imported. Points

within each area have been selected from where it is assumed that

all production originates for surplus areas arid to where all imports

flow for deficit areas.

There are six rather concentrated areas producing peas for

freezing within the United States. These areas produce more than

95 of the total frozen pea supply. They are quite naturally

divided and easily distinguished as being rather homogeneous with

respect to physical and economic factors affecting the production

of peas for freezing. Because these areas are concentrated,

generally encompassing no more than a few counties, production areas

have been selected for this study as being separate and distinct

from the consuming areas. With these small concentrated areas of

production, it becomes more realistic to assume that. production

originates from a single point as is necessary for this analysis.

The six pea freezing areas considered in this analysis are

(1) Blue Mountain area of northeastern Oregon, southeastern

Washington and northwestern Idaho (2) western ashington (3) south-

ern l4innesota (4) western New York (5) northern dame and (6)

southern New Jersey, southern Pennsylvania, Delaware, aryland and

the eastern seashore of virginta.31 These are shown in Figure 7.

/ These areas will be referred to in the remainder of this study
as (1) Eastern Oregon (2) Western Washington (3) Ntnnesota
(4) New York (5) MaIne arid (6) Eastern Seashore.



Figure 7. Major producing regions and the city representing each source of
supply, United States.

Production Regions

Region City designated as center
no. States of production area

1 Eastern Oregon, Southeastern Washington Walla Walla, Washington
and Northwestern Idaho

2 Western Washington Seattle, Washington

3 Southern Minnesota Mankato, Minnesota

4 Western New York Rochester, New York

5 Northern Maine Bangor, Maine

6 Southern New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland Wilmington, Delaware
and the eastern seashore of Virginia



The more important of the minor areas of production not con-

sidered in this analysis are located Tin California and Utah in the

West. Pea freezing operations in the South are relatively sniall

and in some recent years no peas have been frozen. ith the excep-

tion of frlimesota, pea freezing in the ridwest is also of minor

significance. Although isconsin is the largest producer of peas

for processing, relatively few are commercially frozen.

It is assumed that the production areas have no consumption

except insofar as the population within a producing area is a

part of 10 consuming regions into which the country has been

divided. These consuming areas have been selected on a basis of

the availability of consumption, population, income, end price data.

These areas are shown in Figure 8. Points rather centrally located

with respect to the region's population distribution have been

selected to where it is assumed that all imports of frozen peas

flow. These also are shown in Figure 8 along with the states

comprising each consuming region.

It is recognized that there are many points of destination

in each consuming region. To consider every point is beyond the

scope of this study. The objective is to determine general

relationships and this can be done by considering selected points.

The assumption of a single point representing each producing

and consuming region has been criticized as a serious limitation to

this type of research (6, p. 9-10). £n this connection more work

is needed to determine the effect upon the production pattern of



Figure 8. Consuming regions and the city representing each market,
United States.

Consumption Regions

Region City designated as
no. States population center

1 Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Boston, Mass.
Rhode Island, Connecticut

2 New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Scranton, Pa.
Delaware, District of Columbia

3 Ohio, Indiana, Michigan Detroit, Mich.

4 Wisconsin, Illinois Chicago, Ill.

5 Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota Minneapolis, finn.

6 Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri Omaha, Nebr.

7 Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, North Montgomery, Ala.
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi, Florida

8 Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma Dallas, Texas

9 California, Nevada, New Mexico, Arizona, Los Angeles, Cal.
Colorado, Utah

10 Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming Portland, Oregon
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varying the size and number of consuming regions. There are

seireral reasons, however, why this Uitation does not appear to be

seriously restrictive to this study (1) It is the general rela-

tionships that are o value in this type of research, and this

assumption should not distract from general relationships. (2) With

the present marketing structure, frozen foods are frequently

shipped from producing areas to centrally located storage facilities

where they are later distributed to retail outlets in the surround-

ing area. (ice the product from a number of areas has been assembled

in a storage or distribution center, the identity of the product

from different area.s is lost and all go through the same subsequent

processes. (3) Finafly, transportation cost is the only cost affec-

ted by number of consuming regions; end then shipping over vei

great distances even these sometimes are affected very little. For

example, when considering transportation costs from Walla Walla,

Washington to the east coast, there is little if any difference in

rates whether the product is shipped to Scranton, Pennsylvania or

New York. Also, rates from Seattle arid alla Walla to the same

point in the East or South are often identical.



CHJ.PTR Ill

REGIONAL PrODUCTION CO&f ESTIMAT:.S

Introduction

This chapter is devoted to the estimation of single value faru

production costs for each of the six. pea freezing areas - (1) Eastern

Oregon, (2) Western Washington, (3) Ninnesota, (4) New York,

(5) Maine, and (6) Eastern Seashore. Cost estimates developed here

will be used in a later chapter in making adjustments in an esti-

mated United States supply function in order to approximate

regional supply schedules for frozen peas.

Data used in estimating costs of producing peas in the six

major pea freezing areas were obtained from grower group meetings,

local processor fie1dren, county agents, and the state agricul-

tura3. coUege in each area.V Group meetings were held where

several typical commercial growers were asked to consider and

discuss all physical requirements and local prices for aU inputs.

They would then use their collective judgment to estimate typical

requirements, yield and costs for comiunercial producers within the

area. These grower meetings were conducted by the author while

on a personal visit to all producing areas and were arranged

through local county agents. Figures obtained through the group

J Recently obtained individual interview data also were used in
Minnesota. A recent study published by the University of aine,
(63) provided some data for that area,



interviews were reviewed by processor fie1dnen and local agri-

cultural coflege personnel for accuracy and representativenoss.

.Estimated Total Costs of Production

Regional production cost estimates were developed from an

analysis of aU input requirements including labor, equipment

expense, seed, fertilizer, insecticides, land arid overhead. Costs

include a custom charge for harvesting and inning because processors

frequently harvest for the grower on this basis.

Estimated total costs of production of peas for freezing are

summarized in Table 4. Jiiastern Oregon and Maine areas have the

lowest costs per ton and the Eastern Seashore the highest. Western

Washington has the highest costs per acre but because of heavy

yields costs per ton are third lowest of the six areas.

Table 4. Estimated cost of producing peas for freezing in major
producing areas, 1958.

Eastern Oregon 82.52 7.O2 .75

Main. 101.53 75.20 3.76

Western Washington 174.26 87.13 4.36

Minnesota 102.68 93.35 4.67

New york 106.64 96.95 4.85

Eastern Seashore 162,31 135.26 6.76



Principal factors responsible for variations in regional 

costs are (1) yields, (2) input roquirenents and costs, and (3) 

size of operation. Different soils and climates bring about 

different fertilizer requirements, seeding rates, and weed and 

insect control asures, as well as differences in tillage opera- 

tions required for growing peas. Table 5 shows a detailed break- 

down of production costs for the various areas. The basis for 

estimation of each of the cate 
. ones shown is explained in subse-. 

quent sections of this chapter. 

Table 5. Component breakdown of estimated costs of producing 
peas for freezing in major producing areas 1958. 

Eastern Western ?eW Eastern 
Item Oregon aine Wash 4inn. Yorc Seashore 

(cost per acre 

Labor 4 4.3C 7.60 7.1c 5.06 4.79 4.66 

Tractor 7.67 6.07 5.08 4.78 4.38 4.19 

Other Equient 2.55 3.146 5,08 3.39 3.20 3.46 

Cover Crop 

Seed 

Fertilizer and Lime 

- -. 8.00 - - - 
17.00 29.40 

- 8.45 

Weed & Insect Control 3.50 3.50 

25.00 29.00 33.77 45.00 

25.00 5.20 15.00 50.00 

16.00 11.00 3.50 11.50 

Land 23.00 10.25 35,00 17.25 14.00 15.50 

Overhead 2,00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 

Total Growing Costs 60.02 71.53 129.26 78.68 81.64 137.31 
Custom Swathing, Load- 

ing, Hauling & Vining. 22.50 30.00 4j.0O 24.00 25.00 25.00 
Total Estimated 
Coats 82.52 ;I01.5 .174.26 102.68 1ç6.64 162.3 



Comparative Yields

Yields were found to be quite uniform among areas vith the

exception of western 'Jashington. Estimated yield for commercial

growers in the latter area was 4,000 pounds per acre. Yields in

the other areas were: Eastern Oregon -- 2,200 pounds, Minnesota

- 2,200 pounds, New York - 2,200 pounds, Maine - 2,700 pounds,

and Eastern Seashore -- 2,400 pounds per acre.

In Western Washington, yields vary less from year to year than

in other areas. This is niainly attributable to Tnild temperatures

during growing and harvestIng plus ample precipitation. In the

other areas yields are less stable because of more variable

climatic conditions and peas are considered a risky crop.

Yield is one of the most important variables to consider in

estimating production costs per ton of peas. Yet, meaningful

yield estimates are difficult to make because of variation from

season to season in most areas. Yields used in this study were

obtained in group imterview and are based on practices for which

cst were estimated. Yields used are those normally to be ex-

pected over a long run period. In all cases they are somewhat

higher than published ten-year averages, but are lower than those

yields attained in some of the more favorable years of the recent

past (79).

Length of Harvesting Season

The harvesting and processing season lasts from 25 to 40 days

in the areas located in the East and Midwest, while in the Northwest



it ranges from 40 to 60 days. See Table 6 for usual dates for

harvesting and processing frozen peas.

Table 6. Usual dates and length of season for harvesting and
processing peas in irajor producing areas.

p - -1

Regions June July August

Eastern Oregon

Maine xxocotxxx
Western Washington xooxxxxxxxxxxx

Eastern Seashore

The longer season in Eastern Oregon occurs because peas are

planted at several different levels of elevation. Planting and

harvesting dates are thus staggered because of growing conditions

at these different elevations. In Western Washington the season

is long because of the mild climate with its cool nights. In other

areas, attempts are being xtade to lengthen the season by planting

varieties other than the eommon freezing varieties.1

Basis for Estimating Costs

Assumptions and prooedures used in estimating the major

J The prin al varieties of peas produced for freezing are Thomas
Laxton, Freezer 37, and the Perfection varieties. These are
grown in all areas and differ from canning varieties.



components of production costs are presented below.

Labor Costs

Labor costs are based on (1) estimated time required for per-

forming tillage operations and (2) typical wage rates. Hourly

rates used in this study were !l.5 for estern vashington, 1.25

for Eastern Oregon, and l.00 for all other areas All labor

including operator's time was charged at these rates. No allowance

for management was made. Estimated time requirements for perform-

ing the operations normally practiced in producing peas in each of

the various regions are given in Appendix Table 1.

Size of Operation

Acreage of peas and total cropland per farm, of course, vary

rithin a given region. Acreages shown in Table 7 are believed to

be typical of the size of operation in each region, however. The

larger acreages in Eastern Oregon permit the use of larger equipment

and provide an opportunity for some economies in labor and equipment

costs. For eaniple, typical equipment fOr the Eastern Oregon

operation includes a fIve-plow crawler type tractor and 24 to 40

foot spans of harrows, drills, rollers, etc., while in the other

areas, three-plow tractors and 10-12 foot equipment are used

(Table ). The larger equipment reduces the actual field tine per

acre by at least one-third for most operations.

There appear, however, to be some added costs associated with



Table 7. Typical acreages of peas and cropland per farm in major
producing areas, 1958.

Croplanc.t Peas
aegions per per

Eastern Oregon 500 160

Maine 120 30

Western Washington 100 50

160 12

New York i80 20

Eastern Seashore 150 25

Table 8. Typical iip1ernents used in the production of peas for
freezing in major producing areas, 1958.

Eastern Western New Eastern
1mp1eaent

Oregon Maine Washington Minnesota York Seash



the larger operations. Because pea fields are located greater

di3tarlees from farm headquarters, equipment imist be movod greater

distances, usually by truck over public roads. This results in

greater amounts of 'unproductiet tiie per field for loading,

hauling and unloading, Since fields are rnch larger in this area,

however, it does not increase tunproductiveU time per acre. Allow-

ances have been made for "unproductive'1 labor in these cost esti-

mates.

Equipment Costs

iquipment costs are based on an estimated hourly charge for

tractors and an acre charge for all other equipment. The estimated

cost of operating a crawler type tractor i 3.35 per hour and

1.48 per hour for a three-plow wheel type tractor. The per acre

charge is used for all other equtpment hecauee very little of it

is specialized pea equipment and it is used for peas in about the

same proportion as for other crops Annual costs of equipment used

in producing peas are shown in Appendi Table 2.

Tillage operations varied between areas because of differences

in soil and climate. These operations are shown for each area in

Table 9. Operations involved in growing a cover crop are not

included, Operations are not listed in sequence performed. In

some instances, two operations are performed simultaneously using

a single tractor.
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Table 9. Tillage operations normally practiced in producing peas
in jor producing areas, 1958.

Eastern Western New Eastern
mpienient Oregon Maine Washington Minnesota York Seashore

Disk 1 2 3 2 1 2
Plow I - 1 1 1 1
Field cultivate - 1 - - - -
Harrow 3 2 1 3 - 3
Springt*oth
harrow 3 - - 2

Rodweed 1 -
Fertilize - 1. 1 1 1 1
Float - - I -
Drill 1 1 3. 1 1 1
Roil 1 - - - I -
Woedspray - 1 3. 1 1 1
Aphidspray I - 1 1 1
Pick up stones - 1 - - -

Seeding Rates and Costs

Seeding rates varied from 170 pounds to the acre in Eastern

Oregon to 300 pounds on the Eastern Seashore (Table 10), The low

seeding rate in Eastern Oregon is a result of the limited available

moisture ±n the soil.

Prices per unit of seed, also shown in Table 10, were lower in

both areas of the Northwest than in the other areas This lower unit

Table 10. Seeding rates and costs per acre in major producing
areas, 1958.

(lbs.) (per lb.) acráJ
Eastern Oregon 170 .10 l7.00
Maine 196 .15 29.40

Western Washington 250 .10 25.00
Minnesota 200 .145 29.00
New York 252 .134 33.77
Eastern Seashore 300 .15 43.00



cost of seed combined with the lower seeding rate in Eastern Oregon, 

resulted in a much lower per acre seed cost for that area. 

jtilizer1 Insecticide, and Herbicide Requirements and Costs 

Fertilizer costs varied from none in Eastern Oregon to about 

50 per acre on the Eastern Seashore. In Eastern Oregon, peas are 

grown in rotation with wheat Mo fertilizer is used for peas a].- 

though the land is fertilized quite heavily for wheat. Somewhat 

the sane situation exists in aine where peas are grown in rotation 

with potatoes. Potatoes are heavily fertilized and peas grown the 

next year biefit front the heavy fertilizer applications. It is 
necessary in Maine, however, to apply small amounts of nitrogen 

and lime to the peas. In the Eastern Seashore area a typical 

fertilizer application included 1,200 pounds of 5-10-10 and 400 

pounds of eyanamide, In addition, one and one-half tons of lbne 

were applied once every three years. Pea land on the Eastern 

Seashore is often double cropped. Lime beans, broccoli, or spinach 

are planted iuediately after the peas are harvested. Additional 

fertilizer is applied for the second crop. Mo attaiipt has been 

made in this study to credit peas with fertilizer left unused in 

the soil after the pea crop has been harvested; nor have charges 

been made for benefits received by peas from fertilizing other crops 

grown in rotation with peas. Table 1]. shows the most common 

fertilizer applications used. in growing peas in the various areas. 
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Table U. Conmion fertilizer applications used in growing peas in
major producing areas, l95.1

Common fertilizer applications

(per acre)
Eastern Oregon None

Maine 150 lbs. of amnionium nitrate
500 lbs. of 1ii

Western Washington 150 lbs. of potash, 200 lbs. of treble
superphosphate

15 lbs. of magnesium and 3/4 ton of line

Minnesota 100 lbs. of O-.20-lO
I ton of lime (applied every two years)

Eastern Seashore ,200 lbs. of 5-10-10
400 lbs. of cyananide
l tons of lime (applied every three years)

These are estimates of the most common applications and are not
fertilizer recommendations for any farm or area. Fertilizer
requirements should be determined by soil analysis.

Weed and insect control requirements vary from season to season

within regions. Charges used in this analysis are based on esti-

mates of average year to year requirezients. Weed control is

pra.eticed in Mine, Western Washington, Minnesota, New York, and

the Eastern Seashore. Aphid control is practiced in Eastern Oregon,

Western Washington, Minnesota and the Eastern Seashore Local

custom rates were used as a basis for estimating costs of these

operations.



and Charges

Western Washington had the highest per acre land charge. This

charge includes interest computed at the rate of five percent of

current estimated market value of pea land plus its estimated

taxes. In the case of Eastern Oregon the land charge is assumed to

be the same for 'wheat and peas It could be argued that this should

be adjusted depending upon the particular pea-wheat-sumrnerfallow

rotation being followed. Table 12 gives the estimated current

market value of t,ptca1 pea land in each area and the annual land

charges used in this analysis.

Table 12, Estimated annual cost of land used for growing peas in
major producing areas, 1958

Current estimated
Area market value of stimated Total annual

typical pea land taxes land costs
(per acre) per acre) tper acre)

Eastern Oregon 360.00 5.00 $ 23.00

Maine 125.00 4.00 10.25

Western Washington 550.00 7.50 35.00

Minnesota 265.00 4.00 17.25

New York 200.00 4.00 14.00

Eastern Seashore 500,00 6.00 31.00

/ (kily one-half of this was charged to peas boeauie land is doub'e
cropped.

Overhead Charges

A farm overhead charge has been included in estimated production



costs amounting to 12.00 per acre of peas for Eastern Oregon and

3 .00 per acre for all other areas This is an arbitrary figure

and includes an allowance for electricity, telephone, liability

iri8urance, txick or car expense, arid office supplies. These costs

do not increase proportionately as acreage per fari increases,

Therefore, the allowance per acre for overhead coat is higher for

areas with smaller acreages.

Harvestig arid Vining Costs

Processors frequently harvest and vine peas for the grower on

a custom basis, charging by the ton or acre. While all growers do

not avail themselves of these services, custom charges were used in

this study to insure comparable estimates of harvesting costs

between areas.
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CHAFFER IV 

HBGIONAL PROCES$IiJG COST EST1WTES 

yost previous studies o±' interregional competition have 

either completely omitted consideration of processing coats or have 

assumed that processing costs are the same for all regione. 

Processing costs, however, comprise the largest single component of 

total costs for frozen peas. It is the purpose of this chapter to 

develop regional estimates of costs for processing and freezing 

peas in the six areas producing peas for freezing. These costs 

then will be used in a later chapter in the estimation of regional 

supply schedule8. 

Procedures and Sources of Data 

The synthetic or "building block" approach to cost estimation 

has been selected for use in this study. This method requires the 

use of tools of the industrial engineer as well as those of the 

economist and, although it is costly in texns of time and resources 

required, it is believed to provide accurate estimates of regional 

differences in long-run processing costs. 

The synthetic method of cost estimation measures first, all 

input requirements in teriis of physical units such as man hours of 

labor, number of pieces of equipsierit or hours of equipment use, 

square feet of building space, kilowatt hours of electricity, and 

gallons of water per hour. These physical units are then converted 



into costs using current factor prices. Cost functions are developed

in terms of several variables such as length of operating season,

hourly rate of output, product mix, size and type container and

different techniques. In this artner synthesized costs can be

shown for operations of any size or for any level of other variables

whether or not plants like this actually exist. Using thI9 method,

costs presented here are based upon processing operations rfonned

by economic units dth efficient, least-cost combinations of inputs.

In other words, costs are not those actually found in any given

plant or plants. ather, they are synthesized costs for plants of

a selected size and organizatton, using attainable least-cost

methods of processing and working under conditions of better than

average efficiency. This permits a sound basis for making regional

comparisons of long-run processing costs

An alternative to the building block1
nethod is the accounting

record approach. Costs estimated from accounting records of several

processing firms in any region would reflect all levels of effici-

ency, all combinations of inputs, and many different plant sizes

and organizations. They would also reflect, when attempting to

estimate fixed coats different dates of purchase of building and

/ An excellent treatment of the theory and methodology of the
synthetic rethod of estimating costs for a firm has been pre-
sented by French, Sanvxiet and Bressler (26, p. 543-721). A
limitation of the synthetic method is that synthesized cost
estimates cannot be tested by the standard measures of statis-
tical reil. stimates from synthetic constr.ction can
only be checked by comparing results with alternative sources
of information. Black disrussed this point in the Journal of
Farm Economies in 1955 (5, p. 275).
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equipment and different methods of depreciation. For these reasons

accounting records alone are not considered adequate for establish-

ing regional processing cost estimates.

Data upon which costs presented here are based, were obtained

frcm intensive economic engineering studies conducted in ten pea

freezing plants in the Northwest. In these plants, time and pro-

duction studies were made of actual jobs and machine operations.

In addition, accounting records and interviews with management and

supervisory personnel were utilized to provide further information

as to physical requirements and input costs. Equipment manufac-

turers, material suppliers, and other related concerns also have

been sources of information.

Plant operations and techniuues in other pea freezing aream do

not differ greatly from those being used in the Northwest. This

conclusion is based on observations of plant operations and personal

interviews with plant personnel made by the author in these areas.

This seems reasonable when it is understood that there are only a

few suppliers of processing and freezing equipment in the United

States and they all provide equipment on a national basis, Pro-.

ceasing cost relationships for these other areas therefore, have

been estimated through appropriate adjustments in the costs

established for plants in the Northwest. Adjustments hare been

made for regional differences in prices paid for labor, electricity,

water, packaging materials and other cost items, Adjustments, also,

have been made for length of operating season, and the use of



equipment fox processing of other products. These differences, of

course, affect total and per unit costs of processing and freezing

peas. More detailed procedures with special reference to labor

and equipment are presented below.

Estimated costs of labor required for processing and freezing

peas are based on (1) labor standards for each of the job operations

involved in processing and (2) typical current wags rates being

paid for performing these jobs.

In the development of labor standards, time and production

studies were used to determine the amount of work time required

per unit of product for each job. To this work time was added an

flailowaflcet for delqs and rest periods deemed reasonable by

industrial engineers Total ti:e reauirod was then converted to

number of units of product per man-hour. Labor standards calculated

in this menner represent the output a worker is able to achieve

under conditions of a continuous flow of product and a reasonably

efficient use of hs time. Labor standards are not based on either

the average or the optimum rate of output found in operations

studied, but fall between these two points.

Labor standards were used to compute the number of workers

required for each job by dividing the rate of output of product per

hour for the operation by the labor standard (a fraction of a

worker was raised to the next whole number). Current wage rates
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plus fringe benefits applicable to each producing region were

applied to these labor requirements to determine labor costee Labor

standards and wage rates for the various jobs required in processing

and freezing peas are shown in Appendix Tables 3 and 4.

Equipment

The number of pieces of equipment required for various opera-

tions at different rates of output was estimated using equipment

standards developed from tine and production studies,

specifications and interviews with plant personnel. These physical

equipment requirements were first converted to investment costs for

each region through the application of current equipment replacement

costs (f.o.b. equipment manufacturer), transportation cost to each

region, and instailatjon costs including connecting parts. Annual

costs of equipment, both fixed and variable, were then estimated

Fixed equipment costs include an allowance .tor depreciation, taxes,

insurance, interest on investment, and fixed repairs and maintenance.

Variable costs include the estimated costs of variable repairs arid

maintenance, power, water, and fuel. The cost of variable repairs

and maintenance was computed on the basis of the estimated number

of hours each piece of equipment was used per year in each region.

electricity, water and fuel consumption was determined from

manufacturers' specifications, results of tractor tests, and other

published material, These physical requirements were converted to

costs by application of current regional prices for electricity,



water and Iiel. 

quipment replacement costs, estimated useful life, and the 

number of pieces of each type of equipaent recuired for plants with 

rates of input of ten, twenty, and thirty thousand pounds per hour 

are shown in Appendix Table 5. 

Plant Organization and Cost Stages 

Pea freezing involves a series of steps or operations between 

the producing farm and the first sale of the finished product. 

Figure 9 illustrates the movement of the raw product through these 

steps. Figure 10 depicts a typical layout of a pea freezing plant 

in irkiicb these operations take place. 

For convenience in computing processilw) costs, the operations 

of a plant have been grouped into eight stages and regional costs 

determined for each. These stages are (1) vining (2) preparation 

(3) packaging and freezing (4) shipping and storage (5) buildings 

including water, steam, and electrical facilities (6) plant manage- 

merit, administrative and office costs (7) sales, and (8) purchasing 

and field expense. 

Stage 1 Vining 

Vining is the process of seoarating the peas from the pods and 

vines. It is a costly operation accounting for 15 to 20 percent of 

the total cost of processing frozen peas. As defined here, this 

operation begins with the swathing of the pea vines in the field and 
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Figure 9 Process Flow Diagram for Pea Freezing Plants.
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ends with the clip.ev cleaning process in the an. Intermediate

steps include loading and hauling vines to the viners, pitching the

vines into the vinora, loading and hauling the vined peas to the

plant, dunping and receiving at the plant and clipper cleaning.

Vining costs are affected by the following variables: (1)

method of vining (2) distance, both from the field to the viners

and from the viners to the processing plant (3) length of operating

season (4) hourly rate of output of both vining station and plant,

and (5) the pea-vine ratio (ratio of the weight of clean peas to

the total weight of vines and peas). An earlier study has developed

the cost relationships as affected by each of these variables (10).

It is not deemed necessary to consider in this study costs based on

all possible distances from field to viners for exanple, or all

possible lengths of season. The alternative has been to select a

distance from field to viners or a certain length operating season

considered to be "typical" of conditions prevailing in each region.

All of these variables have been held constant at levels selected

as being the most representative of conditions in each area. The

levels selected will note apply to all individual onerations in any

given area. Costs presented here of operations, therefore, will

not be expected to coincide with the costs of actual operations,

but are expected to reflect general cost relationships existing

within and among regions.

In estimating costs of vining the following assumptions have

been made:



1. The permanent station method of vining is used in all rea$.

Because of the concentration of large acreages of peas in

Eastern Oregon and cestexi 1ashington, vining stations are

assumed to have a xiim.ut of 16 viners while in all other

areas a maxt'num of viners was used,

2. Distances one way for all areas:

a. Plant to vining station - 10 nilos.

b. Field to vining station - 5 miles.

3. A pea-vine ratio of 20 percent for all areas.

4. Length of operating season or hours of use per year for

vining equipierit and facilities are as follows:

Area TotalUse Use for Peas
(hours) çbours)

Eastern Oregon 900 900

Western ashington 800 800

Minnesota 50C) 400

Mew York 500 400

Maine 600 600

Eastern Seashore 900 500

5. Any value of vines to the grower or processor is excluded.

Estimated costs of vining based upon conditions indicated above

are shown for each region in Figure 11 and Table 13." These costs

are presented in terms of average costs per hundredweight of clean

/ An explanation of the type of cost functions shotri in Figure 11
and subsequent figures of this chapter is located in Appendix II.



Figure 11. Comparative costs for vining peas in the major producing
areas, 1959j/
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1/ Due to the limited number of firms in New York and Maine,
vining costs are shown as an average for these two areas in
order not to create a direct reflection on individual plant
costs.



Table 13. Estjuated costs of vining peas as related to sise of 
operation for najor producing areas, 1959. 

Costs per thmredweight 
Input of Hauling Vines EquipnLent 
Clean Peas and and Total 

powids) 

Eastern Oregon 
10,000 .63 .72 .46 1.80 
20,000 .54 .72 .42 1.68 
30,000 .51 .72 .40 1.62 

!estern ashingtor. 
10,000 .72 .72 .50 1.94 
20,000 .65 .72 .45 1.81 
30,000 .60 .72 .43 1.75 

Minnesota 
10,000 .58 .67 .79 2.04 
20,000 .52 .67 .73 1.92 
30,000 .50 .67 .71 1.88 

New !ork and t;laine 

10,000 .52 .64 .71 L87 
20,000 .46 .64 .65 1.76 
30,000 .44 .64. .63 1.72 

Eastern Seashore 
10,000 .52 .6 .49 1.65 
20,000 .48 .64 .45 1.57 
30,000 .45 .64. .43 1.52 

Due to the limited nutiiber o1 firms in New York and ine, 
vining costs are shown as an average for these two areas in 
order not to create a direct reflection on individual plant 
costs. 

Costs are rounded to the nearest cent, 

g 
Excludes labor for hauling vines arid peas. 

Totals do not add because of rounding. 
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peas for plants with an hourly input of 10,000, 20,000 and 30,000

pounds per hour. Included are costs of direct labor, indirect

labor up to and including the foreman level, and equipment and

facilities, both fixed and variable As inicated earlier, over-

head costs such as management and administration are included as

separate stage costs and have not been allocated to the separate

operations. Standards and costs used in this study for both labor

and equipxaent are shown in Appendix Tables 3 through 5. Hauling

costs are based upon custom rates shown in Appendix Table 6.

Stage 2 - Preparation

The preparation stage of processing includes all operations

shown in Figure 9 from the clipper cleaner (8creon cleaning process)

through hand sorting and inspection, These operations include

washing, froth cleaning, blanching, quality grading and inspection.

Many of the same variables that affect vining costs, also

affect costs of preparation, Distance and pea-vine ratio, however,

have no effect on preparation costs,

The following assumptions were made in estimating preparation

costs:

1. Regional differences in quality have no effect on

cleaning, grading, and inspection requirements.

2. Total hours of use per year for preparation equipment:



Total Use Use for Peas
rsj (hou

Eastern Oregon 900 900
Western Jashington 800 800
Iinnesota 50() 400
ew York 500 400
1aine 600 600
kiastern Seashore 900 500

Estimated regional costs of preparation are showr in Figure 12

and Table 14 for operations with an hourly input rate of 10,000,

20,000 and 30,000 pounds of clean peas. Costs of supplies required

in preparation such as orvis oil for the froth cleaning process and

salt for quality grading are included in equipaent costs. Labor

and equipment costs for preparation are based upon standards and

coats presented in Appendix Tables 3 through 5.

Total costs of preparation shown in Figure 12 do not differ

greatly by region. However, Table 14 indicates that there is

greater variation in the components of cost, than there is in the

totals. Wage rate structure and anount of equipment use per year

were the two factors having the greatest effect on preparation

costa. Eastern Seashore has the lowest coats because of a coinbina-

tion of relatively low wage rates and a long season for the use of

preparation equipment. Jigh wage rates make total costs in the

Northwest comparatively high, even though equipment is used for a

longer period each year than in nost areas,

Stg 3 - Packa4ng and Freezing

This stage extends from the last hand grading or inspection
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Figure 12. Comparative costs for preparation of peas for freezing
in major producing areas, 1959.1/
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1/ Due to the limited number of firms in New York and Maine,
preparation costs are shown as an average for these two areas
in order not to create a direct reflection on individual plant
costs.



Table 14 .tinated costs of preparation of peas for freezing
as related to size of operation for major producing
areas, 1959.

Costs per Hundredweight L
Input of Clean Total
?eas per Hour Labor Equipment Cots L.2
twids) () ($) ()

Eastern Oregon
10,000 .32 .42 .74
20,000 .26 .32 .59
30,000 .24 .29 .53

Western vashirigton
10,000 .32 .44 .76
20,000 .27 .33 .61

30,000 .25 .30 .55

'annesota
10,000 .28 .48 .76
20,000 .24 .37 .60

30,000 .21 .33 .54

New !orkand
10,000 .25 .49 .73
20,000 .21 .58

30,000 .19 .33 .52

Eastern Seashore
10,000 .26 .42 .67

20,000 .22 .32 .54
30,000 .19 .29 .48

Due to the limited number of firns in Now York and 4aine,
preparation costs are shoni as an average for these two areas
in order not to create a direct reflection on individual plant
costs.

L Costs are rounded to the nearest cent.

Totals do not add because of rounding.



operation throuki oackain. freezin. casing and ends with the

frozen product in storage. Costs of this stage are affected by

methods used, rate of output per hour and length of season. In

addition to these, ths container size combination into which the

product is packed and the amount of flexibility with respect to

choice among container sizes have an important effect on costs.

Cormnon sizes of containers used in the frozen pea industry are

the 10-ounce, 2 1/2-pound, and the bulk containers such as the 50-.

pound box, 60-.pound bag and pallet box. Individual plants fre-

quently allocate their pack to more than one container size. The

10-ounce operation recuires more labor, equipment and packaging

materials per unit of output than do the 2 1/2.-pound or bulk

operations. n earlier study considers average cost er hundred-

woiht of plant output and states that in plants using different

combinations of container sizes for their pack, the higher the

proportion going into the larger sized containers, the lower the

costs (U, p. 5-6).

The present study is concerned only with peas marketed at the

retail level; therefore, only costa of 10-ounce operations are

considered. The problem then becomes one of determining the effect

of different container size combinations upon cost of packaging and

freezing 10-ounce jekaes. single packaging and freezing line

for any of the container sizes is considered to have an attainable

output rate of 10,000 pounds per hour. Increasing output beyond

that rate is accomplished essentially by duplicat.ing complete lines



of equipment as well as direct labor. Economies at size for this

stage are achieved mainly through spreading the costs of indirect

labor (foremen, mechanics, etc.) over more units of output. These

economies of size can largely be achieved regardless of container

size combination in use.

For plants of a given size, the container size combination in

use does not atfect unit costs of 10-ounce operations greatly if

this combination does not result in (1) operating packaging and

casing equipment at less than its optimum hourly capacity or (2)

operating a given line of equipment for frer hours per season than

the remainder of the plant equipment. For example, unit costs for

packaging arid casing 10-ounce packages would not vary greatly in

Plant A processing 30,000 pounds per hour with all of its output in

10-ounce packages, and in Plant B, also processing 30,000 pounds per

hour, but with 10,000 pounds in 10-ounce, 10,000 pounds in 2 l/2-

pound, and 10,000 pounds in bulk. This is because Plant A would

have 3 lines of 10-ounce equipment (each having an approximate

output of 10,000 pounds per hour) while Plant B vou1d also have 3

lines of equipmentone 10-ounce line, one 2 1/2-pound line and

one lk line (also each with an approximate output rate of 10,000

pounds per hour). In either case all lines would be operating at

capacity for the entire season.

Suppose, however, that Plant B bad been able to pack 30,000

pounds per hour into one of the three container sizes thus

giving it considerable flexibility with respect to container size



used. This would mean that instead of three lines of packaging and

casing equipment, nine 1ine would be requiredthree 10-ounce,

three 2 1/2-pound, and three bulk, Total capacity of packaging and

casing equipment would equal 90,000 pounds per hour. Since the

assund capacity of the remainder of the plant was only 30,000

pounds per hour, this would result in under utilization of packaging

and casing equipment and, therefore, less output per line or

equipment per year and higher fixed cost per unit of output would

result from this greater flexibility.

are:

Assumptions upon which packaging and freezing costs are based

1. The cabinet or plate method of freezing and automatic casing

are used.

2. There is no excess packaging and easing capacity (i.e.,

capacity of packaging and casing equipment eauals plant

capacity and, therefore, there is no flexibility with l's-

spect to container size).

3. Number of hours of operation per year for packaging and

freezing equipment is:

Total Use Use for Peas
(hours) (hours)

Eastern Oregon 1000 900
Western Washington 1000 &X)
Minnesota 1200 400
Uew York 1200 400
4aine 1200 600
gastern Seashore 1500 500

Packaging and freezing costs are shown in Figure 13 and Table 15.



Figure 13. Comparative costs for packaging and freezing peas in
major producing areas, 1959.1/
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Table 15. Estimated costs of packaging and freezing peas as
related to size of operation for major producing
areas, 1959.

Cost per Bundredweht
Packaging Packaging

Input of and and
Clean Peas Frebzing Freezing Packaging Total

Eastern Oregon
10,000 .49 .72 2.61 3.83
20,000 .47 .68 2.61 3.77
30,000 .43 .65 2.61 3,70

,estern ashiniton
10,000 .50 2.61 3.83
20,000 .48 .68 2.61 3.7?
30,000 .44 .65 2.61 3,70

Minnesota
10,000 .43 .63 2.61 3.67
20,000 .4). .60 2.61 3.62
30,000 .37 .58 2.61 3.56

New York and i1a±ae
10,000 .38 .63 2.62 3.63
20,000 .37 .60 2.62 3.58
30,000 .33 .57 2.62 3.53

Eastern Seashore
10,000 .39 ,55 2.62 3.56
20,000 .38 .52 2,6. 3.51
30,000 4 .50 2.62 3.46

Due to the limited number of firms in New York and Maine, pack-
aging and freezing costs are shown as an average for these two
areas in order not to create a direct reflection on individual
plant costs.

Costs are rounded to the nearest cent,

Totals do not add because of rounding.
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These estimated costs include costs of labor, aU equipment

including freezing facilities, and packaging materials Details

concerning these components of cost are located in Appendix Tables

3 through 9.

Stage 4 - Shipping arid Storage

This stage covers the cost of operations involved in refriger-

ating the product in storage, moving of the product from storage and

loading it into rail cars or trucks. These costs are based upon

plant record studies made in the Pacific .orthwest and have been

applied to the other regions by weighting them according to regional

differences in packaging and freezing costs (Table 16). It has been

Table 16. Estimated cost for shipping arid storage of frozen peas
in major producing areas, 1959.

Estimated Cost Estimated Coat
per Hundredweight per Hundredweight
for Freezint and for Shipping

Eastern Oregon 3.77 100.0 .95

Western Washington 3.77 100.0 .95

Midwest 362 96.0 .91

New York & iine 3.58 95.0 .90

Eastern Seashore 3.5]. 93.1 .88

Assumes an output rate of 20,000 pounds per hour.
Costs in Eastern Cregon and Western Washington equal 100.
Based on accounting record data for the Northwest and
adjusted by index of packaging and freezing costs in each
area.



asswaed that the movenent out of storage is at the same rate and

volume for all regions.

Stage 5 - &d.ldig.

Building costs are based upon (I) estimated floor space re-

quireitents for efficiently organized plants of 10,000, 20,000 and

30,000 pounds per hour input capacities (2) engineering estimates

of quantities of building materials and construction labor required

for buildings of selected sizes and specifications, and (3)

current regional prices for materials and wage rates.

Floor space requirements for efficiently organized plants of

selected sizes are based on observations of existing plonts,

dimensions of required equipment and working space, and iblished

data. These are shown in Appendix Table 10 and include space

allowances far receiving dock, processing, freezing, cold storage,

dry storage, office, shop, laboratory, boiler room, refrigeration

engine room, car loading dock and truck loading dock (see Figure 10

for general floor plan).

Buildings upon which costs are based are constructed with con-

crete floors, concrete side walls and asphalt roof. Ceiling

height (from floor to underside of trusses) is 16 feet where there

is no mezzanine and 27 feet where the mezzanine is located.

Mezzanine is 16 feet above the main floor. Loading and. receiving

docks are of concrete construction 4 feet high. Costs include

primary plumbing lines, primary water lines and main electrical



panels and lighting. Plumbing, water piping and electrical in-

stallations assignable to specified items of equipient are excluded.

Costs, however, do include improvements (i.e., plumbing, lighting,

heating, etc.) for offices, restrooms, and the laboratory.

Ia the manner described above, costs for buildings of the

selected sizes and specifications were developed with the aid of

consulting engineers and contractors for the Northwest These

costs were then adjusted to reflect costs in the other pea freezing

areas through the use of regional building cost indices computed

in Table 17. These indices reflect the relationship in 1959 of

building construction costs in major metropolitan areas in or near

each producing region, to building costs in the Northwest.

Table 17. Regional building construction cost indices applicable
to pea freezing plants, 1959.

Metropolitan Areas Regional Iii1diij

used as Basis of Cost as percent

Regional f3uilding of Northwest

Cost IndicesLL Index Li Building Costs

Eastern Oregon Seattle Area 336.3 100

Western Washington Seattle Area 336,3 100

Minnesota iinneapo1is rea 314.2 93.4.

New York & 4aine (Cleveland Area (337.4 97.7
(Boston Area (319.6

:astern Seashore (Baltimore Area (294.1 91.

(Philadelphia Area (323.1

L January 1959 cost index for commercial arid factory buildings
of concrete construction for major metropolitan areas of

United States (9, p. 88). U.S. average - 1926-29 100,



Annual building costs per unit of product are shown in Figure l4

for plants with hourly input rates of 10,000, 20,000 and 30,000

pounds of clean peas. Basis for converting replacement cost of

buildings to annual casts is given in footnote 2 of Appendix Table 11.

Stages 6, 7 and 8 - Adiiinstrative Costs

These stages represent those operations associated with plant

administration and aanagement whose costs have not been assigned to

any particular operation:

Stage 6 - supervision, management, general overhead, finance
and office costs,

Stage 7 - raw product procurement and field office expense.
Stage 8 - selling expense.

Included in Stage 6 are costs of supervisory and management

personnel above the level o± foreman, overhead such as water, heat,

and lights not assigned to particular items of equipment or jobs,

and office costs. This stage includes also an allowance for

interest on operating capital in addition to interest on invest-

merit already included in annual equipment and building costs.

Stage 7 accounts for all costs of operation of the field

office and field force not paid by the grower in the form of charges

for services or materials provided by the processor.

Stage 8 includes a brokerage fee for selling the finished

product as well as an aflowance for time, telephone services, and

travel expenses of sales personnel.

Cost estimates for each of the administrative cost stages were

obtained from accounting record data and interviews with iianagement
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Figure 14. Estimated annual building costs for pea freezing plants
in major producing areas, 1959.1!
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1/ Due to the limited number of firms in New York and Maine, building
costs are shown as an average for these two areas in order not to
create a direct reflection on individual plant costs.



in a number oi' plants. £3ecause of the confidential nature of the

data and the consequent difficulty in obtaining it, the absolute

aniounts of these cost stages are not shown. However, they have

been included in total processing costs presented in terms of index

numbers in Figure 15, and they also have been included in tho over-

all interregional analysis in Chapter VIII.

timated Lot4L Processing Cos

Stage costs for Stages 1 through 5 have been presented in terms

of units of clean peas Because some loss of product is experienced

in processing, an adjustment is necessary in these costs before they

can be presented on a finished product basis. Plant studies and

records revealed that plants have a recovery rate approximating

90 percent - that is, plants experience a loss of about 10 percent

of peas by weight within the plant during processing and freezing.

This loss does not occur evenly throughout the plant so no attempt

has been made to adjust individual 8tage costs for this loss, nor

has any regional difference in this loss been taken into account.

Total processing costa per unit of output (finished product)

are shown in Figure 15. These costs are presented in index nwnbera

for reasons stated earlier, with 100 representing costs for a

plant in eastern Oregon having 20,000 pounds of output per hour.

Processing costs are highest for Western Washington, while astern

Oregon falls toward the middle of the group. Eastern Seashore ha

the lowest coats because of the relatively low wage rates and a long



Figure 15. Comparative total costs of processing and freezing peas in
major producing areas, 1959.!'
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season's use for much of the equipment.

Processing cost differences do not appear to be very great

when considered alone. However, it is the differences in total

costs of production, processing, transportation, and distribution

that are important in interregional conpetition. Processing cost

differentials tend either to magnify or offset advantages in other

cost components.

Relative Total Costs of Production and Processing

Although the supply function for producing peas at the farm

level is combined with that for the processing services in Chapter

VU it may be appropriate to present at this point the combined

single point estimates of producing and processing frozen peas in

each of the six major producing areas.

In Table 18 the costs of raw product (obtained from Chapter III)

have been added to processing costs.JJ Processing costs used are

derived from data shown in Figure 15 and are based on plants with

an output rate per hour of 30,000 pounds for the two Pacific

Northwest areas and 20,000 pounds for all other areas. It is be-

lieYed that because of the smaller, more scattered acreages of peas

and the product mix of existing plants in New York, iaine, innesota,

and the 1astern Seashore, pea-freezing operations will normally not

J Vining charges have been subtracted from estimated production
costs taken from Chapter III because processing costs also
include estimated vining costs.



exceed an output rate of 20,000 pounds per hour. Production and

processing costs expressed as index numbers in Table 1 have been

adjusted for recovery yield in processing plant operations.

Table 18. Index of estimated total "at-plant11 costs for frozen
peas in major producing areas, 1959.

Index of total
raw product and

Area
processing coats

Eastern Oregon and Washington 100.0

Western ashington 105.3

New Yorc 108.1

Minnesota 108.8

Maine 99.5

iastern Seashore 121.6

Eastern Oregon and Washington costs 100.



CHPT3Et V

TRANSPCTATIOM AND DISTRIBUTION COST E3TL4AT

Cost of transportation and distribution of frozen peas mst

be COed in an analysis of interregional cornpetiion. frans-

portation costs are crtwial to this type of analysis because of

their inportance in determining costs f.3.b. the consuming regions.

Costs of distribution on the other hand for any given coneurrthig

region ril tend to increase the f,o,b. consuming center price by

a like aount regardless of the origin of the product. Distribution

costs are thus not so important in terms of the interregional aspects

of the StA1dJ. Th585 costs oust be considered, however, in order to

adjust supply prices upwards to the retail level so that they will

be comparable with estimated de:rand prices.

Supply functions exist for transportation and distribution

services just as they do for processing services and farm produc-

tion. Theoretically, the quantity of these services offered is

expected to increase as price increases. In the long run, supply

prices for thess services are expected to approximate long-run

costs if competition prevails in the transportation and distributIon

industries It would be extraiely dIfficult to develop these

supply relationships as they apply to one conuiocJ.ty. Instead an

alternative has been selected that is believed will not have very

limiting effects on the results of the study. Because frozen peas

make up only a relatively small perccntag of the total witount



of food being transported and distributed among regions it is

unlikely that any changes in the amount of frozen peas (over the

range considered in this study) being shipped from any given origin

to any given destination or being distributed within any consuming

region will affect the price of these services. Therefore, the

assumption of a perfectly elastic supply function (a constrnt supply

price) is made for distribution and transportation services. These

constant supply prices have been estimated on the basis that the

current level and structure of distribution margins and transporta-

tion rates are an acceptable approximation of long run costs for

these services.

Transportation Costs

It is in the consideration of transportation coats that the

assumption of single points representing producing and consuming

regions becomes important. Actually several points of origin exist

for frozen peas within each producing area and there are many points

of destination within each consuming area. It is beyond the scope

of this study to consider transportation costs from each of these

points of origin to each point of destination. This is considered

unnecessary as was pointed out previously because it is the effect

of "average's cost from each producing area to each consuming area

that is important to an analysis of this nature. In this study a

point near the geographic center of production in each producing

region was chosen to represent all points of origin in the region.



In a similar manner a point near the center of population in each

consuming region was selected to represent ail points of distribu-

tion in that region. This does not destroy the realism of the

analysis. Rather it provides a logical aggregation of the results

toward a regional industry orientation. It also permits the re-

search resources to be used in mere carefully estimating transporta-

tion costs between those points considered in the study.

1ost of the empirical studies conducted to date on inter-

regional competition hare relied upon transportation cost estimates

(as some type of a function) based solely upon distance. Studies of

existing rate structures indicate that variables other than distance

have important effects on the rate structure. Other important

factors include (1) the amount of competition for transporting

products over each route, and (2) the availability of uback hauls."

Transportation costs used in this analysis have been based on

actual 1959 rail and truck rates for frozen foods prevailing between

the selected points of origin and destination Ship transporta-

tion of this product is negligible and is not considered hero. Both

rail and truck rates were obtained directly from commercial carriers.

These are shown in Appendix Tables 12 and 1. The least cost

method of shipment has been selected for each shipping point to

each consuming area and these rates are shown in Table 19. They

are expressed in terms of the net weight of peas and include

/ Existing rates are assumed to reflect "back-hauls." competi-
tion and other factors affecting the rate structure.



Table 19. Least cost transportation rates from major producing regions to selected consuming regions,

1959.

Region Destination point a1la aUa Seattle Mankato Iochester Bangor 1ti1mington

gashington Washington Minnesota New York Maine Delaware

(dollars per hundredweight)

1 Boston, kass. 2.57 2.57 2.50 1.48 1.43 1.22

2 Scranton, P. 2.52 2.52 2.56 1.11 1.95 .95

3 Detroit, Michigan 2,38 2.38 1.90 1.14 2.39 1.67

4 Chicago, Ill. 2.32 2.32 1.52 1.36 2.52 1.89

5 11inneapo1is, :tinn. 2.16 2.16 .67 2.39 2.55 2.18

6 Onaha, .Jebraica 2.15 2.15 1.25 2.61 2.29 1.42

7 ontgornery, Ala. 2.43 2,43 1.67 2.06 2.74 1.87

8 ljalias, t.exas 2.32 2,2 1.7 2.55 3.58 2.64

9 Los Angeles, Calif. 1.41, 1.41 2.31 2.66 2.69 2.71

10 Portland, Oregon .62 .62 2.21 2.66 2.69 2.69

The lowest cost means -- truck or rail - are quoted. Rates are based on minimum weights as noted
in Appendix Tables 12 and 13 and have been converted to net weight basis.



protective services or refrigeration charges.

Rates used in this study are not without limitations, For

example, rail rates shown for selected points of origin and destina-

tion may not accurately portray Itaverageu rates from all points of

origin to all points of destination between any two regions, depend-

ing on whether or not they are on direct lines or routes, Truck

rates shown are published rates of commercial carriers and may not

properly reflect transportation costs in those cases where the

product is transported by contract haulers or in processor or buyer-

owned equipment. There is some indication that the percentage of

frozen fruits and vegetables being transported by trucks owned by

processors and buyers varies by region (68, p. 14).

Distribution Costs

As previously stated a constant supply price for distribution

services is assumed over the range of quantities of frozen peas

handled in each consuming region. This is not unrealistic in that

frozen peas are only one of many commodities handled by wholesalers

and retailers and are a very small percentage of total volume of

food products handled. It also has been pointed out that once

frozen peas have reached the maricet, distribution costs can be

considered identical for all peas in that market regardless of

origin. Therefore, single value distribution costs are estimated

for use in this study and serve the primary purpose of adjusting

the Hf,o.b. the market supply function (farm supply function plus



supply price for processor sei.ees and transportation costs)

upward to the retail level.

Estimated distribution cot for frozen peas are based upon

several recent studies o' marketing margins for fruits and vegetables

(4) (27) (74) (75) (76) (77). Findings of these studies, two of

which are concerned with peas, are essentially the same. One study

compares cost of wholesaling frozen food in two major regions of the

United States and reports no significant difference in wholesale

margins between regions (4, pp. 55-56). Another study reports no

major differences in wholesale-retail margins for frozen foods

among cities of different sizes (77, p. 10).

Wholesale-retail supply prices selected for use in this study

are assumed to be a reasonable approximation of actual distribu-

tion costs in each of the consuming regions and are assumed to be

the same for all regions. Distribution CO$t8 in all regions were

estimated to be .06 per 10-ounce package or 9.60 per hundred-

weight of frozen peas.
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DE A'1D RELATIONSHIPS

One of the problems frequently encountered in estimating

demand relationships is the lack of sufficient and comparable data.

This is true in the case of frozen peas. Retail prices are avail-

able only since 1950 and regional conswaption data are almost

entirely lacking. In spite of these limitations, regional demand

relationships are appro.xiznated in this chapter for use in the inter-

regional analysis. An attempt will be made in a later chapter to

show that the analysis using these relationships will be more valid

than would have been the case if the more restrictive assumptions

of perfect elasticity or inelasticity of demand and supply were

made.

Problems in Selecting a Model

Empirical demand studies of the past thirty to forty years

have utilized two broad approaches. One has been the statistical

analyses of tine series data. A second approach is based upon

controlled price-quantity studies within a single time period. This

study utilizes the time series approach and only the problems

inherent in this method will be discussed below.

The statistical approach has employed either the least squares
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single equation model or the system of simultaneous equations./

The single equation model is believed to give biased coefficients

if the independent variables in time period t are in any way

affected by the dependent variable in time period t. For example,

suppose price is used as the dependent variable and production

(or consumption) and income are the independent variables. Under

these conditions biased coefficients are believed to occur if

current production or income are measurably affected by current

price. The siimltarieous equations model has been developed to

eliminate this bias.

The advantages and limitations of each model are fairly well

known although objective criteria for deciding the model to be

used for specific oomnodities have not been established. Kuznets

says (51, p. 886) with regard to the relative validity of the

models:

9(j should not expect clear-cut indications of the
superiority of one or another method; the verdict if one
can be reached is likely to be highly qualified and will
need to be supported by other considerations.... the
only general conclusions that seem to emerge is that it
appears to be possible to obtain 'sensible' results with
any Lonmilat ion that has been employed. Group by group
there is closer agreement among estimates of income
elasticity than estimates of demand elasticity.... In
some cases differences in estimates can be attributed
directly to differences in data. In a few other cases
the differences are apparently due to the method employ-
ed. In general, however, the alternative estimates
appear to be equally 1

g The works of Ezekiii(19) and Shulta (64) were important in the
development of the least squares single equation estimate, while
the sinuiltaneous equation technique has been developed more
recently by the Cowles Commission (36),



l3randow, in a statistical analysis of apple supply and demand

used simultaneous equation methods. He says, (, p. 1) however,

that:

".,, the effectiveness and limitations (of simultaneous
equations) for general application to agricultural price
analysis, will not be well understood until experience
with them has been had over a wide range of application."

Accordingly, he used different methods and compared the results in

detail. Results were inconclusive with respect to which method

provided the "best" estimates.

Judge, in an econometric analysis of demand and supply rela-

tionships for eggs, used and compared the least squares single

equation method with both the limited information and the madinurii

likelihood approaches of the simultaneous equation method. He

concluded (43, p. 29) the following with regard to his estimates:

"Estimates for the equations representing the demand
for eggs were obtained by three different statistical
methods and two different sample periods, yet the choice
of 'the 'best' means is not resolved. If 'best' means
that the estimates should possess the properties of
being unbiased ana consistent, statistical theory shows
the siltaneis-equatjoris method to be superior. How-
ever, if 'best' refers to the property of efficiency or
minimum variance, the statistical theory shows that the
single equation is the bettor approach. The limited
information method ignores a certain amount of informa-
tion and the estimates obtained are not asymptotically as
efficient as the ftll .maxinuim likelihood approach. The
method of least squares may, however, produce small error
terms at the expense of bias in the estimates of the
structural coefficients involved. Also, one must consider
the usefulness of the coefficients with respect to the
type of prediction that must be made. If the system being
considered is subject to structural change, then the
sinnitaneous-equation method will probably be superior."

Closely related to the problems of selecting a statistical



method are other theoretical considerations. iither method of

deriving demand curves from recorded price and quantity data fails

to yield a demand curve fulfilling the assumptions of a demand

curve in theory. The tnie period for the theoretical demand curve

to be in effect is instantaneous axtd in a dynamic economy all

variables affecting the demand curve change continuously. The

demand curve for any given point in time is not likely to be

exactly the sante for any other period of time. In ti'ne series

analyses the price for any given year itere1y locates a point on

the demand curve existing at that time It says nothing about the

slope of the remainder of the curve. Each recorded point in a

study of time series data locates a point on a demand curve and

also a point on a supply curve. A point for any given year may

differ from the previous year because of (a) movements along the

demand curve (b) shifts in the demand curve (c) movements along

the supply curve (d) shifts in the supply curve (e) any combination

of the above. It is evident that the statistical demand curve will

coincide with the position or slope of the actual demand curve at

any tine only by chance and that there are many problems involved

in the estimation of a meaningful demand or supply function from

a series of pr.CeMquantity points./

J Working (84) provides a more complete discussion of the thidenti_
fication problem.
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Problems in Selection and Handling of Data

Other considerations appear to be more inportant in their

effect on the results than the problem of method. Criteria other

than priori knowledge and trial and error appear to be lacking

in the (1) selection of variables (2) ag;regation of data, and (3)

adjustments in data,

in selecting variables believed to have an effect upon the

pricequantity demand relationship it must be recognized that the

quantity of any commodity demanded depends upont (a) price ci' the

commodity being consiuered (b) disposable income Cc) population

(d) prices and quantities of competing an complementary products,

and (e) tastes and preferences. :iaiy other minor variables affect

the demand for any given commodity. Limitations such as avail

ability of data, and time and resources available often dictate

the number of variables to be included in an analysis of deiand.

The extent to which the data can be aggregated raises several

questions. Can prices for all types of stores located in both

rural and urban areas be aggregated in order to determine an

average price for the region? Can prices for all seasons in the

year be aggregated? Can per capita disposable incomes be averaged

and will the average income have the same effect on the quantity

of product purchased as the sum effect of all the individual incomes?

Can the supply of product be aggregated over all brands, grades, and

sizes of containers? These and many other such questions concerning

the degree of aggregation to be made arise when attempting empirical



demand estimates, The answer to these cueston and the agrega 

tion to be finally made undoubtedly will affect the final coefficients 

and the validity to be placed upon them, 

Once the variables are selected and the data obtained, dcci 

sions must be made relative to the adjustments in the data neeaed 

in order to eliminate or mitigate some of the distur'ing influences. 

For example, should the price ama income series Uc deflated to 

adjust for the increase in the price level over the 2eriod? hould 

first differences be used to permit a concentration upon mov:dents 

from year to year and to mnimic the effect of long run influences? 

Does it appear that the data. shc,ulci be expressed in terms of 

logarithms? The criteria for a wering thC5e questions are quite 

general and answering them in terms of a specific appltcation be 

comes largely a matter of trial and error. 

About all of these probiem ioøt arid roX (20, p. 4) 
nc th 

to say: 

It remains to be seen whether a useful couipromise can 
be affected oetween the compiexities of a full eoscrip 

tion of reaity and the need for a moaei suf:icientiy 
aggregated so that it can be manipulated and interpreted 

without undue expense 

1ipirical Deiand EstiTna 

Demand relationships could Leasibly be estimated at any level 

within the marketing channel since a hypothetical schedule edsts 

at each level for the ag;regate of factors and services involved 

up to that point. For example, the demand schedule confronting 



the grower is that oi the processor for the raw product. The de

mand at the processor level is that of the distributor for not only

the raw product, but also the ateriais and services involved in

processing, The demand at the retail level of course is that of

the consumer for all of the factors and services that have been

used in making the final product, Demand relationships for this

study have been estimated at the retail level.

Efforts to estimate regional demand functions individually,

proved fxitless because of the lack of adequate regional data.

As a consequence, the following general procedure was followed in

approximating regional demand schedules: (1) estimating a demand

function for the country as a whole and (2) making appropriate

adjustments in the over-all. denmd function in order to approximate

regional demand schedules.

It is recognized that demand schedules estimated in this manner

can be only approximations of existing demand relationships and are

subject to limitations.

United States Demand

In estimating the demand function for frozen peas for the

country as a whole several different models were attempted. These

models utilized both the siitaneous e'-uations and the least

squares approaches and considered numerous variables in different

forms The model finally selected as being most consistent with

a priori knowledge was a rather simple least squares single



equation of the following foi:

Q - .390610 - .07935 P + .002256 DI
(1.061463) (.o268e3) (.00049)

where Q is the average United States per capita disappearance in

pounds of frozen peas, k, the average United States retail price

in. cents per 10-ounce package, and DI the United States per capita

disposable inconis." it will be noted that this equation does not

include an independent variable for prices and/or quantities of

closely competing substitute commodities. This was attempted but

the coefficient for this variable was not significant. Data used

in deriving the equation for the present analysis are shown in

Table 20.

A price-quantity demand schedule at the retail level for the

country as a whole, given the current level at' per capita dis-

posable incorae, was calculated from the above equation, By holding

disposable income constant, at the 1959-60 level, and inserting a

range of retail prices into the equation it was possible to

estimate per capita disappearance at the various levels of price.

Results of this are shown in Table 21.

ona1 Consunption and £'rice Adjustxuent

In this section appropriate adjustments are made in the demand

/ The coefficiiit foprice was significant at the 5% level, and
the coefficient for disposable income at the 1 level. The
negative øonstant term was not significant. Standard errors are
shown in parentheses below each coefficient. It2 .911+



Table 20. Per capita disappearance oi frozen peas, average 
retail price of frozen peas and per capita disposable 
income United States, 1950-60. 

Per capita - Retail price per Pr capita 

il 
disappearance 10-ounce package disposable income 

S 

1950-51 .947 20.2 1,332 

1951-52 1.142 18.3 1,328 

1952-53 1.303 17,2 1,339 

1953-54 1.438 16.8 1,383 

1954-55 1.399 16,9 1,378 

1955-56 1.364 18.3 1,450 

1956-57 1.738 17.6 1,499 

1957-58 1.745 16.3 1,497 

195&-59 1.641 16.0 1,472 

1959-60 1,681 16.0 1,518 

Frozen pea crop year beginning June 1st and ending May 31st. 

See Appendix Tables 16 and 17 for source and method of 
calculation. 

Average U.S. retail prices are reported by month (81). Prices 
for crop-year are straight averages of monthly prices, 

/ Eatinte of the Council of conoic Advisors (72, p. 4). 



Table 21. Estimated consumex-'s demand schedule for frozen peas,
for crop year 1959-60, Unitod States.

Estimated Retail price per 1959-60 per capifi
per capita 10-ounce package disposable income
disappearance (1947-49 Dollars) (1947-49 Dollars)

0/1 p DI
pounds) (cents) cdol1ari)

1.446 20 1,518

1.526 19 1,518

1.605 18 1,518

1.684 17 1,518

1.764 16 1,518

1.843 15 1,518

1.923 14 1,518

2.002 13 1,518

2.081 12 1,518

2.161 11 1,518

2.240 10 1,518

/1 Estimated from the demand equation

Q -.390610 - .079385 P + .002256 DI by varying
price, holding disposable income constant and solving
for per capita disappearance.



schedule developed in Table 21 for the country as a whole in an

attempt to approxiaate a dend schedule for each consuming region.

The first step was the regional adjustment of Consumption.

This was done on the basis of regional estiiate of consumption

per household member of frozen eas for 1955 which are available

for six rather broadly defined regions of the United Statest

(60, p. 3). Similar infornation is not available for other years,

Consequently per capita consumption by region for a single year

(1955) is the basis for adjustment by region in this study. An

index derived from these data was used to adjust United States

per capita consumption for each region (Table 22). . selection,

consuming regions in this analysis are compatible with the regions

used in the USDA study. Four of the six regions in the USDA study

have been further divided for this study. This proceaure assumes

that the pattern of regional differences in per capita consuxirption

has not changed over the years 1950-1960.

The average consumption per household member for the United

States shown in Table 22 does not agree with the per capita dis-

appearance shown in Table 20 for two reasons: (1) data in Table 22

are reported on a calendar year basis while data in Table 20 are b7

crop year, and (2) consumption per household rbers shown in

Table 22 includes only those frozen peas purchased at the retail

/ Per capita consumption of frozen peas as well as other frozen
fruits and vegetables by region were obtained in a survey con-
ducted under contract by the 24arket Research Corporation of
America (60).
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Table 22. Average annual purchases of frozen peas per family
member by region for the United States, 1955.

Consumption Per
,.

pounis)

Northeast 1.78 157

East North Central 0.89 79

West North Central 0.83 73

Southeast 0.58 51

West South Central 0.36 32

West 2.00 177

United States 1.13 100

Regions comprise the following states:
Northeast: aine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, ew Jersey,
Mazyland, Delaware, Cistrict of Columbia.

East North Central: Ohio, Indiana, 4ichigan, Illinois,
Nisconsin.

West :Iorth Central: Innesota, North Dakota, South Dakota,
nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, 4issouri.

itheast: Virginia, est Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, Tennessee,
Alabama, iTississippi.

:est South Centra: Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas.

We: California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana,
'iyoming, Utah, Colorado, Nevada, Arizona, New exico.

Data obtained from a survey conducted under contract by the
Market Research Corporation of America (60, p. 83).



level. It does not include peas sold through commercial eating

establishments or frozen peas used in making soup, frozen dinners

and other prepared foods. This difference in household consumption

and total disappearance is assunted not to affect the regional

pattezi of consumption.

Adjusted per capita consumption figures by regions for the

ten consu!rthlg regions of this study are shown in Tab1 23 for the

range of prices indicated.

The other necessary adjustment in order to complete the

approdmated regional consumer demand schedules is the adjustment

of price. Retail prices of frozen peas have been collected by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics, United States Deprtrnut of Labor in a

sample of stores in 20 cities of the United States (1). These

average prices are available for one or nore cities in each of the

10 consuming regions of this analysis.

Previous studies of interregional competition have assuted

conditions of perfect competition with respect to price. Prices

unifo1y vary by transportation from a "base" region.

Accordingly, in the previous studies a base region ind a base price

for that region have been established. Prices in other regions vary

from the base .rice by transportation cot to that region.

It is quite evident in studying the series of retail prices

for the various regions of the country that such a pattern of prices
does not exist for frozen poas.1" (See Appendix Table 18)

/ This assumes, of course, that the published prices for the vari-
ous cities are in some measure representative of regional prices.



Table 23. Estimated per capita disappearance of frozen peas by region at various levels of U.S. average
retail price, 1959,

fl C'V. V*

Average Average Per Capita Consumption Adjusted by Consuming Region
Retail Per Capita 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
xrice Consumption
t&its) (pounis) (pounds)

20 1.446 2.27022 2.27022 1.14234 1.14234 1.05558 1.05558 .73746 .46272 2.55942 2.55942
19 1,526 2.39582 2.39582 1.20554 1,20554 1.11398 1.11398 .77826 .48832 2.70102 2.70102
1 1.605 2.51985 2.51985 1.26795 1.26795 1.17165 1.17165 .81855 .51360 2.84085 2.84085
17 1.684 .6438B 2.64388 l.3036 1.33036 1.22932 l..Q932 .b5884 .53888 2.98068 2.98068
16 1.764 2.7b948 2.76948 1.39356 1.39356 1.28772 1.28772 .89964 .6448 3.12228 3.12228
15 1.843 2.89351 2.89351 1.45597 1.45597 1.34539 1.34539 .93993 .58976 3.26211 3.26211
14 1.923 3.01911 3.01911 1.51917 1.51917 1.40379 1,40379 .98073 .61536 3.4037]. 3.40371
13 2.002 3.14:314 3.14314 1.58158 1.58158 1.46146 1.46146 1.02102 .64064 3.54354 3.56354
12 2.081 3.26717 3.26717 1,64399 1.64399 1.51913 1.51913 1.06131 .66592 3.68337 3.68337U 2.161 3.39277 3.39277 1.70719 1.70719 1.57753 1.57753 1.10211 .69152 3.82497 3.82497
10 2.240 3.51680 .5l680 1.76960 1,76960 1.63520 1.63520 1.14240 .i6o 3,96480 3.96480

1nde 157 157 79 79 73 73 51 32 177 177

is estimated froni denand equation. 5ee Table 21.

Adjusted by index of consumption per household member in 1955. See Table 22.

0
1')



If the surplus areas are designated as base regions then it becomes

evident that retail prices since 1950 in other areas of the country

do not vary from the base regions by transportation costs. Existing

price differential are not what would be expected under a competi-

tive price pattern and do not appear to fully reflect transportation

costs or fluctuations in supply from year to year. This situation

is due to imperfections and inefficIencies existing in the market.

It is recognized that these retail prices as reported in one

or even in six cities of any given consuming region nay be an

inadequate sample and may riot be representative of prices throughout

the region. However, it is believed that a pattern of regional

prices obtained in this mariner is more realistic than that obtained

by assuming a "base" region, a "base" price, and adjusting all prices

to this base price by transportation costs.

Average retail prices for the country as a whole are con-

sequently adjusted by the regional price pattern obtained from

published retail prices. An index of average regional prices is

computed in Table 24 with the United States average regional price

equal to 100. Prices adjusted by this index for each region are

shown in Table 25.

Regional Demand Schedules

To this point all demand relationships have been oxpressed IrA

per capita terms or in terms of the individual consumer's demand

schedule. It, is necessary now to convert these to regional demand
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Table 24, Index of average retail prices of frozen peas by region
for crop years 1950-51 through 1959-60.

Average Retail Price of
Frozen Peas

Consuming Region (per 10-ounce package) Index

cents

1 19.12

2 19.95

3 20.44

4 19.07

5 19.80

6 19.84

7 20.49

8 19.78

9 20.20

96.0

100.2

102.7

95.8

99 8

99.6

102.9

99.3

101.5

10 19.7 99.1

Average of prices in each region for crop years 1950-51 through
1959-60. Prices obtained (81) from cities in each region as
follows:

Consuming Region Cities for which prices reported

1 Boston
2 New !erk, Pittsburgh, Scranton,

Bait iinore, Philadelphia, Washington

3 Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati

4. Chicago

5 iinneapo1ie
6 ansas City, St. Louis

7 Atlanta
8 Houston
9 San Francisco, Los Ange1es

10 Seattle, Portland

Average U.S. price for the 10 crop years, 19.91 100.



Table 25. Estimated retail prices of frozen peas by region at various levels of U.S. per capita

disappearance, 1959.

U.S. Average U.S. Average
Per Capita Retail irice Consuming Regions
Disappearance Per 10-ounce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Package

(pounds) (cents) (cents per 10-ounce package)

1.446 20 19.2 20.0 20.5 19.2 20.0 19.9 20.6 19.9 20.3 19.8
1.526 19 18.2 19.0 19.5 18.2 19.0 18.9 19.6 18.9 19.3 18.8
1.605 18 17.3 18.0 18.5 17.2 18.0 17.9 18.5 17.9 18.3 17.8
1.684 17 16.3 17.0 17.5 16.3 17.0 16.9 17.5 16.9 17.3 16,8
1.764 16 15.4 16.0 16.4 15.3 16.0 15.9 16.5 15.9 16.2 15.9
1.843 15 14,4 15,0 15.4 14.4 15.0 14.9 15.4 14.9 15.2 14.9
1.923 14. 13.4 14.0 14.4 13.4 14,0 13.9 14.4 13.9 14.2 13.9
2.002 13 12.5 13.0 13.4. 12.5 13.0 12.9 13.4 12.9 13.2 12.9
2.081 12 11.5 12.0 12.3 11.5 12.0 12.0 12.3 11.9 12.2 11.9
2.161 11 10.6 11.0 11.3 10.5 11.0 11.0 11.3 10.9 11.2 10.9
2.240 3.0 9.6 10.0 10.3 9.6 10.0 10.0 10.3 9.9 10.2 9.9

index 96.0 100.2 102.7 95.8 99.8 99.6 102.9 99.3 101.50 99.1

s estimated. from. demand e(alation. ee Table 21.

Adjusted by index of average prices. See Table 24.

0
'7'



schedule8. This was done by multiplying per capita consumption at

each price level times population estimates for each region. Popula-

tion estimates by state and region used in computing regional

consumption figures for 1959 and 1970 are to be found in Appendix

Tables 2 through 25.

Regional demand schedules for each of the 10 consuming regions

are shown in 'Table 26. Two other minor adjustments have been made

in these schedules: (1) prices expressed in terms of 1947-49

dollars in the demand function have been converted to 1959 prices,

and (2) regional estimates of consumption a the various price

levels have been converted from pounds to 10-ounce packages.

Price lasticity of Demand

If the calculations involved in estimating the demand equation

for the country as a whole had, been performed in logarithms, the

price and income coefficients would have produced estimates of price

and come elasticities. However, the linear demand function

estimated here has different degrees of elasticity at its various

points or prices. It is elastic in the upper range of prices and

inelastic in the area of lower prices. The average price elasticity

for the range of prices shown in Table 21 is -.6760. Average income

elasticity for the range of per capita disposable incomes of 1580

to 2203 dollars (1959 dollars) was 1.9754.

Although the demand schedules for each of the 10 consuming



Table 26. Approximated regional demand schedules for frozen peas.

CONSUMING SEGIONS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price uantity Price Quantity
(cents) (Thous. (cents) (Thous. (cents) (Thous. (cents) (Thous. (cents) (Thous. (cents) (Thous. (cents) Thous. (cents) (Thous. (cents) (Thous. (cents) (Thous.

pkgs.) pkgs,) pkgs.) pkgs.) pkgs.) pkgs.) pkge.) pkgs.) pkgs.) pkgs.)

23.9 36,883 24.9 138,295 25.5 40,755 23.9 25,981 24.9 7,985 24,8 17,984 25.7 39,536 24.8 12,363 25.3 80,235 24.7 25,631

22.7 38,923 23.7 145,946 24.3 43,010 22.7 27,419 23.7 8,427 23.5 18,979 24.4 41,723 23.5 13,047 24.0 84,674 23.4 27,049

21.6 40,938 22.4 153,501 23.1 45,236 21.4 28,838 22.4 8,863 22.3 19,961 23.1 43,883 22.3 13,723 22,8 89,057 22.2 28,449

20.3 42,954 21.2 161,057 21.8 47,463 20.3 30,258 21.2 9,300 21.1 20,944 21.8 46,043 21.1 14,398 21.6 93,44]. 20,9 29,850

19.2 44,994 19.9 168,708 20.4 49,718 19.1 31,695 19.9 9,741 19.8 21,939 20.6 48,231 19.8 15,082 20.2 97,880 19.8 31,268

17.9 47,009 18.7 176,263 19.2 51,944 17.9 33,115 18.7 10,178 18.6 22,921 19.2 50,391 18.6 15,757 18.9 102,263 18.6 32,668

16.7 49,050 17.4 183,915 17.9 54,199 16.7 34,552 17.4 10,619 17.3 23,916 17.9 52,578 17.3 16,441 17.7 106,702 17.3 34,086

15.6 51,065 16.2 191,470 16.7 56,426 15.6 35,971 16.2 11,056 16.1 24,899 16.7 54,738 16.1 17,117 16.4 111,086 16.1 35,486

14.3 53,080 15.0 199,026 15.3 58,652 14.3 37,391 15.0 U,492 15.0 25,881 15.3 56,898 14.8 17,792 15.2 115,469 14.8 36,887

13.2 55,120 13.7 206,677 14.1 60,907 13.1 38,828 13.7 11,934 13.7 26,876 14.1 59,085 13,6 18,476 14.0 119,908 13.6 38,305

12.0 57,135 12.5 214,232 12.8 63,134 12.0 40,248 12.5 12,370 12.8 27,859 12.8 61245 12.3 19,152 12.7 124,292 12.3 39,705

All prices are expressed in terms of the 1959 price level.

I-,0
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regions were based upon the relationships obtained in the demand

equation for the United $tates, price elasticities differ for the

various regions. This can be explained by differences in magnitudes

of prices and quantities involved in each region. In other words,

the location of the demand curve with respect to the x and y axes

will affect the elasticities even though these curves are all of

the same slope. average price elasticities for the regional demand

curves are shown below in Table 27.

Table 27. kverage price elasticities of demand for the ten
consuming regions.

Price elasticity
Region of demand

1 -.6791

2 -.6760

3 -.6828

1 -.6738

5 ,676l

6 -.6901

7 -.6694.

-.6674

9 .-.6758

10 -.6721

For the regional demand schedules shown in Table 26.



CHAPTER VII

SUPPLY RELATIONSHIPS

Although many theoretjcal formulations of supply response exist

in the literature, empirical investigations of supply relationships

have been relatively neglected, As was pointed out in Chapter II,

some of the more recent interregional corapetition studies have

attempted to estimate regional demand, but in most eases the quantity

to be supplied has been predetermined. This chapter attempts to

estimate regional supply functions for frozen peas, 4any of the

same problems experienced in the estimation of demand relationships

were also encountered in the estimation of supply responses.

Problems and Procedures

Several alternative procedures are available for estimating

industry or regional supply responses. One approach begins with the

estimation of the supply curves for the individual firms comprising

the industry, This can be done by several different methods: a) by

estimating the ftrm's production function and it's related cost

curves (under conditions of perfect competition the marginal cost

curve becomes the supply curve for the firm), b) through the collec-

tion of data from a sample of firms concerning factors influencing

supply response and what changes in production would be anticipated

in response to changes in price nd other variables, and c) by

budgeting or synthesizing optimum patterns of production under
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various pricocost relationships. This approach, regardless of

method used in estimating firm SUppi responses, requires the

aggregation of all fixi supply functions into a single industry or

regional supply curve, if the supply schedules of all the firms

were known, the supply schedule for the commodity as a whole could

be deduced by simple addition.1t1' The problem, however, is to

determine the number of actual or potential firms in a region or

industry. If a short run supply schedule is desired with the

number of firms fixed this may not be so difficu1t, However, if a

supply response for a longer period of time is desired, where new

fthns can enter, this method nay not be very useful,

Another approach to the estimation of supply response attempts

to estimate supply functions directly from time series data. In

herent in this approach are all of the problems encountered in the

estimation of demand such ag a) the selection of statistical

techniques, b) the selection of variables, c) the form of variables

or adjustments necessary in the data, d) the level of aggregation

and so forth, These were discussed in the last chapter and con-

sequently are only mentioned here as being fully as burdensome for

the estimation of supply as they were for demand estimation. A

review of the empirical ior: in supply estimation has failed to

provide conclusive evidence of the Usuperiorityli of the simulta

neous equation estimates of supply over the least squares estimates.

,/ Statements similar to this are made in many textbooks on
economic theory. For example, see i3oulding (7, p. 477).



Theory reveals that least suares estimates are biased but empirical

estimates fail to substantiate this hiSs as seriously affecting the

results. It appears that errs caused by improper selection of

variables or by the form in which these variables are used nay be

more serious than biases caused by the statistical technique employed.

ch more work is needed to determine the effect of all of these

factors on supply estimation.

Oe problem pertinent to supply estimation mentioned in the

discussion on demand is that of leugth of run's or length of the

supply period. In theory there are three definite classifications

of supply periods and these are distinctly defined)1 in empirical

estimation of supply functions to be incorporated into spatial

equilibrium analyses the supply periods become somewhat nebulous

as defined. in theory. The supply period perbnnt to an analysis

such as this is one long enough to allow finns to make adjustments

in their factors of production, it also snist allow new firms to

enter and existing firms to drop out of the industry. At the same

time there must be certain cetex'js paribus conditions held constant

in order to consider movements along an industry supply curve

/ The timarket eriod denotes a period short enough to allow no
further production of product. The product relevant to this
period is already produced arid the amount available is fixed
and on hand. The short-run suppiy period is considered a period
long enough to allow adjustment in volume of output by varying
certain variable resources of the firm, but too short to vary
existing facilities The long-run supply period is a reriod
long enough to allow firms to make any desired adjustment in
their factors of production. It is long enough to allow new
firma to enter and existing firms to drop out of the industry.



rather than shifts of the curve itself. These include: a) relative

prices of factors of production and competing commodities, b) the

state of techno1or, c) preferences of individuals and d) institu-

tions. The supply period imist he short enough to realistically

assume these factors con$tant.

The above does note mean that the ceteris paribas conditions

should be ignored, Ideally they hou1d be included in the analysis.

Data, however, are not always available to peit this. Only certain

variables can be included explicitly in the analysis while other

variables implicitly affect the resulting price-quantity relation-

ships. Ta the extent that variables that cannot be isolated vary

in direction and magnitude in the fut,ure as they have in the past,

this may not seriously affect the reliability of time series analyses.

Heady, in a paper presented to the Supply Worcshop, orth Central

Farm 4anagement Committee and Farm Foundation in January, 1960, (32,

p. 8-10) said with regard to problems in the estimation of supply

relationships.

'Prediction of the effects of the variables ii.ivolved
is hardly possible from regression models based on time
series data and will need to rest on other approaches,
often involving greater judgment and less sophistication
but still representing estimates of supply..... The em-
pirical approach will have to be decided as rtuch or more
on the data which are available or can be synthesized
than on theoretical appeal. :odification and improve-
ments of quantitative models will need to come especially
from those who operate on data, because they are faced
directly with the unique problems of aggregation, rmilti-
coflinearity amonj') variables and others of available
agricultural data ihich prevent coefficients and
quantities from 'rolling out in ieat form.' Because many
QI' these problems are inherent in the data, rather than
in the theory, we can find out 'what can arid will work'



oniy by operating on the data available and shifting to
another set of variables, degree of aggregation or source
of information if the first is not successful, Certainly,
an important amount of effort will have to go into this
'trial and error phase' of supply research methodology
and a major portion will have to be done by those con-
cerned. with quantitative analysis aid applied predictions .

Heady has stated some of the problema involved in estimating supply

but he has not been very helpful regarding the question of how to

determine the *bestU estimate even after going through the "trial

and error phase."

Empirical Supply Estimates

A first attempt to estimate supply responses was conducted at

the farm level. Pea producers in group meetings held in each region

were asked to indicate their anticipated prvduction response to

price changes. This atteipt proved. unsuccessful, however, as the

farmers did not know what their response would be and. many of them

did not even venture to guess. It was then decided that because

processors contract in advance in all regions for their pea supply

and thus in a sense control the acreage of peas produced for

freezing, that perhaps the processor and his field department ould

be able to say how farmers would respond to changes in contract

prices, This proved more successful than the first attempt and

most processors were willing to estimate prices they would have t

offer in order to inørease or decrease acreage by 10, 25, and in

some cases, ev 50 percent. This method did note however, provide
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information over a wide enough range to be usefui/ and the problem

of aggregating processor estimates proved to be iRsurmountable. In

order to use these estimates, it would have been necessary to mae

the assumption that expansion in a region would take place only with

existing processing firms and no particular basis exists for making

such an assumption. It would have been extremely difficult to

estimate the number of potenthil processing firma in a region under

certain price conditions and the effect of their entry on the

response estimates made by existing firms, Also, it would he

difficult to define boundaries of regions under conditions of

expansion.

The third attempt and the one used in this analysis is based

upon time-series data. Here as in the case with the work on dexnard

estimation, several. different models were considered and tried,

utilizing several possible sets of variables in different forms.

Functions were attempted for each region but data were insuffioient.

ted States Supp

The model finally decided upon as being most useful for this

study took the following form:

= 16,263. + 3,320.105 GP(t_l) 2,765.69 CS(tl)

(111,991.) (l,26L.914) (944.33)

J For example, a 50 percent increase or decrease in an area not
now producing many acres of peas for freezing involves only a
small absolute increase or decrease.



where is the United States production of peas for freezing in

tons by crop year, is the United States average grower price

per ton in period t-1 times the United States five-year-moving-

average yield per acre in tons, and CS_1) is the cold storage

holdings of frozen green peas on December l of crop year t-1 as a

percent of production in t-1, Data from which this function was

derived are shown in Table 2.

A price-quantity supply schedule at the grower level for the

country as a whole, yen current cold storage ioldings was calcu-

lated from the above equation. 8y assuming cold storage holdings

constant in the equation at the level of the last four year average

and inserting different grower prices into the equation, it was

possible to estimate the quantity that would be produced at various

levels of prices. Results of this are shown in Table 29.

Regional Price and Production Adjustments

Once the estimated supply schedule for the country as a whole

was obtained the next step was to make certain adjustments in order

to approximate regional supply prices. This consisted of first,

adjusting the average United States price per acre received by

growers (as estimated in Table 29) by an index of regional costs of

/ Both of the coefficients for and GS(t_l\ were significant
at the 5 percent level. The neat+e constant term was not
significant. Standard errors for each coefficient are shown be
low it in parenthesis. R2 .560.



Table 28. Production of peas for freezing,
received per acre, and cold stor
peas, United States, 1948-60.

U.S. Pro- U.S. Average
duction of Grower Price
2eas for. Received Per

116

average grower prices
age holdings of frozen

iJecemer 31st Cold
Storage Soldings of
Frozen Peas as Percent

194.7-4$ 93.82 77.5

1948-49 72,420 91.71 64.2

1949-50 74,240 89.71 61.2

1950-51 97,450 83.13 54.0

1951-52 120,620 83.45 54.0

1952-53 118,190 91,2 59.7

1953-54 129,200 97.41 60.4

1954-55 117,280 94.31 52.3

1955-56 133,740 94.36 46.6

1956-57 199,490 104.19 54.9

1957-58 158,830 105.5$ 7.9

1958-59 137,510 105.17 70.0

1959-60 170,230 115.28 60.4

Frozen pea crop year beginning Jima 1 and ending May 31.

Reported by the United States Department of Agriculture (79).

U. S. average grower price per ton times the U. 5. 5-year
moving average yield per acre in tons. See Appendix Tables 19
and 20 for source and method of calculation,

See Appendix Table 21 for source and method of calculation.



Table 29. Estimated supply schedule for producing peas for
freezing, United States, crop year 1959-60,

Cold storage Hold-

Estimated Production Price per Acre irigs as a Percent

of Peas for Freezing Received by Grower of Production

t) GP(tl)

(tons) (IT ()
36,927,638 70.00 614.8

53,528.163 75.00 64.8

70,128.688 80.00 64.8

86,729.213 85.00 64.8

103,329.738 90.00 64.8

119,930.263 95.00 64.8

136,530.788 100.00 64.8

153,131.313 105,00 64.8

169,731.838 110.00 64.8

186,332.363 115,00 64.8

202,932.888 120.00 64.8

219,533,413 125.00 64.8

236,133.938 130.00 64.8

252,734.463 135.00 64,8

269,334.988 140.00 64.8

285,935.513 145.00 64.8

302,536,038 150.00 64.8

Estimated from the supply equation:

(t)
: - 16,263. + 3,320.105 GP(t.1) - 2,765,69 CS(tl)

by varying grower price, holding cold storage holdings constant
and solving for production of peas for freezing.

Latest four year average.
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production in order to approximate regional prices paid to growers.

Art index of production costs was computed using the weighted average

cost of production for the United States as the base. This weighted

average cost of production was calculated using regional COStS

estimated in this study (Chapter iii) and weighting them by the

average acres of peas for freezing in each region for the 1958-59

and 195960 crop years, The calculated index of production costs

is shown in Table 30. Approximate regional prices paid to growers

estimated by use of this index and average U.S. grower prices are

presented in Table 31.

The other necessary step in constructing regional supply sched-

ules was to allocate United States total production estimated in

Table 29 to the azious producing regions. This was done on the

basis of a precentage breakdown of total production by regions for

crop years 1958-59 and 1959-60, istimated regional production

figures at various levels of average United States grower price

are shown in Table 32.

Regional Supply Schedules

The two adjustments made above have yielded approximated

supply schedules for the six producing regions considered in this

study.

As was mentioned in the last chater it is necessary that supply

and demand be estimated at the sane level within the marketing

channel. Demand schedules have been estimated at the retail level.



Table 30. Index of costs of production of peas for freezing by
major producing areas, 1959.

Cost per

()

Eastern Oregon 82.52 73.28

Name 101.53 90.17

Western Washington 174.26 154.76

Minnesota 102,68 91.19

New York 106.64 94.71

Eastern Seashore 162.31 144.15

The weighted average cost for the country as a whole was used
as the base: 112.6O 100. This figure was calculated using
costs shown above and 195-59 and 1959-60 crop year acreages
by regions as weight8.

Supply schedules presented up to this point have been t the fare

level. Therefore, further adjustments are in order.

The retail supply function consists of the farm supply schedule

plus schedules for processing, transportation and distribution

services. This is shown graphically in Figure 16 where Sr .5 the

supply curve at the retail level, the supply curve Lor the

processed product and S the supply curve at the farm level. It is

necessary, therefore, to add to the regional farm schedules the

supply schedules far processing, transportation and distribution

services in order to raise these supply curves upwards to the retail

level.



Table 31. istimated regional prices paid to growers for producing peas for freezing in major producing
areas at various levels of U.. S. production.

stiinated j Average Producing Regions
United States'- United States
Production Prices Paid astern estern Eastern

Lrower Oregon Maine Jashington Minnesota New York Seashore
(tons) (do1lars/acre) (doflars per acre)

36,927.638 70.00 31.30 63.12 108.33 63.83 66.30 100,90
53,528.163 75.00 4.96 67.63 116.07 68.39 71.03 108.11
70,128.688 80.00 58.62 72.14 123.81 72.95 75.77 115.32
86,749.213 85.00 62.29 76.64 131.55 77.51 80.50 122.55
103,329.738 90.00 65.9 81.15 139.28 82.07 85.24 129.74
119,930.263 95.00 69.62 85.66 147.02 86.63 89.97 136.94
136,530.788 100.00 73.28 90.17 154.76 91.19 94.71 144.15
153,131.313 105.00 76.94 94.68 162.50 95.75 99.45 151.36
169,731.838 110.00 80.61 99.19 170.24 100.31 104.18 158.56
186,332.363 115.00 84,27 103.70 177.97 104.87 108.92 165.77
202,932.888 120.00 87.94 108.20 185.71 109.43 113.65 172.98
219,533.i13 125.00 91.60 112.71 193.45 113.99 118.39 180.19
46,133.938 130.00 95.26 117.22 201.19 118.55 123.12 187.40
252,734,463 135.00 98.93 121.73 208.93 123.11 127.86 196.60
269,334.988 140.00 102.59 126.24 216.66 127.67 132.59 201.81
285,935.513 145.00 106.26 130.75 224.40 132.23 137.33 209.02
302,536.038 150.00 109.92 135.26 232.1% 136.78 142.06 216.22

j.ndex 73.28 90.17 154.76 91.19 94.71 144.15

Source: Table 29.

Source: Table 30.



Table 32. kfstinated regional production of peas for freezing at various levels of U.S. average prices
paid to growers,

Price per 8tirnated United Producing Regions
Acre Received States Production of astern estern astern

(dollars) (tons) (tons) (tons) (tons) (tons) (tons) (tons)
70.00 36,927.638 15,369.283 1,960.858 12,038.410 3,892.173 827.197 2,839.735
75.00 53,528.163 22,278.421 2,42.345 17,450.181 5,641.868 1,199.031 4,116.316
80.00 70,128.688 29,187.560 3,723.833 22,861.952 7,391.564 1,570.883 5,392.896
85,00 86,729.213 36,096.698 4,605.321 28,273.723 9,141.259 1,942.734 6,669.476
90.00 103,329.738 43,005.637 5,466.809 33,6b5.495 10,690.954 2,314.586 7,946.057
95.00 119,930.263 49,914.975 6,368.297 39,097.266 12,640.650 2,686.438 9,222.637

100.00 136,530.76 56,824.1)4 7,249.785 44,509.037 14,390.345 3,058.290 10,499.218
105.00 153,131.313 63,733.252 8,131.273 49,920.808 16,14.0.040 ,430.141 11,775.798
110.00 169,731.838 70,642.391 9,012.761 55,332.579 17,889.736 3,801.993 13,052.378
115.00 186,332.363 77,551.529 9,894.248 60,7144.350 19,639.431 4,173.845 14,328.959
120.00 203,932.888 84,460.668 10,775.736 66,156.121 21,389.126 4,545.697 15,605.539
125,00 219,533.413 91,369.806 11,657.224 71,567.893 23,138.822 4,917.548 16,882.119
130.00 236,133.93$ 98,278.945 12,538.712 76,979.664 24,888.517 5,289.400 18,158.700
135.00 252,734.463 105,188.084 13,420.200 82,391.435 26,638.212 5,661.252 19,435.280
140.00 269,334.988 112,097.222 14,301.688 87,803.206 26,387.908 6,033.104 20,711.861
145.00 285,935.513 119,006.361 15,183.176 93,2)4.977 30,137.603 6,104.955

6,776.807
21,988.441

150.00 302,536.038 125,915.499 16,064.664 98,626.748 31,887.298 23,265.021

Index La 41.62 5.31 32.60 10.54 2.24 7.69

Source: Table 29

Indicates percentage of total U. S. production in crop years 1958-59 and 1959-60 for each region.
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Quantity

Figure 16. Hypothetical supply schedules at the various levels
within the marketing channels,

As has previously been stated, frozen peas make up only a

relatively small percentage of the total amount of food being trans-

ported and distributed among regions. Consequently, it Is unlikely

that any changes in the amount of frozen peas being shipped from

any given origin to any given destination or being distributed

within any consuming region will affect the price of these services.

Therefore, the assumption of a perfectly elastic supply function

(a constant supply price) for transportation and distribution ser

vices has been made. A similar simplifying assumption has been made



relative to processing services. The resources or factors devoted

to the processing and freezing of peas in any production area are

only a small proportion of the total of such resources available in

any producing region. Therefore, considerable expansion or con-

traction in the processing of peas for freezing could probably take

place without significantly affecting the cost or price of these

factors. Any expansion of processing in any producing area over

the range considered in this analysis would likely not affect the

level of wage rates in the area, for example.

The simplifying assumptions made above of constant supply

prices for processing, transportation, and distribution services,

therefore, permit the farm supply curves to be raised to the retail

level simply by adding an absolute amount to the farm supply

function. At this point the regional farm supply schedules are

raised to the processed product level, that is, constant supply

prices for processing services have been added to the farm supply

prices presented earlier. The resulting supply schedules for the

processed products (f.o.b. the producing regions) are shon in

Table 33. Prices are presented in cents per 10-ounce package and

production is in thousands of 10-ounce packages. J3oth the supply

and deriand schedules are now expressed in terms of the same units.

The farm supply prices have been adjusted as have processing costs

for loss of product in processing (90 percent recovery yield, see

page 79). Processing costs used were those developed in Chapter IV

for plants with an output rate per hour of 30,000 pounds for Eastern



Table 33. Approximated reBional processed product supply schedules.

PRCDU0ING REGIOMS
Eastern Oregon Mains Western Washington Minnesota Mew York Eastern Seashore

FOB Processor Estimated FOB Processor Estimated FOB Processor Estimated FOB Processor Estimated FOB Processor Estimated FOB Processor Estimated
Supply Price Production Supply Price Production Supply Price Production Supply Price Production Supply Price Production Supply Price Productionper lO-oz.Pkg. 1O-oz.Fkgs. per lO-oz.Pkg. 1O-oz.Pkgs. per lO-oz.Pkg. 1O-oz.Pkg. per 1O-.oz.Pkg. 1O-øz.Pkgs. per lO.-oz.Fkg. 1O'-oz.Fkgs. per 1O-oz.Pkg. lO-oz.Pkgs.(dollazi) (Thous.pkgs.) (dollars) (Thous.pkgs.) (dollars) (Thous.pkgs.) (dollars) (Thous.pkgs.) (dollars) (Thous.pkgs.) (dollars) (Thous.pkgs.)

.0828 49,181.706 .0826 6,274.746 .0864 38,522.912 .0884 12,454.954 .0881 2,646.973 .0934 9,087.152

.0840 71,290.947 .0838 9,095.504 .0878 55,840.579 .0898 18,053.978 .0896 3,836.899 .0955 13,172.211

.0851 93,400.192 .0849 11,916.266 .0891 73,158.246 .0912 23,653.005 .0911 5,026.826 .0976 17,257.267

.0863 115,509.434 .0861 14,737.027 .0904 90,475.914 .0927 29,252.029 .0926 6,216.749 .0997 21,342.323

.0874 137,618.678 .0872 17,557.789 .0918 107,793.584 .0941 34,851.053 .0940 7,406.675 .1018 25,427.382

.0886 159,727.920 .0884 20,378.550 .0931 125,111.251 .0956 40,450.080 .0955 8,596.602 .1039 29,512.438

.0898 181,837.165 .0896 23,199.312 .0945 142,428.918 .0971 46,049.104 .0970 9,786.528 .1059 33,597.498

.0909 203,946.406 .0908 26,020.074 .0958 159,746.586 .0985 51,648.128 .0985 10,976.451 .1081 37,682.554

.0921 226,055.651 .0919 28,840.835 .0972 177,064.253 .0999 57,247.155 .1000 12,166.378 .1101 41,767.610

.0932 248,164.893 .0931 31,661.594 .0985 194,381.920 .1014 62,846.179 .1015 13,356.304 .1122 45,852.669

.094.4 270,274.138 .0942 34,482.355 .0999 211,699,587 .1028 68,i.45.203 .1030 14,546.230 .1143 49,937.725

.0956 292,383.379 .0954 37,303.117 .1012 229,017.258 .1042 74,044.230 .1045 15,736.154 .1164 54,022.781

.0967 314,492.624 .0965 40,123.878 .1026 246,334.925 .1057 79,643.254 .1060 16,926.080 .1185 58,107.840

.0979 336,601.869 .0977 42,944.640 .1039 263,652.592 .1071 85,242.278 .1075 18,116.086 .1206 62,192.896

.0990 358,711.110 .0989 45,765.402 .1052 280,970.259 .1086 90,841.306 .1090 19,305.933 .1226 66,277.955

.1002 380,820.355 .1000 4.8,586.163 .1066 298,287.926 .1100 96,440.330 .1105 20,495.856 .1248 70,363.011

.1013 402,929.597 .1012 51,406.925 .1079 315,605.594 .1114 102,039,354 .1119 21,685,782 .1268 74,4.48.067

H'



Oregon and estern Washington and 20,000 pounds for all other regions.

The final adjustments necessary to raise the Supply schedule to

the retail level are not shown here because transportation costs

vary by market and cannot be added directly to the producing re-

tionts supply schedule.

Supply ilasticities

The straight line supply functions developed have a different

elasticity of supply at each point or price. Average elasticities

of supply for the six producing regions ranged from 6,5 to 10.1.

All of the supply functions have the sane slope as the United States

supply function upon which they are based. Therefore, the differ-

ences in supply elasticities are due to differences in magnitude of

quantities and prices in each region and do not reflect production

alternatives in each re$on.

An average elasticity of from 6 to 10 seems rather high. How-

ever, for a contract crop whose acreage is largely controlled by the

processors, this may not be excessive. The existing price may be

higher than is necessary to obtain the desired acreage. In other

words, there may be additional acreage which would coie into produc-

tion at existing price levels if processors did not control acreage.

Another reason for the high elasticity may be due to the tine

series" approach. Supply relationships resulting from this approach

may reflect shifts downward and to the right in the supply curve as

they have occurred over time. This would tend to make the estimated

function more elastic than would otherwise be the case.



CFIAPER VIII

ThTERIEGIONAL ANALYSIS

Introduction

The preceding chapters have been devoted to developing the

analytical framework, estimating demand and supply relationships,

and establishing interregional ti'ansportation rates necessary for

an analysis of interregional competition within the frozen pea

industry. This chapter brings all of these facets together into

the over-all equilibrium analysis. The interr'egional analysis is

carried out by the use of two models: Model I--a cost minimizing

model and ..iodel lIa maximizing model. Both models are solved

through the use of the transportation model of linear prograiming.

Basic Assumptions

An analysis of so broad a subject as interregional competition

requires certain assumptions in order to narrow the problem to

workable proportions. Assumptions made in this study are listed

below:

1. Frozen peas are of homogeneous quality. Under these condi-

tions, consumers are indifferent as to source of product. Grades

have not been taken into account in the study so prices are assumed

to apply to a single grade. No attempt has been made to adjust

costs or supply prices by grades.

2. All peas are marketed in retail packages, The regional
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oost pattern for other container sizes is expected to follow closely

the relative cost pattern for the 10-ounce consumer size package.

3. Al]. peas are produced in the siz producing regions Included

in this analysis, In actuality, these regions proice more than

95 percent of the total pea supply. The other areas of production

are fairly well distributed throughout the country and are not con-

centrated near any one of the major producing regions. Their impact

is thus probably dispersed among all major proaucing areas.

4. Although frozen peas are a storable commodity, cold storage

carryover from one year to the next is assumed to remain a constant

percentage of each yearts production,

5. There are no foreign imports or exports of frozen peas.

fforts to obtain exports and imports of frozen peas for the past

several. years yielded oiily aggregate figures for all frozen veg-

etables. Aeznbers of the industry report that both exports arid im-

ports of frozen peas in the past have been negligible. There was

some indication, however, that there has been a substantial increase

in exports of this commodity in the past two years.

6. The objective of all firms is profit maximization. There-

fore, supply is assumed to come from the region which can produce,

process, ship and sell at the lowest total cost.

7. Demand and supply relationships determined in preceding

chapters are taken as given for the remainder of the analysis wiless

otherwise specified.

8. Single points %dthin each producing and consuming region



have been selected from where all production originates nd to where

all imports flow.

Model I

Model I is designed to determine the optimim production and

trade pattern which would minitx1.ze total costs of production,

processing, and distribution of the total jnited tates supply of

frozen peas. Various sets of demand and supply conditions are

assumed and an optimum pattern of production and shipment determined

for each in order to show the probable effect of various structural

changes which could occur in the future. ?rojections of future

changes in population and disposable incomes are made and their

effects are shown upon the regional consumption and production

patterns for frozen peas, An attempt also is made to show the

effect of such things as an increase in transportation costs, &

change in technology in certain regions, and differences in supply

and demand elasticities. The situations to be considered under this

model are as follows:

Situation 1 1959 conditions are assumed with respect to regional

demand and supply. Regional consuiption of frozen

peas are estimated using the past three-year average

retail price level and 1959 population and incomes.

The rainirmim cost pattern of production satisfying

these consumption requirements is detexmined under

estimated 1959 cost or supply conditions.



Situation 2 - The same as Situation 1 except that 1970 population

estimates are used in determining regIonal demand and

consumption. Disposable incomes for 1959 are used as

well as estimated 1959 conditions on the supply side.

Any increase in consumption of peas is due entirely

to increases in population.

SItuation 3 - The same as Situation 2 except that projected 1970

regional per capita disposable income also is inter-

jected into the analysis. increased consumption in

this case is due to increases in both population and

per capita incomes. Estimated 1959 supply conditions

also apply here.

Situation 4 - 1959 conditions as In Situation 1 are assumed ex-

cept that transportation costs are increased by 50

percent from all producing areas.

Situation 5 - 1959 conditions as In Situation 1 are assumed except

that yields in innesota, New York, Maine and the Bast-

em Seashore are increased by 25 percent while yields

of all other producing regions are held at the same

level. This situation is intended to show the effect

of a change in technology applicable to some but not

all of the producing regions.

Situation 6 - 1959 conditions as in Situation 1 with respect to

demand are assumed but single supply prices (perfectly

elastic supply functions) for each region at estimated
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1959 levels of cost are used, This situation is cie

signed to demonstrate the effect upon the optimum

production and shipment pattern of using simplifying

assumptions regarcing supply that have been made in

some of the earlier studies.

Situations 1, 2 and 3 are grouped and discussed together because

in these problems demand conditions are varied while supply conditions

are assumed to remain constant, In a like iianner Situations 4, 3

and 6 are similar in that supply conditions are varied while holding

demand conditions eon stant.

Situations with Varying Demand Conditions

Regional demand or consumption estimates for Situations 1, 2

and 3 were determined through the use of the denand equation and

regional relationships developed in Chapter VI. For each situation

different conditions with regard to population and income were used,

In Situation I consiinption is based on the past threeyear average

United States reta&1 price, 1959 average United States per capita

disposable income and 1959 regionaJ.. population. In Situation 2

demand is based on the sane conditions with regard to price and

income but 1970 regional population estimates are used. Increases

in demand are due wholly to creases in population. Situation 3

is based on the same price conditions but 1970 disposable income

estimates are used as well as 1970 population estimates. increases

in demand for frozen peas in Situation 3 are due to increasing per
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capita incomes as well as to increa in reiona1 population.

Regional consumption estimates for Situations 1, 2 and 3 are shon

in Table 34.

Situations 1, 2 and 3, therefore, are problems of estimating

a minuimun cost production and shipment pattern under conditions of

estimated deuand that existed in 1959 or are expected to prevail

in the future. Supply conditions (i.e., state of technology,

factor and product prices, institutions, arid amounts of available

resources) are assumed to remain at the 1959 level as estimated in

Chapter VU.

The o1utions to those situations were determined by means of

the transportation problem of linear programming. Procedures used

in setting up the problems in matrices for the transportation

problem have been discussed in 3fl earlier chapter. iach of the ten

consuming regions and the 11dumny1' region becomes a column or

destination in the matrix. Each segment of the supply curves

becomes a row or source The supply curve for each of the six

producing regions was divided into 17 segments as shown on page 124.

Because of the size of each matrix, (102 x 11) the 1W4 1620



Table 34. istimated conauinption of frozen peas under conditions assumed in Situations 1, 2 and 
. 

tim4 Reion 
Situation I Situation 2 Situation 3 

(thousand pounds) 
Rion 1 - Maine, New iianpshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, 

tthode island, Connecticut 28,119 31,212 39,669 
Region 2 - £ew York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, 

lielaware, District of Columbia 105,444 121,493 154,425 
egion - Ohio, Indiana, idchigan 31,075 37,600 47,794 

- Wisconsin, Illinois 19,812 21,694 27,569 
Rgion - Minnesota, Jorth Dakota, South Dakota 6,088 6,650 8,456 
Regon - Iowa, Iebraska, rCansas, aissouri 13,712 14,844 18,862 
Region 7 - Virginia, West Virginia, ientucky, north Carolina, 

South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama, 30,144 33,181 42,175 
Mississippi, Florida 

ion8 - trkansae, Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma 9,425 10,519 13,369 
hegion 9 - California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, Mow Mexico, 

Colorado 61,175 80,988 102,944 
egion 10- Oregon, Washingtofl, Idaho, Montana, yoming 19,544 24,519 31,162 

Total 324,53 _j82,700 

1 Regional consumption was estimated by use of the demand equation on page 96 and the following: 
ituation 1 Situation 2 Situation 3 

a) Past 3-year average U.S. Past 3-year average U.S. Past 3-year average U.S. 
retail price (deflated) retail price (deflated) retail price (deflated) 

b) 1959 average i.S. per capita 1959 average U.S. per capita 1970 estimated average U.$. 
lisposable income disposable income per capita disposable incoae 

c) 1959 regional-population 1970 estimated regional :1970 estimated regional 
population population 
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computer was used in obtaining the soiution.1" Each cell in the

body of the matrix was obtained by sumndng the following costs:

(1) regional supply prices shown on page 124, (2) transportation

costs to each consuming area and (3) distribution costs.

The objective of Situation 1 was to determine the optinm pro-

duction arid distribution pattern which should exist given estimated

1959 demand and supply conditions, This pattern is presented in

Table 35aI' and shows that the two northwest areas - Eastern Oregon

/ The transportation pogran for the ISP. 1620 computer is based on
the maximal flow in networks as proposed by Ford and Fulkerson
(22). Input data are dimensions of rows (A), columns (N), their
product (MN), surpluses (A) (or sources), shortages (Bj) (or
destinations), and casts (Cj1) associated with respective Aj's
and B,11s. The sum of Aj imist equal the sum of Bj; A, F3j, and
Cjj mist be non-negative and are five (5) positions each. All
calculations are performed with fixed poiit arithmetic. Comput-
tag time for each problem was approximately twenty-five minutes
plus input-output time. Approximately forty minutes were re-
quired to print the input data and the solution. Capacity of the
computer for problems of this type is based on the following:

10 N 4. 24M + 19N 14,566

The size of these problems based on the above for1a was 13,E77
- near the capacit.y of the computer.

/ It will be noted in Table 34 that the demand equation using
the past 3-year average U.S. retail price (deflated), 1959
average U. S. per capita disposable income and 1959 population
figures, slightly overestimates the actual consumption of
frozen peas in 1959. This, however, does riot seriously de-
tract from the solution. This would be the optiimiin pattern
given these regional consumption figures. The smaller total
actually consumed in 1959 would be produced by a similar
pattern and a proportional amount being produced in each
area.



Table 35. EsU.mated production and shipment pattern for Situation 1. 

Producing Consuming Reion 
Region 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Totals 

Eastern Oregon 

Maine 

::estern ashington 

Minnesota 

Mew York 

31,188 31,075 

28,119 

46,700 

9094 

7325 

5,969 9425 61,175 19,544. 158,376 

24,175 

28,119 

78,200 

32,287 

9094 

Eastern Seashore j.8462 18462 

Totals 28,119 105,444 31,075 19,812 6088 13,712 30,144 9425 61,175 19,544 324,538 

isswaes the foUowing: 

a) iast 3-year average U. S. retail price 
b) 1959 average U. S. per capita disposable income 
c) 1959 regional population 
d) 1959 cost or supply relationships. 
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arid Western vashington - under an optimum cost pattern of pro-

duction and &niprrLent would produce 72.9 percent of the total

supply. 1Linnesota in the Iidwest would produce 9.9 percent while

the areas located in the East - New York, :aine and Eastern

Seashore - would produce 17.2 perceat. This compares closely with

the pattern of production actually existing for the .:ast, 1.idwest

and Northwest shown in Figure 1 of chapter 1.

It would he desirable at this point to conpare the optimum

pattern determined in Situation 3. with the actual pattern of pro-

duction for the six producing areas in 1959. This is not possible

because in order to do so, it would be necessary to reveal pack

information considered confidential by the industry.' There

would he some minor shifts in production, but the existing lattern

of production is in surprisingly close agreement with the pattern

developed here. If the reader is familiar with production in at

least some of the areas he can make his own comparison.

The objective of Situation 2 was to project a pattern of

production for 1970 assuming that per capita consumption and income

remain the same, but that United States population increased by

27,516,000 peopie4' Under these conditions the optimum pattern of

/ Becuae of the limited number of processing firms in some
producing areas, regional output, if revealed, would have a
direct reflection upon individual plant statistics.

a/ Projected 1970 regional population estimates are shown in
Appendix Table 25.
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production and shipment would be that shown in Table 36. All

areas would expand, but some would expand at a more rapid rate

than others, This uneven rate of ext'ansion would be due to several

factors. Among them would be (1) the regional differences in

elasticities of demand and supply and (2) tue uneven rate of popula-

tion growth among consuming regions. cst i Washington would ex-

pand the most -- 27,7 percent. Next would be M!innesota -- 17.8

percent, Eastern Oregon - 15.4 percent, astern Seashore -- 13.8

percent, Maine -- 11,0 percent and New Cork -- 8.2 percent. In

absolute amounts Eastern Oregon would increase production by 24.3

million pounds, Western Washington by 21.7 million, inriesota by

5.7 million, Maine by 3.1 million, Eastern Seashore by 2.5 million,

and New York by .7 million pounds.

Situation 3 is rnieh like SituatIon 2 except that it assumes

that per capita disposable incomes between 1960 an 1970 will in-

crease at the same rate as it has over the past decade. Not only

is the increase in consumption of frozen peas due to population

growth but also to the increase in per capita incomes. 'Ith these

assumptions total U.S. frozen pea consumption in 1970 would be 486

million pounds or 50 percent greater than with 1959 income and

population figures, The optiimm production and shipment pattern

under these conditions is shon in Table 37. Here again all pro-

ducing areas would expand, but at different rates. Western Wash-

ington would experience the most rapid expansion -- 69.2 percent,

followed by Eastern Oregon - 4.5.2 percent, Minnesota -- 43.4



Table 36. Estimated production and shipment pattern for Situation 2

Producing Consuming Rions
Region 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Totals

(thousand pounds)

Eastern Oregon

Rains

.estern Washington

Minnesota

iew York

9538 37,600

31,212

81,100

9838

5,150

16,544 6650 14,844

19,581 10,519 80,988 24,519 182,745

13,600

astern Seashore 21,019 21,019

Totals 31,212 121,495 37,600 21,694 6650 14,844 33,181 10,519 80,988 24,519 382,702

Assumes the following:

a) Past 3year average U. S. retail price
b) 1959 average U. 3. per capita disposable income
c) 1970 esthnated regional population
d) 1959 cost or supply relationships



Table 37. Estimated production and shipment pattern for Situation 3 

Producing Consuming Region 
Region 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Totals 

(thousand pounds) 

Eastern 0reon 42,194 40,275 13,369 102,944 31,162 229,944 

iaine 39,669 39,669 

western ashington 116,225 5600 8600 1900 132,325 

iinnesota 18,969 8456 18,862 46,287 

New rorc 12,069 12,069 

iastern Seashore 26,131 26i3i 

Totals 39,669 154,425 47,794 27,569 8456 18,862 42,175 13,369 102,944 31,162 486,425 

Assunes the following: 

a) Past 3year average U. 8. retail price 
b) 1970 estimated average U S per capita disposable income 
c) 1970 estinated regional population 
d) 1959 cost or supply relationships 
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percent, Eastern Seashore - 41.5 percent, Maine - 41.1 percent and

New York - 32.7 percent. In absolute amounts, Western Washington

would increase front 78 million to 132 million pounds, Eastern Oregon

front 158 million to 230 million, Aaine front 28 million to 40 million,

Minnesota from 32 million to 4.6 million, New York from 9 million to

12 million and L,astern Seashore from 18 million to 26 million

pounds,

In discussing the solutions to Situations 1, 2 and 3 only the

production patterns have been mentioned. The shipment patterns

generated from these situations also are of importance. For

Situations 1 and 2 the shippg pattern is similar with each

producing area supplying the same markets in both situations.

Figure 17 shows this distribution pattern. In order to minimize

costs Eastern Oregon ships its product to Consuming Regions 2, 3, 7,

8, 9, and 10. Name ships all of its product to Region 1, 4hile

Western Washington supplies Regions 2, 4, and 7. Ninnesota ships

to Regions 4, 5, and 6. Total production of both New York and the

Eastern Seashore go to Region 2,

The distribution pattern for Situation 3 is similar except

that the pattern for Eastern Oregon and Western Washington differs.

With increased consumption in the West and Southwest, Eastern 3regon

no longer supplies Region 2. Except for some product being shipped

to Region 3, all of Eastern Oregon's production in Situation 3 goes

to the South, Southwest and West. estern W'ashington, however,

supplies Region 2 quite heavily in Situation 3. It also ships



Figure Il. Shipment pattern for Situations and 2.



some product to Region 3, The nature of these three distribution

patterns and others to be presonted later suggest that the markets

for the two areas of the 1orthwest tend. to be somewhat interchange-

able. This is due, no doubt, to their geographical proximity and

the similarity in transportation costs from these two areas to the

various markets.

Situations with Varing Supp'y Conditions

Regional demand and consumption estimates for Sjtuations 4, 5,

and 6 are held constant at estimated 1959 levels as in Situation 1.

In these problems different assumtions with regard to supply are

made.

The objective of Situation 4 was to detezine the importance of

transportation costs on the interregional pattern of production and

shipment. Transportation costs from all producing areas to ail

consuming centers were increased by 50 percent. All other conditions

were the same as for Situation 1.

Under conditions of constant percentage increases in trans-

portation costs, it would be expected that production would shift

from the more distant production areas to those located nearer the

larger consuming centers, The solution to this problem in Table 38

indicates that production increases were in fact called for in

Minnesota, 1ew York, and the Eastern Seashore Production in Maine

remained the same as in Sjtuatjon 1, This may be explained by the

fact that factors other than distance in establishing transportation



Table 38. .istimated production and shipment pattern for Situation 44

Producing Consuming Region

Region 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Totals

Eaitern Oregon

Maine 28,119

Western Washington

Ninne sota

ew Yoxk

21,088 31,075

l0,5i.

(thousand pounds)

3825

15,988 6088 13,712

5969 9425 61,175 19,544 148,276

24,175

28,119

35,788

10,58].

astern Seashore 23,575 23,57k

Totals. 28,119 105,444 31,075 19,813 6088 13,712 30,144 9425 61,175 19,544 324,539

Asumes the following:

a) Past 3-year average U. S. retail price
b) 1959 average U. S. per capita disposable income
c) 1959 regional population
a) 1959 cost or supply relationships except that transportatIon costs are increased by 50 percent

from all producing areas to all consuming areas.
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rates are of more importance from 4ne than from the other areas.

it would also be eected that decreases in production would have

taken place in both Eastern Oregon and Western Washington. Table

38 indicates that only Eastern Oregon had a decrease in production

while Western ;ashington remained in production at the same level

as in Situation 1. This can be explained by the discontinuities

in the supply functions One segment of the supply curve in

Eastern Oregon dropped out first and this was sufficient to periit

the increase in production in the Eastern areas brought about by

the change in transportation costs. estern ashington had a

decrease in shipments to Region 4 and this permitted a lower seg-

ment of its supply curve to satisfy demands in kegion 2. Had the

seents of the supply curve been mad. e smaller to more nearly

approach a continuous ipp1y function, a decrease would have occurred

in both producing areas of the Northwest.

One other point should be made relative to the solution to

Situation 4. The more relatively inelastic the supply functions

of those areas nearer the large consuming centers, the smaller the

increases in production which will take place as a result of across

the boards' percentage increases in transportation rates; also, the

smaller the decrease in production would be in those areas most

distant from the major consuming centers.

Situation 5 was included in the study to attempt to show the

effect of a change in technology with a consequent shift in the

supply curve. If the change in tecimolor were such that it could



be adopted in all areas, it probably would not have a very great

impact on the pattern of production. oever, if it were the type

of change that would affect some areas more than others, t. hen it would

affect the interregiona]. pattern of jroduction. IA Situation 5 it

was assumed yields were increased by 25 percent in New York,

Minnesota, Maine and the Eastern Seashore while those of Western

Washington and Eastern Oregon renained the same. This could have

been caused by the development of a new variety, for example,

which would increase yields and reduce oosts of production. The

results of Situation 5 are shown in Table 39, The production pattern,

when compared with Situation 2. again, shows a substantial increase

in production in the four areas experiencing the shift in the supply

curve and a decrease in the remaining two areas.

In Situations 2 and 3 demand conditions were projected for

1970, while supply conditions including the state of technology

were assumed to remain at the 1959 level. It is entirely possible,

however, that changes in technology will occur. Situation 5 is

used to show the impact that such a change could have on the future

pattern of production.

Situation 6 is an attempt to measure the amount of divergence

between the production pattern under conditions of single supply

prices for each region and the production pattern when some degree

of elasticity has been given to the supply flrnctions as in Situations

1 through 5 above. This situation is intended to demonstrate in a

more general sense the importance of supply and demand elasticities



Table 39. atimated production and shipm.ent pattern for Situation

Producing Consu2ning Region
Region 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Totals

housand pounds)

Eastern Oregon 14,100 31,075 5969 9425 61,175 19,544 141,288

Maine 28,119 5769 33,888

Western Iashington 47,375 20,000 67,375

Minnesota 19,812 6088 13,712 4175 43,787

New York 12,069 12,069

Eastern Seashore 26,131 26,131

Totals 28,119 105,444 31,075 19,812 6088 13,712 30,144 9425 61,175 19,544 324,538

Asawnes the following:

a) Past 3year average U. S. retail price
b) 1959 average U. S. per capita disposable income
c) 1959 regional population
d) 1959 cost or supply relationships except that yields were increased by 25 percent in New York,

Minnesota, aino and the Eastern Seashore while those of the other areas were held constant.

H
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upon interreional competition analyses and the possible effect on

solutions, of simplifying assumptions with regard to supply and

demand elasticities.

Conditions of demand fr this situation are the same as those

of Situation 1. Single supply prices for each region (perfectly

elastic supply functions) are used. These are based upon the single

point costs of production, processing, transporting and distributing

as estimated in this study.

In this situation the consumption needs of each consuming region

are filled by the producing region which can produce, process, and

ship at the lowest total costs, The use of perfectly elastic supply

functions assumes that each producing region can produce and process

an infinite aaount at the same single unit price. Under these

condition8 any producing region could expand production to supply

all consuming regions if necessary.

The production pattern shown in Table 40 for this situation

indicates that only three of the six prouuetion regions -- iastern

Oregon, iaine and Iinnesota - would remain in production. The

other three regions * Jew York, Western Washington, and Eastern

Seashore -- would produce none at all. A comparison of the results

from Situations I and 6 shows that the production patterns, for the

two situations, differing only with respect to assumptions concerning

supply elasticities, are quite different (Table 41). This is

especially significant in view of th fact that previous empirical

studies of interregional competition have made the simplifying



Table 40. Estimated production and shipment pattern for Situation 6 .

Producing Consuming Region
Region 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Totals

(thousand pounds)

Eastern Oregon

iajne

ie stern Washington

Minnesota

New York

Eastern eashore

19,812 13,712 30,144 9425 61,175 19,544 153,812

28,119 105,444 31,075 164,638

T;]

Totals 28,119 105,444 31,075 19,812 608 13,712 30,144 9425 61,175 19,544 324,538

Assumes the following:

a) Past 3-year average U. S. retail price
b) 1959 average U. S. per capita disposable income
c) 1959 regional population
d) Sg1e supply prices (perfectl' elastic supply functions) based on 1959 costs were used for

each region.
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assumption of either perfectly inelastic ox' elastic supply Lunctiona. 

Table 4.1 provides empirical evidence that elasticities of 

supply and deand have an important effect upon interregional compe 

tition analysis, Further use of the transportation model to predict 

future production probably will produce unreliable results unless 

supply relationships are taken into account The usefulness of 

interregional competition analyses as a tool to predict future 

patterns of development, therefore, may well depend upon the ability 

to estimate regional demand and supply relationships. 

Table 41. Comparison of regional production oatterns for frozen 

peas obtained in Situations 1 and 6. 

Production of Frozen Peas - 

Producing Region Situation 1 Situation 6 Difference 
(Thous,lbe.) (Thous.lbs,) ous.ibs.) 

Eastern Oregon 158,376 153,812 4,564 

Maine 28,119 164,638 136,519 

Western Washington 78,200 0 78,200 

Minnesota 32,287 6,088 26,199 

New Thrk 9,094 0 9,094 

Eastern 3eashore 18,462 0 18,462 

Totals 324,538 324,538 



Model ii

A limited application of Model Ii has been attempted and is

included here for three reasons: (1) to bring certain methodolog-

cai problems into focus (2) to demonstrate that theoretical models

developed under assumptions of perfect competition need further

modification and study in order to enhance their use in practical

interregional competition studies and, (3) point out some possible

problem areas that might be investigated through the use of Model II.

Model II differs from Model I in several respects. The major

difference is that the latter minimizes costs while the former

maximizes "net social pay-of Another important difference is

that both demand and supply functions are segmented in Model II

whereas only the supply function was se&mented in Model I. Consump-

tion at a selected level of price is no longer g_ven to Model II as

it was in Model I. Levels of consumption as well as a production

are allowed to vary in Model II The solution to Model II not only

determines the optimum pattern of production and shipuent, but it

also determines under normative conditions the amount to be consumed

in each region and the equilibrium prices that would prevail. In

other words, Model II locates the point 0±' equilibrium ihere the

industry supply curve intersects the industry demand curve. ;Iodel II

is more of a general-equ.ilibrium type than is .odel I.

/ See pages 32-34 in Ch pter II for a discussion of the meaning
of the term 'net social pay-off." See also the discussion by
Sanuelson (62, p. 27-29O) and YJ.ng and Henry (46, p. bOa-lob),
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In order to incorporate some of the changes discussed above,

it was necessary to bring demand prices more explicitly Into the

analysis than was the case in ode1 I, In the latter, prices re

used only in estimating (through the demand function) the levels of

consumption to be given to the model. In the present model supply

prices for each segment of the supply schedu1e are subtracted from

the demand prices for each segment of the demand schedules. The

prices assigned to each segment of the deiand schedule, therefore,

will affect the amount of Unet social gain& and the final pattern

of production and shipmnt. If a perfectly copetitive pattern of

prices for the various consuming regions (i.e., a pattern o± uniform

prices for all regions varying only by transportation costs) had been

used in deriving the approximated regional demand schedules, the

solution reached by this model for a given level of consumption

would be expected to coincide with that obtained in odel I An

imperfectly competitive price pattern was used, however, and this

was expected to alter the solution, This brings sharply into focus

the problem discussed in Chapter VI relating to the pattern of

prices that should be used in this type of analysis There is little

basis for using the perfectly competitive price pattern if this

pattern does not exist in reality. if the existing pattern of

prices among regions wore used (assuming that data are available and

that they accurately reflect prices prevailing in each region) the

solution still would not be of much significance because the equil

ibrium point generated from this model would not necessarily be the



the point toward which the industry would gravitate.

ecause of computer limitations the de;nand schedules for each

region in odel II were segmented into five steps and the supply

schedules into four. This meant that the seventeen segments of each

supply schedule used in Mde1 I had to be aggregated into four

segrLerts, thus naking the supply relationships more discontinuous.

The resulting matrix was of size 24 x 31. This was near the maximum

size that could be solved by the computer available.

The solution reached by maximizing this matrix is shoui in

Table 42)" It shows that in order for equilibrium to be reached

total production and consumption of peas would be increased Total

production and consumption generated in 4ode1 II was 356 million

pounds as compared to 324 million pounds estimated in 1odel I

(Situation 1) for the level of the last three-year average retail

price.

Model II estimates a pattern of production much the same as

that estimated in Situation 1 of Todel I. The percentage of total

production being produced by each region remains fairly constant

for the two models. The distribution patterns for the two models

A preliminary application of iodel II was made as a test for the
mechanics of the model. Situation 1 of nodel I was converted
to a maximizing problem. Supply prices in each cell of the
matrix for Situation 1 were subtracted from the last three-year
average price in each consuming region. The resulting differ-

ences were entered into a new matrix. The problem was then

solved for the production and shipment pattern that would maxi-
mize these differences in supplying the regional consumption
requirements of Situation 1 The results showed that the pro-

duction pattern for the two models correspond very closely.
dowevor, there was some difference in the distribution pattern
due to reasons discussed elsewhere,



Table 42. Estimated production and shipment pattern for Model II4

Eastern Oregon 73,244 32,469 18,912 8,944 9,425 19,331 11,169 173,494

aine 30,656 30,656

estcrn Washingtor 14,150 1,412 1,788 9,719 850 50,094 U,012 89,025

'iinnesota 6,638 14,950 14,200 35,788

New York 9,094 9,094

astern So ashore 18,462 18,462

Totals 30,656 114,950 33,881 20,700 6,638 14,950 32,863 10,275 69,425 22,181 356,519

Assumes the following:

a) itverage regional pattern of retail prices reported for crop years 1950-51 through 1959-60
(Tables 24 and 25)

b) 1959 average U. S. per capita disposable income
c) 1959 regional population
d) 1959 cost or supply re1ationhips.
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differ, however. In coraparing the solutions to Situation 1 of

Model I (Table 35) with that of 1ode1 U (Table 42) it is ;een that

Maine, Now York, and iastorn Seashore supply the same markets with

approximately the same quantities. The differences occur with

respect to the markets supplied by the other three regions - 1.astern

Oregon, Western ashington and Minnesota,

As mentioned above, Model II is superior to Model I in the Cerise

that it is more general. Consequently, the results will yield more

information about the production, consumption and price pattern of

the industry if the underlying assumptions of the models are equally

valid. Flowever, question can be raised about using the unet social

pay-off" as an indicator of the way the industry really operates.

If the industry does not behave in this fashion resulting predictions

from Model Ii will, of course, be in error.

Model II, however, may prove to be useful in two general

approache8 to future research. In predicting the future performance

of the industry, more realistic choice Indicators than "net social

pay-off" might be used. No attempt is made here to select or

develop these indicators because this is beyond the scope of this

research effort. Any existing market imerfectiori would have to be

identified and quantified in a form suitable for incorporation into

Model II. If this were done and if sufficiently large computers

were available for greater refinements in demand and. supply segments

performance of the model would be improved.

The second use of Model II may be in the area of judging the

performance of the industry under actual imperfectly competitive
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conditions as compared to its performance under competitive condi-

tions, Any deviation between actual and predicted performance

would require explanation and would suggest the effect of existing

imperfections. Perhaps this line of investigation should precede

that which is described in the previous paragraph.

The use of odei II in the present study confirrnd the produc-

tion pattern of the earlier model, it also provided empirical

evidence that the pattern of distribution and to a lesser extent

the amount of production may be affected by imperfect markets and

pricing practices, These findings should be incorporated into

future work on this problem.

Implications to the Indust

Results obtained from the foregoing analysis have several

iniportant implications to the industry. it can be concluded from

the results of this study that the Northwest frozen pea industry' s

competitive position is relatively strong. The actual pattern of

production with the Northwest now producing over 65 percent of the

frozen peas does not deviate greatly from the optimum cost pattern

developed in this study under 1959 conditions, Given the existing

economy and taking into account the major changes which appear to

be taking place now and likely to occur in the i'nrnediate future, it

appears that the competitive position of the Northwest is likely to

remain strong in the future. Population and incomes are expected to

increase in the decade ahead and this will lead. to an increase in

the consumption of frozen peas. Assuming no significant changes
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in the regional structure or relative costs and supply relationships

it is expected that an expansion of production will take place in

all producing areas in order to supply the increase in consumption.

However, greater expansion will occur in the two Northwest areas

than in the other areas. This will be especially true with a con-

tinuation of the present trend in the westward 8hift in population.

Technological changes and innovations of the future can be

forecast only imperfectly, Changes could occur which would lead to

shifts in the present pattern of production. This study shows how

certain changes would affect the pattern of production and will be

useful to the industry in adjusting to them should they occur.

This study demonstrates the complexity of interregional

competition and the interrelationship and interdependence of the

various segments tich comprise the industry. It shows how any

increase in costs or supply prices relative to other areas whether

they be in the realm of production, processing or transportation

will weaken an area's competitive position. The reverse is also

true. This type of analysis is useful in evaluating the actions

of various segments of the industry in terms of their impact on

the competitive position of the various regions.

With regard to the pattern of distribution or shipment the

study is perhaps not so conclusive because the pattern of distri-

bution is affected by imperfect markets and pricing practices and

these are not adequately treated in this study. Shipment patterns

developed in Model I show, however, what markets would be supplied
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by each producing area under conditions of ndrthmizing costs and

these offer some guidelines with respect to the ixrkets tht can

feasibly be supplied by each producing area
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Location of production arid iriterregiorial competition have been

subjects of interest for many years, dating back to Admn Smith's

principle of specialization and iavid Ricarcio' a principle of conpar-

ativa coats. liecent developments in this area hlave contributed

toward an adequate methodological fratnework which is more operational

for empirical research. Such writers as Koopaans, Samielson, Baumol,

and Fke have suggested new approaches to the problem of geographical

price equilibrium and flows and have couched them in terms of linear

programming developed from the more general macro input-output

models of Leontief.

The transportation model of linear programming is the more

simple form of the spatial equilibrium model. It has been applied

successfufly to problems involving the shipment of specified

quantities of a coiodity from each of a number of sources and the

receipt of specified quantities at each of a number of destinations,

with total receipts being eaual to total shipments. The transporta-

tion problem, even with certain modifications, is limited in its

range of usefulness as a spatial equilibrium model because quantities

offered and taken are fixed and inelastic with respect to price.

This makes the model extremely short-run in nature. These limita-

tions have been overcome in a more recently developed theoretical

model of spatial equilibrium. It differs from the simpler trans-

portation model in that quantity offered and quantity taken are



entered as continuous functions of price thus permitting the results

to be of longer-run nature.

Recent empirical efforts t10 develop spatial models in agricul-

ture have been patterned after these theoretical models. As early

as 1953, Fox develcped a spatial equilibrium model of the livestock-

feed econonw, Fox and Taeuber later (1955) improved upon this

model. Using a similar model, Judge conducted a study of the

cornpetittve position of the Connecticut poultry industry. In a

later study with a11ace, Judge made a similar analysis of the

livestock econov. Another empirical approach to spatial proble:as

was made by Dennis in a study of interregional competition in the

frozen strawberry industry. Heady and gbert attacked a spatial

problem by use of general linear programming procedures. They

attempted to show that production control progra'ls as they apply to

food and feed grains should be based on roiona1 production possi-

bilities, Other agricultural applications of the linear prograing

techniques to interregional competition have been made along the

same lines.

Some of the empirical studies mentioned above have assund. both

regional supplies (production) and regional demands (consumption) as

given or predetermined. Others have begun with predetermined

production but have utilized an estiaated demand function in estimat-

ing consumption. The objective of both of these classes of problems

has been to solve for the pattern of shipments that would result in

minimizing transportation costs.

A third category of studies has assumed given amounts of
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regional consumption and has utilized some type of supply function

to solve for the uinimum cost pattern oL production which would

supply the predeterdned amounts of consumption. 3y and large these

studies have estimated siale value suo1y prices and have assumed

perfectly elastic supply functions. No known studies have incorpo

ated both quantity offered and cuantity taken as functions of price

for all comodities included in the analysis.

!any of the e;apirical studies made to date have been criticized

on the grounds that simplifying assumptions made with regard to

damana an supply hare renclerect thei ealistc he recent

tneoretical aevelopment O.L epatLal iuOCa.Ls by auelson ana others

has demonstrated the importance of the role of danani and supply

in this type of ana1ysi. It is upon this basis that a serious

effort is made in this study to bring both demand and supply more

explicitly into the analysis and to eliminate sozne of the more

restrictive assuntptiona made in past empirical studies of inter

regional competition.

The United States frozen pea industry has been selected for

study because of its rapid development in recent years. Productiofl

of peas for freezing has increased by 130 percent since 1949. This

growth has taken place in all areas of the country producing peas

for freezing. The Northwest, however, has experienced the largest

increase and now produces over 65 percent of the total United States

supply. This has occurred despite certain cost disadvantages in

the Northwest such as high wage rates and transportation costs.

In view of the expanding nature of the frozen pea industry it
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is important to understand some of the reasons why increases in

production take place at a more rapid rate in some areas than in

others. Ianagement in the industry is guided by important economic

considerations which over the long run dictate where production can

best take place. Future locational development of the pea industry

depends on the coitparative advantage of different regions in the

production and processing of frozen peas and is of importance to

producers and processors in making future plans and investments.

This study attempts to qantify and analyze these econoc consider-

ations as they affect the ability of the various competing regions

to produce and process frozen peas. ]'fforts are made at the same

time to improve upon the methodological aspects of this type of

research.

In this study the country is divided. into six producing and

ten consuming areas. Single points within each producing and con-

suming area have been selected from where it is assumed all produc-

tion originates and to where all imports flow.

One of the necessary steps in this analysis is to estimate

demand-price relationships for each consuming region. Because of a

shortage of regional data this was done first by estimating a

national demand for frozen peas at the retail level. Regional

demand schedules were then approximated from the national schedule

by appropriate adjustments in prices and quantities. Basis for these

adjustments were regional retail prices as reported by the Bureau of

Labor Statistics and per capita consumption estiates in each

consuming region.
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Another necessary step was bo estimate regional supply-price

relationships for each producing area, A national supply function

Was estimated by an analysis of time-series data. Regional supply

schedules were approximated from the United States schedule by

regional adjustments in rioes arid quantities. flth.ional prices

paid to growers were adjusted for each producing region by an index

of estimated regional production costs. Production costs were

estimated for this purpose. uantities from the national function

were adjusted regionally on the basis of the pattern of production

for crop years 195B-59 and 1959-60.

The approximated regional supply schedules at the farm level

were adjusted upward to the retail level so as to be at a comparable

level with the estimated regional demand schedules. Constant

supply prices for processing, transportatIon, and distribution

services were added to fare supply prices, It was assumed that the

current level and structure of these costs are an acceptable

approximation of long-run costs for these services. It was further

assumed that changes in the qantities of frozen peas being shipped

from any given origin to any given destination or being distributed

within any conswriing region would have no effect on the supply

prices of these services.

Processing costs were based on detailed economic engineering

studies of processing operations in the Northwest. Processing costs

for aU other regions were estimated through appropriate regional

adjustments in factor costs, length of operating season, size of

operation and product mix, Transportation rates were obtained



directly from both rail and truck carriers with the lowest rate

being used between each two points considered. \holesaie and retail

margins were obtained from secondary data and because those costs

in any given market are the same ior all frozen peas in that market

regardless of origin, they were assumed to be the seine in all con-

suming regions.

The interregional analysis was conducted by the use of two

models - odel I, a cost minimizing model and Model II, a maximiza-

tion model. Model II is not fully explored because of a lack of

sufficient data and resources, but it has been included to show some

of its implications and limitations.

Model I is designed to determine the optimum production and

trade pattern that would minimize total costs of production,

processing, transportation, and distribution for given levels of

price and consumption. Various sets of demand and supply conditions

are assumed and an optimum pattern of production and shipment

determined for each.

Situation I of Model I assumed 1959 conditions with respect to

variables affecting supply or production of frozen peas. Regional

consumption figures are estimated using the past three-year average

retail price and 1959 population and incomes. The solution to this

problem indicates a pattern of production surprisingly close to that

actually existing in the industry in 1959. A comparison f actual

shipments and those generated by Situation 1 could not be made

because the actual distributiGn pattern was not available.
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Situation 2 of Model I is the sane a Situation 1 except that

1970 population estimates are used in determining regional demand

and consumption. The increase in consumption over that estimated

in Situation 1 amounted to 58.2 million pounds and was due entirely

to estimated increases in population. Under these conditions the

solution to this problem shows that all producing areas would expand

production to meet this increase in consumption. Lastern Oregon

would expand by 24.3 million pounds, ;iaino by 3.1 million, iestern

washington by 21.6 million, Minnesota by 5.7 million, New York by

7 million and the Eastern Seashore by 2.5 million pounds.

Situation 3 of Jodel I is the same as Situation 2 except that

projected 1970 regional per capita disposable incomes are included

in the analysis. Increased consumption in this case is due to in-

creases in both population arid per capita incomes, Consumption under

these conditions was estimated to be 486 million pounds or an increase

of 50 percent over Situation 1. The solution to Situation 3 showed

that all areas again would expand production. Eastern Oregon would

expand by 71.5 million pounds, Maine by 11.6 million, Western

Washington by 54.1 million, Minnesota by 14.0 million, New York by

3.0 million and Eastern Seashore by 7.6 million pounds.

Situation 4 assumed 1959 conditions 4th respect to variables

affecting demand and supply for frozen peas with the single exception

that transportation tates from all areas were increased by 50 percent,

The solution to this problem indicates that some production would be

shifted from the mare distant production areas of the Northwest to

those located closer to the larger consuming centers.
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Situation 5 was included in the study to show the effect of a

change in technology in some but not all of the producing areas.

It was assunted that yields were increased by 25 percent in New Lork,

innesota and the Eastern Seashore while those of Nestern Washington

and &istern Oregon reiained the same. This had the effect of de-

creasing unit costs of production in those areas with the increased

yields. The results of Situation 5 show a substantial increase in

production in the four areas experiencin the shift in the supply

curve and a decrease in the renaining two areas.

Situation 6 is an attempt to measure the amount of divergence

between the production pattern under conditions of single supply

prices for each region and the production pattern when some degree

of elasticity has been given to the supply functions as in Situation

1 through 5. Ttiis situation demonstrates in a more general sense

the important effect of supply and deand elasticities upon inter-

regional competition analyses, Conditions for Situation 6 are the

same as Situation I except that single supply prices (perfectly

elastic supply functions) are used, based upon single point costs

of production, processing, transporting; and distributing as

estimated in this study.

The solution to Situation 6 shows that only three of the six

major production areas - Eastern Oregon, .4aine, and Jinnesota -

should remain in production. The other three regions -- New York,

Western Washington, and Eastern Seashore - would produce none at

all. A comparison of this pattern of production with that of

Situation 1 indicates that the production patterns for the two



situations differing only with respect to assumiYt.ions concernifl,g

supply elasticities are quite dissimilar. This comparison provides

empirical basis for the conclusion that elasticities or supply arid

demand have an Important effect upon results obtained from inter-

regional competition analysis. This raises a question relative to

the validity of results obtained unless both demand arid supply re-

lationships are included in the analysis. The usefulness of inter-

regional competition analyses as a tool to predict iture patterns

of development may well depend upon the ability to estimate regional

demand and supply relationships.

The results of the optintim cost solutions of Model I lead to

several other conclusions conceiing the frozen pea iridustl7. First,

the existing pattern of production does not deviate greatly from the

optimum. Second, production and consumption increases will likely

continue in the future and, using the current structur of costs

arid supply relationships, expansion will take place in all producing

areas, The Northwest will continue to expand at a more rapid rate

than other areas. A third conclusion might be that regional changes

in supply relationships or in factors affecting these relationships

would lead to shifts in the present pattern of production.

Nodal II was an attempt to sogiient both the demand and supply

schedules to determine the equilibrium point where industry demand

and supply are equalized. Though the model was riot thoroughly

explored it does confirm the production pattern estimated by Nodel I.

It also shows the effect upon the pattern of distribution and, to a



lesser degree the pattern of production, of different simplifying

assumptions made with regard to regional price patterns (competitive

or noncoinpetitive patterns of price). Lastly it provides a possible

basis for future work in interregional competition where atteapts

would be made to incorporate market imperfections into the model.
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PRODUCTION COST DATA

Appendix Table 1. Estimated time requirements for performing tillage operations normally practiced in
producing peas in major producing areas, 1958.

peration

.lastern

Or Maine
Western

Washingor Minnesota ew York
iaste
Seashore

4ari Hours Per Acre (One time over)

Plow .67 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 100
.40 .40 .40 .40 .40

Harrow (spririgtooth) .18 - - - .20 -
Harrow (spiketooth) .10 .20 .20 .20 -- .20
Field cultivate - .40 - -
Rod weed .15 - - - - -
Drill .30 2.00 .66 .66 .66 .66
Roll .15 - - - .33 -
Float - -- .20 - - -
Pick Stones - 2.00 - - - -
Fexlilize - 1,00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

For number of times each operation performed see Table 5,

Also includes lixnin.



Heplaco- Esti-
ment. mated

Tractor, wheel 3-plow 4,000 15 267 120 80 467 400 320 720
Plows, nioldboard 5-16" 1,005 10 101 30 20 151 101 - 101
Plows, moldboard 3-16" 635 10 64 19 13 96 64 - 64
Disk, tandem 12' 730 10 73 22 15 110 37 - 3?
Di8k tandem 21' 1,425 10 143 43 29 215 73. 71
Field cultivator 10' 420 10 42 13 8 63 21 - 21
Harrow (spiketooth) 20' 170 15 11 5 3 19 3 3Harrow (spiketooth) 40' 340 15 23 10 7 40 7 - 7
Harrow (springtooth) 16' 310 15 21 9 6 36 6 - 6
Harrow (springtooth) 30' 580 15 39 17 12 68 12 - 12
Drill 10' 655 15 44 20 13 77 33 - 33Drill 30' 1,965 15 131 59 39 229 98 - 98
Fertilizer distributor 10' 345 10 35 10 7 52 17 - 17
Holler (single) 12' 380 15 25 11 8 44 8 * 8
Holler (single) 24' 800 15 53 24 16 93 16 - 16
Drag 12' 80 10 8 2 2 12 4 - 4
Hodweeder 36' 900 10 90 27 18 135 45 - 45

The sa replacement costs were used for all areas. Although they do vary somewhat between areas the
differential is so small that they affect per acre costs only slightly,
Based on straight line depreciation of replacement cost.
Interest on investment -- 3 percent of replacement cost which is about 5.5 percent of average
invo stmerit.

Taxes, insurance and shelter -- 2 percent of replacement cost.
lubrication, oil, etc. -- estimated as 10 percent of replaceiiont cost for tractors and plows,

2 percent for rollers and harrows, and 5 percent for all other equipment.
Based on (a) an hourly fuel consumption of 2.5 gallons for the wheel tractor and 4.0 gallons for the
crawler tractor, (b) a uniform cost of 16 per gallon for diesel fuel (fuel prices varied only
slightly between areas), (c) 800 hours of operation per year.

0-'
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APPENiIX 11

PROCESSING COST DATA

Unit costs portrayed for each processing stage and for the com-

bined processing stages (Figures ii to 15) are not meant to represent

average cost curves. Costs have been synthesized for plants of three

different capacities - 10,000, 20,000 and. 30,000 pounds of output

per hour. Costs for these three plant sizes are plotted in the

charts and are joined by dotted linear segments. These dotted lines

connect the synthesized cost points for each region and have been

included nierely for convenIence to the reader. They do not reflect

cost relationships between the three synthesized cost points. Costs

developed for the selected points are based upon plants of each size

using least cost methods of processing, operating at capacity under

conditions a optiim attainable efficiency.

In estimating the costs for the three plant sizes considered,

total season's costs for an assumed length of season in each region

have been calculated. These t.otal costs have then been converted to

unit costs and plotted as in Figure 13 below. Had total season' s

costs rather then unit cost been plotted and joined by linear segments,

the relationship would have been similar to that shown in Part A,

Figure 1.

It can easily be shown why these linear segments do not represent

the cøst relationship between points. Since each segment is linear

it takes the fornt:

ATC : a - bQ



Figure 1. Hypothetical total and unit costs for plants of
three different sizes.
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It OIIQWS then that the total cost function from which the ATO curve

was derived would be:

aQ - bQ2

This would mean that total costs increase as plant size increases,

but at a decreasing rate up to a maximum poInt and then it ou1d

decrease, This relationship as the curve approaches the maiiimiin

point and moves beyond it is not acceptable.

An alternative to what has been done here would be to consider

additional plant sizes and cost points which would lead to a smooth

nonlinear, long-run average cost curve. Such a curve could be

generated by first expres3ing the total cost relationship algebra-

ically and then converting to average costs as shown in Figure 2

below, Part A shows total costs plotted for six plant sizes and a

straight line cost function fitted to these points. In Part B unit



Figure 2, Fypothetical total and average cost functions derived 
fr plants of many different sizes. 
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costs for nwnerous plant sizes have been eonputed from the total 

cost equation and have been plotted. This yioids a smooth curve 

reflecting decreasing unit costs as plant size increases. The 

reason thi8 has not been done lies in the nature of the data, the 

indivisibilities of plant equipment and labor which underlie the 

data, and the use to which those costs have been put. 

ach point for which costs have been synthesized (10,000, 20,000 

and 30,000 pounds output per hour) represents a particular combination 

of plant, equipment, and labor with an optimini given capacity rate 

of output. These particular points have been selected because much 

of the equipment and labor required for processing frozen peas is 

considered to have an attainable output rate of 10,000 pounds per 

hour or multiples of that outhut rate. Under thes conditions a 5,000 

pound plant would not be an entirely different combination of factors 



but would be a 10,000 pound plant operating at less than capacity0

A 15,000 pound plant would be a plant with a capacity of 20,000

pounds per hour operating at less than capacity. iconomic engineer-

ing cost synthesis studies are based on optimum conbinations of

plant, equipment and labor operating at the capacity rate of output.

Therefore, in order to be consistent with the assumptions upon which

the costs are based, these three combinations of factors (10,000,

20,000 and 30,000) are the only size plants which require considera-

tiori for outputs up to 30,000 pounds per hour.

In theory these synthesized cost points are optimum points on

shortrun average cost curves, if output were allowed to vary for

each particular combination of plant, equipment and labor, and cost

relationships calculated for several points, cost curves as those

shown in Figure 3 would be obtained.

Figure 3 Hypothetical short-run total and average cost curves for
plants of different sizes.
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If it were possible to increase the number of combinations of

plant, equipment, arid labor to be considered, enough average cost

curves could be plotted, so that eventually a long-run average cost

curve could be developed. But because of the very nature of the

factors involved indi,visibjlities are such that it is not feasible

to increase the number of combinations of factors and expect to

obtain additional average cost curves hich will have costs for any

particular output lower than those obtained with the three curves

already considered

Now if several cost points were synthesized for each of the

three TC curves and a function fitted for these points the relation-

ship shown in Part A of Figure 4 would be obtained. Then if unit

costs for a nunber of plant sizes were calculated from this total

J It riiEt be aried that a plant desiied for an output rate of
15,000 pounds per hour, for example, would not be "exact1y' the
20,000 pound combination of plant, equipment, labor and that
there are some adjustments which could arid would be made in some
factors ithich have less than 10,000 pounds per hour capacity
or xmiltiples of that capacity. For emple, 2 fillers and 3
wrappers could be used instead of 2 fillers and 4 wrappers or
l-1 foot blancher and 1-12 foot blaricher could oe used instead
of 2-la foot blanchers. This is true, but the number of adjust-
ments which could be made for the 15,000 pound plant is not
sufficient to lower costs much below the cost per unit attainable
by the ATC curve at the 15,000 pound level as shown in the
figure, The ATC curve represents the 15,000 pound plant after
possible adjustments in factors have been made. So it is evident
that the inclusion of these points (5,000, 15,0(X) and 25,000 pound
intervals) would not alter the conclusions reached above,

rle3

Size of Plant



Figure 4. Derived Ion run total and average cost curves.
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cost equation, a smooth ATC curve could be plotted such as the one

in Part B of Figure 4. which has been superimposed on the ATC1, ATC2

and ATC3 curves. This derived long-r.rn average cost curve over-

estimstes the three optimum cost points being considered in this

analysis. Therefore, this approach is not considered justifiable

because it is inconsistent with the as8umptions upon which the costs

IIe,
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Appendix Table 3. Labor standards of production and number of
workers required for jobs performed in processing
frozen peas in plants dth different hourly rates
of output.

Number of workers required
Found. of for different rates of

Job Classification clean peas output
per man-hour (pounds clean peas per hour)

10,000 20,000 30,000

Vining & Receiving
Swath Vines 5,000 2 4 6
Operates swather
and cuts and swaths
peas as required
ahead of loader,
adjust blade weight
for optimum cutting
and assists in
servicing machine,

Load Vines 5,000 2 4 6
Drives tractor and
operates loader to
load vine onto
trucks Positions
truck drivers as
they move alongside
the loader for proper
loading. /1

Cut and Load ines 2,500 e 12
Operates tractor and
combination loader
and swather. Adjusts
blade for proper
cutting arid posi-

tions trick drivers
for proper loading.

Loader Mechanic 10,000 1 2 3
Watches mechanical
functioning of load-
ers and swathers,
and perfois neces-
sary repairs and
maintenance to them.

Clean'up Field 10,900 1 2 3
Pick up vines missed
by loader with fork
and performs rniseel-
laneous tasks in field.



Appendix Table 3. (continued)

Nwnber of wrkers required
Pound of for different rates of

Job Classification clean peas output
per man-hour (pounds clean peas per houY

Engages vines with
electric forks and
places fork load of
vines on viner feed

1,600

conveyor.
Clean-up Ax'ourd Viners 3,200 4. 7 10
Cleans up and per-
forms miscellaneous
tasks around viners

Qperate Caterpillar L 5,000 2 4 6
Operates caterpil- (10,000) (1) (2) (3)
lax' tractor with

dozer blade and dis-
tributes vines (from
where they leave the
vinor) evenly
throughout the en-
silage pit. Also
paeks vines with
tracks of caterpil.-
lar.

Operate Tractor 5,000 2 4 6
Operates tractor with (10,000) (1) (2) (3)
fork or blade and
positions vines for
forkers; also spots
loads of incoming
vines,

Viner 4echanic 3,200 4 7 10
Watches mechanical
£unctoning of yin-
si's and performs

necessary repairs
and maintenance to
them,
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Appendix Table 3. (continued)

Number of workers required
Pound of for different rates of

Job Classification clean peas output
Per man-hour (pounds clean peas per hour)

10.000 20.000 30,000

Fill and Load Bins ,000 2 4 6
Unload empty bins from (,3OO) (2) (3) (4)
truck, position bin
under conveyor chute,
regulate filling and
load on truck or set
aside for temporary
storage. Also performs
miscellaneous cleanup
duties.

1eigh Trucks 30,000
Directs trucks onto
truck scale, operates
scale and records
gross and net weight

Operate Tenderometer 30,000
Takes samples of
peas for grading,
operates tendero-
meter and performs
other grading tasics,

records results.
Operate Clipper Cleaners 7,500 2 3 4
Operates clipper
cleaners, regulates
flow of product,
cleans equipment and
performs minor house-
keeping duties.

DwnpBins 39,800
Helps to place full
bin onto cradle dump,
operates dump and re-
moves empty bin.

Wash Bifl8 30,700
Positions empty bins
for washing, washes
bins and removes bins
to temporary storage
or to where lift truck
operator can pick
them up for loading.
Performs minor house-
keeping duties,



Appendix Table 3. (continued)

Number of workers required
Pound of for different rates of

Job Classification clean peas output
per man-hour (poundi clean peas per hour)

Operate lift truck,
unload full bins
from truck, set
aside to temporary
storage, load empty
bins on truck for
return to vining
station, position
full bins for dump-
ing.

Field Foreman
Supervises field
operations, coordi-
nates with vining
station foreman and
works closely 'with
fieldman with res-
pect to maturity,
time of harvest, etc.

Viner Set Foreman
Supervises vining
station crew and
operation Coordin-
ates with plant and
field activities,

Preparaton
prate flotation

leaner
Operate flotation
cleaners, reulate
flow of product,
clean equipment and
perform minor house-
keeping duties.

Operate Blancher
erate blancher,

maintain proper
blanch temperature,
regulate product
through blanchers.

20,000 1 1 2
(30,000) (1) (1) (1)

5,000 2 4 6
(10,000 (1) (2) (3)

15,000 1 2 2

30,000 1 1 1



Appendix Table 3. (continued)

iumber of workers required
Pound of for different rates of

Job Clasaification clean peas output
Per man-hour (pounds clean peas per hour)

10,000 20,000 30,000
Preparation (contd)
Operate Grader 30,000 1 1 1
Operate quality
graders, maintain
proper brine concen-
tration service
equipment and regu-
late flow of product.

Mix Brine 30,000 1 1 1
Mix brine solution
and do minor house-
keeping duties.

Sort and Inspect 1,000 10 20 30
Inspect peas on in-
apection belt. Remove
defects, off-colors,
skins and foreign
material,

Pump and Scavenger 30,000 - 1 1
Iee1 Maintenance Z2

Attend pumps, drain-
ing reels, return
water mechanism, etc.,
make necessary re-
pairs and utainten-
ance to this equip-
ment.

Clean-up 15,000 1 2 2
Keep area around pre-
paration equipment
and free of debris,
minor miscellaneous
duties,

Mechani 20,000 1 1 2
Watch mechanical
functions of prepara-
tion and perform
necessary repairs
and maintenance.

Foreman 30,000
Supervising receiving
and preparation of
peas for freezing.



Appendix Table 3. (continued)

her of workers required
Pound of for different rates of

Job Classification clean peas put
per man-hour tpounds clean peas per hourj

Supervise hand sort-
ers on inspection
belt. Also per-
forms inspection and
sorting activities
in spare time

Qzality Control
Take required samples
of peas at various
points in the
preparation stage
and perform speci-
fied quality con-
trol checks. Record
results.

Packaging, Casiri and
Freezing

pe rate Former and
iller
Operates and con-
trols former, fill-
or and closer, gets
flat packages from
carton and places
in forming machine.

Qpe rate Wrapper and
Iflspect Packages
Controls operation of
wrapper, removes over-
under packages from
packaging line, and
regulates the flow of
packages into the
wrapper.

Wrapper Mechanic
iaks adjustments
and services wrapper,
keeps wrapper sup-
plied with overwraps,
gets rolls of over-
wrap from temporary
storage,

10,000

10,125

5,070

10,125

1

1

I!



Appendix Table 3. (continued)

Number of workers required
Pound of for different rates of

Job Classification clean peas output
per man-hour (pounds clean peas per hour)

10,000 20,000 30,000
Packaging, Casing and
Freezjn (eont'd)
Fill 2,550 4 8 12

Get and place tray,
group and slide pack-
ages onto tray, move
and fill tray.

Load Freezer 6,450 2 4 5
Get and place trays in
freezer doors and ad-
justs controls of
freezer.

Unload Freezer 7,050 2 3 5
Take trays out of
freezer and place on
conveyor, open and
close freezer doors
and adjust controls
of freezer,

Dump Tray 6,600 2 4 5
Get, dump and dispose
tray, operate belt to
dumping table.

Return Empy Trays 10,125 1 2 3
Take full tray racks
of empty trays from
tray dumping station
to tray filling sta-
tions, return empty
tray racks to tray
dumping station.

Adjust Flow at Packages
to Automatic Caser 6,600 2 4 5

Regulate flow of
product from. tray dump-
ing station into single
line load-in conveyor
to automatic caser.

Form Case and Operate
Automatic Caser 6,015 2 4 5

Get and form case,
put on caser, get
supplies



Appendix Table 3. (continued)

inber of workers required
Found ot for different rates of

Job Classification clean peas output
per man-hour (pounds clean peas per hour)

10,000 20,000 30,000
Packaging, Casing
and Freezing (cont'dl
Fold Flaps and Code Case 6,015 2 4 5
Fold flaps of case to
close, code case with
hand stamp and push
case toward sealer and
compressor

Load Pallet and Operate
Sealer
Get and stack cases
onto paflet, get and
place empty pallets,
and service, adjust and
regulate case sealer

Package Supply and Clean-

Keep area around pack-
aging casing equip:nent
clean and free of
debris, keep former and
filler operator and
caser supplied with
packaging materials
from storage.

Pack agg Foreman

Supervision and coordi-
nate packaging, freez-
ing arid casing opera-
tion.

Package Forelady /
Supervise female work-
ers performing pack-
aging and casing opera-
tions GeneraUy
assist the package
foreman.

Refrigeration Engineer
Operate freezing faci-
lities, maintain proper
temperatures, perform
necessary reports and
maintenance to freezing
equipment.

5,120 2 4 6

10,000 1 2 3

30,000 1 1 1

30,000 - 1 1

30,000 1. 1 1
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Appendix Table 3. (continued)

Number of workers required
Pound of for different rates of

Job Classification clean peas output
per man-hour (pounds clean peas per hour)

10,000 20,000 30,000
Packaging, Casing and
Freezing (cont'd)
Assistant Refrigeration

ineer 30,000 - 1 1
Assist refrigeration
engineer in his duties

Quality Control 10,000 1 2 3
Take required samples
of peas at various
points without the
packaging and freezing
process; perform speci-
fied quality control
chocks, record results.

Eqi4piaent Maintenance 30,000 - 1 1
Watch mechanical
function of packag-
ing and casing equip-
merit; perform neces-
sary repairs and
maintenance.

Plate Freezer Operator 30,000 1 1 1
Coordinate freezing
activities Determine
when product should
be moved in and out of
freezers.

Li. Some areas use the combination swather arid loader instead of the
separate swather and loading machines.

Vining stations with a maximum of 16 viners are assumed for
Bastern Oregon and Washington. Due to smaller acreagos and more
scattered operations in the other areas vining stations with a
maxinmm of B viriers are assumed. This creates two sets of
standards and thus affects numbers of workers. The first line
applies to operations assuming stations of 8 viners and the
second to operations with 16 viners.

For outputs of 10,000 pounds per hour or less these sobs are
performed by other personnel not being fully utilized at those
low rates of operation.



Appendix Table 4. Estimated regional wage rates by job classification for processing frozen peas, 1959. 

Job Classification Eastern Oregon 
and Washington 

Production and Proces8in Area 
Western 

Washington (innesota Mew York Maine 
Eastern 
Seashore 

\finlrig .zid ece1ving (Dollars per Hour) 
Swath Vines 1.70 1.70 1.50 - - - 
Loaa. Vines 1.70 1.70 1.50 - - 
Cut and Joad Vines - - - 1.30 1.30 1,35 

Loader Mechanic 2.00 2.05 1.70 1.55 1.55 1.55 
Clean-up rield 1.55 1.60 1.20 1.05 1.05 1.05 
Operate E1ectric Fox4cs 1.55 1.60 1.20 1.05 1.05 1.05 

Clean-up around Viners 1.55 1.60 1.20 1.05 1.05 1.05 
Oper4te Caterpillar 2.00 2.05 1.70 1.55 1.55 1.55 
Operate Tractor 1.70 1.70 1.50 1.30 1.30 1.35 
Viner Mechanic 2.00 .05 1.70 1.55 1.55 1.55 
Fill &na Load Bins 1.55 1.60 1.35 1,25 1.25 1.25 

I'ieigh rrks 1.65 1.65 1.35 1.25 1.25 1.25 
Operate Tenderoiueter 1.65 1.65 1.35 1.25 1.25 1.25 
Operate Clipper ,1eaners 1.65 1.65 1.35 1.25 1.25 1.25 

Dump 1ins 1.55 1.60 1.35 1.25 1.25 1.25 
wasn iiins 1.55 1.60 1.35 1.25 1.25 1.25 

Operate Fork Lift Thick 1.70 1.70 1.50 1.30 1.30 1.35 
Field Foreiin 2.05 2.10 1.75 1.60 1.60 1.60 
Viner Set Foreman 2,05 .1O 1.75 1.60 1.60 1.60 

Praration 
0'erate Flotation Cleaner 1.70 1.70 1.50 1.30 1.30 1.35 
Operate Blancher 1.70 1.70 1.50 1.30 1.30 1.35 
Operate Grader 1.70 1.70 1.50 1.30 1.30 1.35 

Mix Brine 1.55 1.60 1.35 1,25 1,25 1.25 
Sort & Inspect 1.35 1.35 1.20 1.05 1.05 1.10 
Pump Scavenger 

Reel Maintenance 1.55 1.60 1,35 1.25 1.25 1.25 
I') 



Appendix Table 4. (continued)

Job Classification Eastern Oregon

Mechanic

Quality Control
Forelady
Foreman

Packaging, Casing and Freezi
Operate Forner and Filler

Operate Wrapper &
Inspect Packages

Wrapper Mechanic
Fill Trays
Load Freezer
Unload Freezer

Dump Trays
Return Enpty Trays
Adjust Flow of Packages
to Automatic Caser

Form Case & Operate Automatic
Caser

Fold Flaps and Code Case
Load Pallet & Operate Sealer

Package Supply & Glean-up
Plate Freezer Operator
&iuipnient i1aintenance
Fort Lift Operator
Quality Control

1,55 1.60 1.35 1.25 1.25 1.25
2.05 2.10 1.75 1.60 1.60 1,60
1.40 1.40 1.25 1.10 1.10 1.15
1.50 1.55 1.35 1.15 1.15 1.30
2.05 2.10 1.75 1.60 1.60 1.60

1.35 1.35 1.20 1.05 1.05 1.10

1.35 1.35 1.20 1.05 1.05 1.10
.00 2.05 1.70 1.55 1.55 1.55

1.35 1.35 1.20 1.05 1.05 1.10
1.55 1.60 1.35 1.25 1.25 1.25
1.55 1.60 1.35 1.25 1.25 1.25
1.55 1.60 1.35 1.25 1.25 1.25
1.55 1.60 1.35 1.25 1.25 1.25

1.5 1.35 1.20 1.05 1.05 1.10

l.,5 1.35 1.20 1.05 1.05 1.10
1.35 1.35 1.20 1.05 1.05 1.10
1.55 1.60 1.35 1.25 1.25 1.25
1.55 1.oO 1.35 1.25 1.25 1,25
1.70 1.70 1.50 1.30 1.30 1.35
2.05 2.10 1.75 1.60 1.60 1.60
1.70 1.70 1.50 1.30 1.30 1.35
1.40 1.40 1.25 1.10 1.10 1.15

0



Appendix Table 4. (continued)

Production and Processing Area
Job Classification Eastern Oregon Western Eastern

and Washington Washington Minnesota New York Maine Seashore
(Doflars per Hour

Packacdniz. Casing and Freez-
ing (cont'd)

Refrigeration ingineer 2.25 2.25 1.85 1.75 1.75 1.70
ssistant Refrigeration
Engineer 2.00 2.05 1.70 1.55 1.55 1.55

Paccage rorelady 1.50 1.55 1.35 1.15 1.15 1.30
k-ackage Ilorarnan 2.05 2.10 1.70 1.60 1.60 1.60

Li Wage rates do not include employer costs and fringe benefits.
Allowances for these were uade in the analysis as follows:

a. astern Oregon and western Washington -
b, innesota, New York, Maine, and Eastern $eashoro - 1Cm.
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Appendix Table 5. Equipment requirements for processing frozen peas
in 10-ounce packages, 1959.

Estimated Number Required for Different
Iep1ace- rears Hourly Rates of Output
mont Useful (pounds clean peas per hour)

Item of Eouioment Cost / Life 10.000 20.000 O.000

Vinin & Recoi'vjn
Swather 6,000.00 10 2 4 6
Loader 3,000.00 10 2 4 6
Swather-Loader 5,600.00 10 2 4 6
Tractor (wheel-

type) 2,625.00 10 2 4 6
Pick-up Truck 1,830.00 10 1 1 1
Viner w/olectric
motor 4,972.63 15 14 26 38

Vine regulator 369.05 15 14 26 38
Electric Forks 789.00 15 7 13 19
Oscillating Conveyor

for: 8 Vinez's 2,755.05 15 1 2 4
6 Vinere 2,405.05 15 1 1 1
4 Viners 1,166.25 15 - 1 -

Inclined Conveyor
(w/motor & drive) 308,00 15 2 4 3

Shaker (compi w/
motor) 938.00 15 2 4 5

Tractor (wheeltype)
w/scoop 3,375.00 10 2 4 5

Tractor (crawler-
type) 14,000.00 10 2 4 5 L4

Forklift Truck
(3,000 lb.cap,) 5,500.00 10 1 1 1

Truck Scales 3,425.00 15 1 1 1
Tenderometer 1,171.00 15 1 1 1
BinDuinper 800.00 15 2 3 4
Bin Washer 500.00 15 1 1 1
Hopper Galv. Iron

5'x5'x4' w/sloping
bottom & teed gate 500.00 15 2 4

Bucket Elevator 1,380.00 15 2 3 4
Clipper Cleaner 2,422.00 15 2 3 4
Bins 113.00 10 24 56 72

Preparation
Pea wühir consist-
ing of long riffle
board, flotation
washer, & rotary
cylinder screen,
(comp.w/motor &
drive) 1,341.00 10 2 3 4



Appendix Table 5. (continued)

stinated Number Required for Different
Replace- Years Hour'y sates of 0utut
merit Useful pounda clean peas per hourj

Item of Equiiment Cost /2 Life 10.000 20.000 '30,000

paration (cont'd)
Food Pump 3 compl.
w/l72'x32' s/s tank
& 2 HP motor & drive 824,00 10 2 3 4

Return Water 3creen &
Supply Tank compl/w/
1/6 HP motor & gear
drive 373.00 10 2 3 4

Froth Flotation Cleaner
compl/w/lO HP & HP
motor 5,442.00 10 2 3 4

Food Pump 3' cotapl/w/
l7"x32" s/s tank,
& 2 HP motor & drive 824.00 10 2 3 4

Return Water Screen &
Supply Tank, coinpl/w/
1/6 HP motor & gear
drive 373.00 10 2 4

Draining Reel compl/w/
1/3 HP motor & drive
& drain pan 740.00 10 2 3 4

Rotary Blancher, 1!
compl/w/s/s feed
hopper & discharge
chute, 2 HP motor
& variable speed
drive w/extended
drive shaft to run
washer 4,540.00 10 2 3 4

Rotary Pea Washer 7'
long drum compl/w/
sproøket for direct
drive from blancher 576.00 10 2 3 4

Food Pump, 3U compl/w/
l71x32 s/s tank &
2 HP motor & drive 824.00 10 2 3 4



Appendix Table 5. (continued)

E8timated Number Required for Different
Replace- Years Hourly Rates of Output
merit Useful (pounds clean peas per hour)

em of Equipment Costf Life 10,000 20,L000 30,00

Preparatjon (eont'd)
Return water screen
& supply tank compl/
w/l/6HP motor & gear
drive 373.00 10 2 3 4

Cooling frae, 8'x7'x
65' s/s max. of 6
turns, seamed edges 488.00 10 2 3 4

Shaker and Drainer
corapl/w/ 3/4 HP
motor & drive 779.00 10 2 3 4

Quality Grader & Wash-
er compl/w/2' rod
reel & automatic
brine density con-
trol, 3 HP motor 3,831.00 10 2 3 4

Brine Mixing & Hold-
ing Tanks s/s (350
gal. cap. )w/platfor.ia,

brine control panels
& brine recirculat-
ing pump 2,300.00 10 1 1 1

Holding Wns 5 'X4' x'
galvanized iron,
seamed edges 300.00 10 4 6 8

Flumes, 8x7flx5Q s/s
max. of 6 turns,
seamed edges 488.00 10 2 3 4

Shaker & Drainer,
conipl/w/ 3/4 HP motor
& drive 779.00 10 2 3 4



Appendix Table 5. (continued)

stirnatod Number Required for Different
i.ep1ace- Years Hourly fLates of Output
ment Useful (pounds clean peas per hour)

10' w/3 ply rubber
laced belt, angle
iron construction w/
1 HP motor & drive 1,268.00 10

Tubing, Aluminura 311

80' per pump in-
cludes bends and
couplings 160.00 10

sewage, Screen,
Pump and Tank 4,800.00 10

X3oiler, 125 psi,

forced draft gas
burner conpl/w/fit-
tinge, lagging &
stack

108 HP 7,150.00 15
128 HP 8,195.00 15
150 H? 9,195.00 15

Packaging & Casing
Hopper, even feed,
gal.iron 27"x30x24" 115.00 15

Vibrator Feeder w/
s/s trough 445.00 10

Foruer)
Filler) 10-oz. high
Closer) speed auto-
xnatic th
Coder 400.00 10

Metal Detector W/
conveyor belt 3 'x6
on metal stand 1/3
HP gear motor 600.00 10

Package Conveyor, 10'
long 1/3 HP motor 400.00 15

4 6 8

6 9 12

1 1

I -
- 1

1 2

1 2

1. 2

2 4

2 4

1

1

3

3

2 4 6



Appendix Table 5. (continued)

Estimated Nuinber Required for Different
Replace- Years Hourly Rates of Outit
mont Useful (pounds clean peas per hour)

3# over-under 190.00 10 2 4 6

Wrapper 10-os. high
speed w/6' receiving
belt & 4' discharge
belt 12,150.00 10 2 4 6

Trays, aluminum, holds
30 10-os. pkgs. 1.30 10 1,064 2,128 3,191

Tray Filling Table 100.00 15 2 4 6

Conveyor, Gravity roll
28x14t rollers on 4"
centers compl/w/
stand 100 ft. sec-
tions 650,03 15 2 4 6

Tray Dumping Belt
5'x24" conveyor belt
& steel frame 400.00 15 2 4 5

Tray Rack, wood frame
holds 40 empty trays 25.00 10 7 14 20

Package Conveyor, 10'
live belt, 1/3 HP
motor 400,00 15 2 4 5

Case Forming Table 50.00 15 2 4 5
Automatic Caser 6,300.00 10 2 4 5

Case Conveyor, 251
live belt 1,200.00 15 1 2 3

Sealer & 20' com-
pressor 5,800.00 10 1 2 3

Case Conveyor, 25'
live belt 1,200.00 15 1 2 3
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Appendix Table 5. (continued)

stimated uinber Required for Different
Replace- Years Hourly Rates of )itput
raent Useful (pounds clean peas per hour)

Item of Equipnent Cost Life l0,0002'9,000 30,000

Pacing & Casin
(cont'd)

Forklift Truck
(300C cap.) 5,500.00 10 1 1 2

Pallet (40"xi") 3.00 10 667 1,333 2,000

Freezing
Cabinet, 20 station 7,600.00 15 9 17 25

Hydraulic pump, 3Ogal.
w/2 HF motor 750.00 15 2 4 5

Refrigeration cycle,
coiupl. Includes coni-
pressors, condensors
recetvers,pipe & ref-
rigerant. Required
tons of refrigera-
tion: 165 112,200.00 15 1 - -

330 211,200.00 15 - I -
495 297,000.00 15 - 1

i1ectrica1 Instal-
lation, compi.
includes electrical
recrirements from
main line into plant.
Required H.P.:

371 6,013.60 15 1 -
743 U,&.00 15 - I -

1,114 13,368.00 15 1

Assumes permanent station method of vi.ning, plate freezing and
automatic casing.

F.0.13. manufacturer - To these costs were added estimated
installation costs and transportation costs for each area.
Annual equipment costs were calculated as folløws:
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Appendix Table 5. (continued)

a. Fixed costs were computed as a percent of installed costs
as follows: depreciation - based on years useful life,
insurance - 1%, taxes - li., interest - 3 (approximately
5% of und.epreciated balance) and fixed repairs - l.5
except for loaders and crawler tractors - for them 3%.

b. Variable costs were computed as follows: variable repairs
estimated on basis of 0.5% of installed cost per 100 hours
use. Joe Appendix Tables 7 and 8 for fuel, power and water
consumption and costs.

. Two pick-up txi.cks would be required for those areas where yin-
ing stations are assumed to have a maxinuxn of eight viners.

This number would be 6 for those areas where vining stations are
assumed to have a xaaaunuin of eight viners.

The number of bins would increase with an increase in the number
of vining stations For those areas where vining stations are
assumed to have a maxtimim of eight viners bin requirements are
as follows: 10,000 pounds - 32, 20,000 pounds - 72, 30,000
pounds - 96.

th The former, filler and closer are all leased. Annual fixed
costs for these items of equipment is the annual rental charge
- 2200.00. (This varies based on length of time installed -
this is 10-year average). Variable repairs and maintenance
charges are estimated on a basis of an installed cost of
l2,000.00.

Pallets are assumed to be used only once per season and to hold
1,500 pounds of product. Number required will vary with length
of season. Requirements shown are for each ID-hours of season
length
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Appendix Table 6. Istiiaatod custom rates for hauling vines and
peas in ijor producing areas, 1959.

Region per per

Hour 2 Ton L.

Eastern Oregon 5.O8 4.16

Western Washington 5.08 4.16

Minnesota 4.76 3.90

New York and Maine 4.56 3.74

Eastern Seashore 4.36 3.74

Rates shown include driver and all truck expenses.
Distances were assumed as follows for all areas:

a. Plant to vining station - 10 miles

b. Field to vining station - 5 miles.

For hauling vines from field to vining station.

For loading and hauling bins of shelled peas fron vining station
to plant and returning empty bins. Rates have been converted to
clean pea basis.
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Appendix Table 7. stirnated electrical power and water charges
Lor processing and freezing peas in xnajor
producing areas, 1959.

1!aectrical Power Charge 4ater Charges
Producing Eegion Cents per Cents per

Xilowatt Hour Thous. Gallons

Eastern Oregon .7 6.7

estern Washington .87 6.7

frlinnesota 1.65 8,2

New York and Maine 1,65 8,2

Eastern Seashore 1.25 7.4



Appendix Table 8, Estimat.d fuel consumption rates for equipment
required for processing rozen peas in iiajor
producing areas, 1959.

Gasoline Diesel Oil Grease
Item of Equipment gallons gallons Quarts per lbs. per

per hour per hour 100 hours 100 hour8

Swather & heei Tractor 2 5 8

Pickup Truck .33 - 3 2

Crawler Tractor - 3.5 8 S

Fo& Lift Truck 1.1 5 4
(3000 lbs.)

Fuel prices used in convert.ing physical requireuienta to costs
areas follows:

a, Gasoline - 22* per gallon - all areas.

b. Oil - 40* per quart - all areas.

e. Grease - 25* per pound - all areas.



Appendix Table 9. E5timated costs of packaging materials for freezing peas in 24 -
in major producing areas, 1959.

10 ounce containers

Production and Processing Area
Itext of Jastern Oregon Western astern

Packaging Materials arid Washington Washington Minnesota New York Maine Seashore
(Coat per hundredweight peas)

Carton - 10 ounce .015 solid
bleached suiphite waxed end
opening, plain no printing
5" x 4" x l" l.5l6 $l.5l6 )1.5l6 1.5l6 i.5l6 516

Wrapper - 10 ounce printed
5 color, 32 to 43 pound
bleached suiphite waxed
for 5" x 49 x
carton, 12" x 7-3/8" .654 .654 .639 .639 .639 .639

Case - 24/10 ounce 175 B
kraft, blued, printed on
4 pariel one color
lj-3I4L8-3I8 x 51" .243 .443 .458 .464 .6 .464

Total cost 2.613 2.6l3 2.613 2.619 2.619 $2.619

A8suntes the plate method of freezing and includes the following allowances for shrinkage:
a) Cartons ----------3%
b) Wrappers -----1
c) Cases -------i%



Appendix Table 10. hstirnated building space requirements tor
frozen pea plants of varying hourly rates
of output, 1959.

Space requirements for plants of
different size

Main processing floor 12,426 21,218 30,476

Mezzanine 3,141 4,711 6,282

Cold storage 11,250 22,500 33,750

Dry storage 5,550 11,100 16,650

Office 1,200 1,500 1,800

Shop 800 1,000 1,200

Laboratory 400 500 600

8oiler room 400 500 600

Rest rooms 300 500 700

&igixie room for refrigeration 600 900 1,200

Total excluding docks 36O67 64429 93,258

Receiving dock 1,446 2,718 3,458

Car loading dock 2,286 2,286 2,286

Truck loading dock 2,250 4,500 6,750

Total including docks 42,049 73,933 i0572



Appendix Table 11. Floor space requirements, replacement, and annual costs of processing plant buildings, for a plant
of a given size, in major producing areas, 1959.

Processing Area
Eastern Ore. &

Space hèstern hash. Minnesota New York & Maine Eastern Seashore
Req't Replace- Replace- Replace- Replace-
(Square merit Annual merit Annual merit Annual ment Annual

Item feet) Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost L Cost Cost

Main Processing Floor 21,218
()

141,099.70
(.)

12,557.87
(a,)

131,787.12
($)

11,729.05
($)

137,854.41
()

12,269.04.
(4)

129,529.52
(4)

11,528.13

Mezzanine 4,711 4.4,754.50 3,983.15 41,800.70 3,720.26 43,725.15 3,891.54 41,084.63 3,656.53

Cold Storage 22,500 155,025.00 13,797.22 144,793.35 12,886.61 151,459.53 13,4.79.89 152,312.95 12,665.85

Dry Storage 11,100 63,270.00 5,631.03 59,094.18 5,259.38 61,814.79 5,501.52 58,081.86 5,169.29

Office 1,500 12,825.00 1,141.42 11,972.55 1,066.09 12,530.03 1,115.17 11,773.35 1,047.23

Shop 1,000 5,700.00 507.30 5,323.80 573.82 5,568.90 495.63 5,232.60 465.70

Laboratory 500 4,750.00 422.75 4,436.50 394.85 4,640.75 413.03 4,360.50 388.08

Boiler Room 500 2,375.00 211.38 2,218.25 197.42 2,320.38 206.51 2,180.25 194.04

Rest Rooms 500 5,750.00 422.75 5,436.50 394.85 4,640.75 413.02 4,360,50 388.02

Engine Room for
Refrigeration 900 5,275.00 380.48 3,992.85 355.36 5,176.68 371.72 3,924.45 359.28

Receiving Dock 2,718 7,746.30 689.42 7,235.05 643.92 7,568.14 673.56 7,111.10 632.89

Car Loading Dock 2,286 6,515.10 579.84. 6,085.10 551.57 6,365.25 566.51 5,980.26 532.30

Truck Loading Dock 4,500 12,225.00 1,141.42 11,978.55 1,066.09 12,530.03 1,115.17 11,773.35 1,O4793

4.65,910.60 41,466.03 435,160.49 39,729.27 555,195.69 50,512.31 427,705.92 38,065.83

Assumes a plant vith capacity output rate of 20,000 pounds per hour.
Annual costs based upon a percentage of building replacement cost as follows: depreciation -
2.5 percent, repairs - 1.8 percent, insurance - 0.6 percent, taxes - 1 percent and interest -
3 percent (interest at 3 percent eaual to approvimately 5 percent of undepreciated balance).
Suilding costs per unit, of course, depend upon total season's output.



APPENDIX III

TRANSPORTATION COST DATA

Appendix Table 12. Rail rates for transporting frozen peas from major producing regions to selected con-
suming regions, 1959.

on Destination Point Washinn Washington Minnesota New York
(dollars per hundredweight)

I Boston, Mass. 2.57 2.57 2.50 l.48A
2 Scranton, Pa. 2.52 2.52 2.56 c l.27

3 Detroit, Iichigan 2.38 2.38 l.92 1.46

4 Chicago, Ill. 2.32 2.32 1.56k 1.92

5 Ainneapolis, Minn. 2.16 2.16 - 2.39
6 Omaha, ebraska 2.16 2.16 i.50 2.6l

7 Montgomery, Ala. 2.43 2.43 2.38 2.72k
8 Dallas, rexas 2.32 2.32 2.23 2.55

9 Los Pngeles, Calif. l.41 1.41 2.31 2.66
10 Portland, Oregon .84& .86k 2.21 2.66

Maine Delaware

1.43A 1.22A
1.95 c .95 0
2.39 1.67 c
2.52 l.89
2.55 2.58
2.55 2.57

3.22A 2.55k
3.9l 2.64
2.69 2.71
2.69 2.69

Carloaa rateb (60,000 pound minirauxa gross weigl't except s noted). ittes include refrigeration
charges. 50,000 pound minimum 36,000 pound minimum

40,000 pound minimum 34,000 pound miriimwn

iail rates from Region 3 are quoted from Minneapolis because rates from ankato were not available.

Gross rates have been converted to net weight of frozen peas as follows: There are 15 pounds of
frozen peas in a 24 - 10 ounce case. Total weight of case including packaging materials is 17
pounds. Conversion ratio is 1.13333.



Appendix Table 13. Truck rates for transporting frozen peas from major producing regions to selected
consuming regions, 1959.

Region Destination Point washington Washington Minnesota New York 1aine Delaware
(dollars per hundredweight)

I Boston, iass, 6.32 6,32 3.31 1.53 2.29 1.69
2 bcranton, Pa, 6.32 6 32 2.97 1 U 2.10 1.47
3 Detroit, iichigan 2.95 2,95 1.90 1.14 2.50 1.84
4 Chicago, Ill. 2.55 2.55 1.52 1.36 5.05 4.93
5 ?L1.nneapolls, finn. 2 45 2 45 .67 2.61 3.17 2.la
6 Omaha, Nebraska 2.15 2.15 1.25 3.13 2.29 1.42
7 ontgomery, Ala. 5 52 5.52 1,67 2.06 2.74 1.87
8 Dallas, Texas 5.27 5.27 1.87 2.96 3.58 2.88
9 Los Angeles, Calif. 1.73 1.65 5,00 6.32 7.60 6.32
10 Portland, Oregon .62 .62 4.74 6.32 7.60 6.32

Truckload rates - include all charges.

Gross rates have been converted to net weight of frozen pas as follows: There are 15 pounds of
frozen peas in a 24 - 10 ounce case. Total weight of case including packaging aateriais is 17
pounds. Conversion ratio is 1.13333.



AFPL'JDIx lY

PRODUCTION, CON3U11PTION AND MISCELLANEOUS DATA

Appendix Table 14. Per capita consumption or peas - fresh, canned
and frezen, United States, 193?-59 (78,p. 31).

(Fresh &uiva1ent Basis- in ?od)

Year Fresh Canned Frozen
(pounds) (poundsT (pounds)

1959 .30 8.25 4.52
1958 .30 7.92 4.62
1957 .30 8.05 4.45
1956 .30 8.17 4.21
1955 .40 8.07 3.78
1954 .40 8.26 3.92
1953 .40 8.33 3.52
1952 .50 8.6 3.35
1951 .60 9.00 2.85
1950 .70 9.16 2.43
1949 .80 8.96 2.10
1948 .90 9.78 2.55
1947 1,10 9.84 2.29
1946 1.40 12.82 1.69
1945 1.60 12.06 1.76
1944 1,70 8.89 1.59
1943 1.60 9.86 .75
1942 1.70 10.73 1.16
1941. 2.10 10.38 .9
1940 2.10 9.26 .58
1939 2.30 8.39 .62
1938 2.10 8.18 .42
1937 2.30 7.76 .41



Appendin Table 15. Per capita consumption of frozen vegetables, United States 1937-59 (78, p.

Peas Pumpkin Corn, Potato
Aspara- Snap Jima and and Broc- Brussels Spin- Cauli- cut Succo- pro- Total

Year gus beans beans Carrots Peas Carrots Squash coil sprouts ach flower basis tash Rhubarb ducts Other
Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb.

1937 0.03 0.05 0.11 3/ 0.15 3/ 3/ 0.01 3/ 0.02 3/ 0.03 / / 3/ 0.40
1938 .05 .05 .09 3/ .15 3/ 0.01 .02 3/ .02 3/ .02 /

./

/ / 3/ .41
1939 .03 .04 .11 3/ .22 0.01 .01 .02 3/ .01 3/ .oz / / / 0.01 .50

1940 .05 .04 .13 3/ .21 3/ .01 .01 0.01 .04 0.01 .05 / / / .01 .57
1941 .05 .07 .11 0.01 .32 3/ .01 .03 .01 .01 3/ .011. / / / .01 .67
1942
1943

.04

.06
.10
.05

.24

.14

.01

3/

.41

.27

.01

.01

.02

.03

.03

.03

.02

.02
.13

.11

.01

3/

.07

.02
/
/

/
3/

/
/

.01

3J

1.10

.74
1944 .11 .16 .17 .03 .56 .02 .07 .03 .05 .18 .04 .11 3/ 0.04 / .06 1.63

1945 .14 .-20 .17 .02 .62 .02 .08 .08 .05 .26 .04 .13 0.01 .04. / .04 1.90
1946 .13 .20 .27 .04 .60 .04 .03 .12 .07 .20 .07 .15 .01 .05 / .06 2.04
1947 .11 .26 .38 .07 .81 .04 .06 .11 .04 .22 .04 .25 .01 .08 0.01 .09 2.58
1948 .14 .29 .38 .05 .91 .07 .05 .17 .07 .31 .09 .23 .05 .02 .05 .10 2.98
1949 .13 .28 .49 .10 .75 .04 .03 .21 .12 .29 .10 .22 .05 .02 .07 .11 3.01

1950 .12 .35 .51 .08 .86 .06 .06 .22 .09 .38 .09 .21 .05 .03 .12 .15 3.38
1951 .13 .45 .55 .09 1.02 .08 .06 .31 .13 .50 .13 .31 .06 .04 .23 .22 4.31
1952 .15 .53 .71 .11 1.16 .10 .06 .44 .14 .50 .18 .39 .08 .04. .36 .33 5.28
1953 .16 .57 .73 .13 1.25 .09 .07 .43 .18 .51 .16 .45 .06 .03 .31 .30 5.43
1954 .17 .64 .66 .17 1.40 .11 .09 .47 .16 .51 .17 .43 .07 .05 .44 .36 5.90

1955 .16 .66 .72 .21 1.34 .10 .09 .54 .17 .57 .19 .51 .06 .04 .74 .54 6.64
1956 .17 .72 .75 .15 1.50 .08 .10 .54 .20 .56 .19 .66 .03 .02 1.20 .39 7.26
1957 .16 .73 .73 .27 1.58 .12 .13 .50 .19 .53 .15 .59 .07 .04 1.22 .48 7.49
1958 .15 .79 .72 .24 1.64 .11 .09 .56 .17 .55 .17 .70 .06 .03 1.44 .66 8.08
1959 .19 .80 .71 .31 1.61 .14 .10 .59 .20 .62 .19 .68 .05 .02 2.07 .61 8.89

Civilian consumption only, beginning 1941.
Computed from unrounded data.

3 Less than 0.005 pound.
Included with 'other."
Preliminary.
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Appendix Table 16. Frozen pea disappearance by crop year, United
States, 1948-59.

Carry- Carry- Net
Crop-rear In Pack Over Disappearance

(Thousand pounds of packed peas)

1948-49 53,721 118,977 46,739 125,959

1949-50 46,739 113,273 35,793 124,219

1950-51 35,793 152,275 44,84]. 143,227

1951-52 44,841 195,541 65,236 175,146

1952-53 65,236 203,726 65,950 203,012

1953-54 65,950 222,543 60,776 227,717

1954-55 60,776 206,854 42,112 225,518

1955-56 42,112 231,216 49,289 224,039

1956-57 49,289 359,661 118,268 290,682

1957-58 118,268 295,823 116,853 297,238

1958-59 116,853 251,934 84,513 284,274

1959-60 84,513 304,634 92,605 296,542

Crop-year beginning June 1st and ending ::y 31st.

Carry-in on June 1st - Carry-out on May 31st of crop year.
Source - (73).

Source: National Association o Frozen Food Packers (57).

Estimated.
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Appendix Table 17. Per capita disappearance of frozen peas,
United States, 1948-59.

Net
Disappearance United States Per Capita

Crop-Year of Frozen Peas Population Disappearance

(Thous, 1s. Ira- (Thous. people) (1bs

Zen peas)

1948-49 125,959 146,093 .862

1949-50 124,219 148,665 .836

1950-51 14,227 151,234 .947

1951-52 175,146 153,384 1.142

1952-53 203,012 155,761 1.303

1953-54 227,717 158,313 1.438

1954-55 25,518 161,191 1.399

1955-56 224,039 164,303 1.364

1956-57 290,682 167,259 1.738

1957-58 297,238 170,293 1.745

1958-59 284,274 173,232 1.641

1959-60 296,542 176,365 1.681

Crop-year beginning June let and ending May 31st.

See Appendix Table 16 for source and method of calculation.

As reported on July 1 of crop year.
Source - (80).



Appendix Table 18. Average retail price of frozen peas in 10-ounce packages by region for crop years

1950-51 through 1959-60. (81)

U.B.

Average Consuming Region
Retail

Crop Year Price 1 2 3 5 6 8 9 10

(Cents per (Cents per 10 oz. pkg.)

10-oz.pkg)
l94-49

1949-50

1950-51 20.8 19.8 20.9 21.6 19.9 20.5 20.1 22.4 21.9 20.9 21.3

1951-52 20.3 19.4 20.6 20.6 19.7 20.0 20.1 21.5 207 20,2 20.6

1952-53 19.5 18.0 19.8 20.0 18.4 19.6 20.1 20.3 18.9 19.4 20.2

1953-54 19.2 17.4 18.7 18,7 17.9 19.0 19.1 20.2 18.5 19.1 19.0

1954-55 19.4 18.1 19.4 19.6 18.9 20.0 19.1 19.8 18.? 19.3 18,4

1955-56 20.9 20.3 20.9 21.5 19.9 20.6 20.6 21.4 20,2 21.4 20.5

1956-57 20.5 20.0 20.3 21.1 19.5 20.6 20.5 20.6 20.6 20.9 19.7

1957-58 19.6 19.4 19.4 20.2 19.0 19.4 19.3 19.5 19,6 20.2 18.9

1958-59 19,8 19.3 19,8 206 19.0 19.4 19,6 19.6 19.5 20.2 19.3

1959-60 19.1 19.5 19.7 20.5 18.5 19.7 19.9 19.6 19.2 20.4 19.4

vcrag:
19.91 19.12 19.95 20.44 19.07 19.88 19.84 20.49 19.78 20.20 19.73

All prices are expressed in terms of 1959 price level.
1\)
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Appendix Table 19. Five year moving average yield per acre of peas 
for freezing, United States, 1947-59. 

United States 
Average Five rear Five Year 

Crop-Year Yield/Acre Moving Total Moving Average 

(pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 

1943-44 2,048 

1944-45 1,677 

1945-46 1,966 

1946-47 2,024 

1947-48 1,778 9,493 1,899 

1948-49 2,000 9,445 1,889 

1949-50 1,774 9,542 1,908 

1950-51 1,922 9,498 1,900 

1951-52 2,040 9,514 1,903 

1952-53 2,156 9,i92 1,978 

1953-54 2,326 10,218 2,044 

1954-55 1,968 10,412 2,082 

1955-56 2,065 10,555 2,111 

1956-57 2,701 11,216 2,243 

1957-58 2,530 11,590 2,318 

1958-59 2,644 11,908 2,382 

1959-60 2,853 12,793 2,559 

Frozen pea crop year beginning June let and ending May 31st. 

/ Source - (79). 



Appendix Table 20. Average grower price received per acre of peas
for freezing, United States, 1947-59.

-
United States United States
Average Grower United States Average Grower
Price Received Five Year Moving Price Received
per Ton of Peas Average Yield per Ton of Peas

Crop-Year for Freezing per Acre for Freezing &

(Dollars) (Tois) (Dollars)

1947-48 98.81 .9495 93.82

1948-49 97.10 .9445 91.71

1949-50 94.04 .9540 89.71

1950-51 87.50 .9500 83.13

1951-52 87.70 .9515 83.45

1952-53 92.30 .9890 91.28

1953-54 95.31 1.0220 97.41

1954-55 90.60 1.0410 94.31

1955-56 89.40 1.0555 94.36

1956-57 92.90 1.1215 104.19

1957-58 91.10 1.1590 105.58

1958-59 88.30 1.1910 105.17

1959-60 90.10 1.2795 115.28

Frozen pea crop year beginning June let and ending May 31st.

Source - (79).

Calculated from Appendix Table 19.

Co1unn 2 times column 3.
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Appendix Table 21. Cold storage holdings of frozen peas on
December 31st as a percentage of production
of peas for freezing, United States, 1947-59.

tjnited States Cold Storage Cold Storage
Production of Holdings of Holdings as a
Peas for Freez- Frozen Peas Percent of Pro-

Crop Year ing Dec. 31st duction

(Tons) cTons) (Percent)

1947-4.8 72,030 55,826.5 775

194.8-49 72,420 46,464.5 64.2

1949-50 74,240 43,413.0 61.2

1950-51. 97,450 52,602.0 54.0

1951-52 120,620 65,160.5 54.0

1952-53 118,190 70,545.5 59.7

1953-54 129,200 77,972.5 60.4

1954-55 117,280 61,286.5 52.3

1955-56 133,740 62,323.5 46.6

1956-57 199,490 109,541.5 54.9

1957-58 158,830 117,430.0 73.9

1958-59 137,510 96,282.0 70.0

1959-60 170,230 102,838.0 60.4

Frozen pea crop year beginning June 1st arid ending May 31st.

Source - (79).

Source - (73).

j Column 3 divided by column 2.
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Appendix Table 22. Population estimates by states, 1959. 

- Population - Population 

Maine 949 Virginia 3,992 
New Hampshire 592 West Virginia 1,965 

Vexont 372 Kentucky 3,125 
Massachusetts 4,951 North Carolina 4,530 

Rhode Island 875 South Carolina 2,417 
Connecticut 2,415 Tennessee 3,501 

New lork 16,495 Georgia 3,838 
Pennsylvania 11,323 Alabania 3,193 

New Jersey 5,930 Mississippi 2,185 
Mar1and 3,031 Florida 4,761 
Delaware 454 Arkansas 1,744 

D. of Columbia 840 Louisiana 3,166 
Ohio 9,700 Texas 9,513 

Indiana 4,638 Oklahoma 2,276 
Michigan 7,960 California 14,639 
Wisconsin 4,010 Nevada 280 
Illinois 10,205 Utah 880 
Minnesota 3,399 Arizona 1,233 

North Dakota 642 New Mexico 879 
South Dakota 687 Colorado 1,682 
Iowa 2,809 Oregon 1,766 

Nebraska 1,456 Washington 2,823 
ICansas 2,140 Idaho 664 

Missouri 4,243 Montana 687 

Wyoming 319 

Total 176,174 

Li excludes Hawaii and Alaska. 
Source - (80) 



Appendix Table 23. Population estimates by consuiing regions,
1959.

Population
Region JuJj 1 195

(thousands

Region 1
Maine, New llanpshire, Vermont, 10,154
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut

Region 2
New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 3a,073
Maryland, De1awzre, District of Columbia

Region
Ohio, Indiana, Michigan 22,29a

Region 4
Wisconsin, Illinois 14,215

egiqj
Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota 4,72a

Region 6
Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri 1O,64a

Region 7
Virginia, West Virginia, entucky 33,507
North Carolina, South Carolina
Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama
Mississippi, Florida

Region S
Arkartsa.s, Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma 16,699

Region 9

California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, 19,593
New Mexico, Colorado

Region ig
Oregon, Washington, Idaho 6,259
Montana, Wyoming

Total i7,174

Source: See Appendix Table 22.
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Appendix Table 24. Population estimates by states, 1970. L

istimated Estimated
Population Population

State 1970 State 1970
(thousands) (thousands)

Maine 1,012. Virginia 4,455.5
New Hampshire 647. West Virginia 2,134.5
Vermont 398.5 Kentucky 3,214.5
Massachusetts 5,500.5 North Carolina 5,148.
Rhode Island 924.5 South Carolina 2,733.5
Connecticut 2,787. Tennessee 3,978.
New York 19,399.5 Georgia 4,228,5
Pennsylvania 12,384, Alabama 3,401.
New Jersey 6,679.5 Mississippi 2,179.5
Maryland 3,802. Florida 5,411.
Delaware 546, Arkansas 1,634.5
D. of Columbia 1,058.5 Louisiana 3,639.
Ohio 11,533. Texas 11,278.5
Indiana 5,528. Oklahoma 2,083.
Michigan 9,921. California 19,679.
Wisconsin 4,468. Nevada 385.
Illinois 11,097.5 Utah 1,098.
Minnesota 3,765.5 Arizona 1,614.
North Dakota 662.5 New Mexico 1,114.5
South Dakota 737.5 Colorado 2,049,
Iowa 2,911. Oregon 2,409.
Nebraska 1,505.5 Washington 3,569.
iCansas 2,353. Idaho 749.
Missouri 4,756.5 Montana 739.

Wyoming 387.

Total 203,689.5

Excludes Hawaii and Alaska

Source: The average of Series 2 and 3 estimates (80).
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Appendix Table 25. Population estimates by consuming regions,
1970.

Estimated
Region Population

1970
(thousands)

Region I
Maine, New Fianipshiro, Vermont 11,269.5
Massachu.setts, Rhode Island, Connecticut

Region 2
New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey 4,869.5
Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia

Regio
Ohio, Indiana, 1ichigan 26,982.

Region 4.

Wisconsin, Illinois 15,565.5

Region 5
Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota 5,165.5

Region 6
Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, 1issouri 11,526.

Region 7
Virginia, west Virginia, Kentucky, 36,884.
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee
Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Florida

Region 8
Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma 18,635.

Region 9
California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona 25,939,5
New Medco, Colorado

Region 10
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, :1ontana, -oming 7,853.

Total

Source: See Appendix Table 24.

203,689.5



Appendix Table 26. Total consumption of frozen peas by regions at various retail prices, 1959.

U.S. Average
Retail Price United States
per l0-oz. Total Consuming Regions

20 254,747,604 24,373,255 91,388,906 26,761,614 17,060,559 5,195,883 11,701,726 26,163,606 8,209,896 52,797,864 16,924,461

19 268,841,524 25,721,707 96,445,00]. 28,242,201 18,004,435 5,483,345 12,349,124 27,611,108 8,664,109 55,910,977 17,860,808

18 282,759,270 27,053,302 101,437,894 29,704,281 18,936,512 5,767,214 12,988,433 29,040,517 9,112,644 58,805,451 18,785,450

17 296,677,016 28,384,898 106,430,787 31,166,361 19,868,590 6,051,084 13,627,736 30,469,926 9,561,179 61,699,924 19,710,092

16 310,770,936 29,733,349 111,486,882 32,646,948 20,812,466 6,338,546 14,275,135 31,917,428 10,015,392 64,631,037 20,646,438

15 324,688,682 31,064,945 116,479,775 34,109,028 21,744,543 6,622,415 14,914,441 33,346,837 10,463,927 67,525,511 21,571,080

14 338,782,602 32,413,396 121,535,869 35,589,615 22,688,419 6,909,877 15,561,839 34,794,339 10,918,140 70,456,624 22,507,427

13 352,700,348 33,744,991 126,528,762 37,051,695 23,620,497 7,193,747 16,201,145 36,223,748 11,366,675 73,351,098 23,432,069

12 366,618,094 35,076,587 131,521,656 38,513,775 24,552,574 7,477,616 16,840,451 37,653,156 11,815,210 76,245,572 24,356,711

11 380,712,014 36,425,038 136,577,750 39,994,362 25,496,450 7,765,078 17,487,849 39,100,659 12,269,423 79,176,685 25,293,057

10 394,629,760 37,756,634 141,570,643 41,456,442 26,428,528 8,048,947 18,127,155 40,530,067 12,717,958 82,071,158 26,217,699




